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ABSTRACT 
Electronic control systems have become an integral part of the modern vehicle and 
their installation rate is still on a sharp rise. Their application areas range from 
powertrain, chassis and body control to entertainment. Each system is conventionally 
control led by a centralised controller with hard-wired links to sensors and actuators. As 
systems have become more complex, a rise in the number of system components and 
amount of wiring harness has followed. This leads to serious problems on safety, 
reliability and space limitation. Different networking and vehicle electronic architectures 
have been developed by others to ease these problems. The thesis proposes an alternative 
architecture namely Distributed Wheel Architecture, for its potential benefits in terms of 
vehicle dynamics, safety and ease of functional addition. The architecture would have a 
networked controller on each wheel to perform its dynamic control including braking, 
suspension and steering. 
The project involves conducting a preliminary study and comparing the proposed 
architecture with four alternative existing or high potential architectures. The areas of 
study are functionality, complexity, and reliability. 
Existing ABS, active suspension and four wheel steering systems are evaluated in 
this work by simulation of their operations using road test data. They are used as 
exemplary systems, for modelling of the new electronic architecture together with the 
four alternatives. A prediction technique is developed, based on the derivation of software 
pseudo code from system specifications, to estimate the microcontroller specifications of 
all the system ECUs. The estimate indicates the feasibility of implementing the 
architectures using current microcontrollers. Message transfer on the Controller Area 
Network (CAN) of each architecture is simulated to find its associated delays, and hence 
the feasibility of installing CAN in the architectures. Architecture component costs are 
estimated from the costs of wires, ECUs, sensors and actuators. The number of wires is 
obtained from the wiring models derived from exemplary system data. ECU peripheral 
component counts are estimated from their statistical plot against the number of ECU 
pins of collected ECUs. Architecture component reliability is estimated based on two 
established reliability handbooks. 
The results suggest that all of the five architectures could be implemented using 
present microcontrollers. In addition, critical data transfer via CAN is made within time 
limits under current levels of message load, indicating the possibility of installing CAN in 
these architectures. The proposed architecture is expected to· be costliet in terms of 
components than the rest of the architectures, while it is among the leaders for wiring 
weight saving. However, it is expected to suffer from a relatively higher probability of 
system component failure. 
The proposed architecture is found not economically viable at present, but shows 
potential in reducing vehicle wire and weight problems. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT 
1.1 Background 
Electronic systems are becoming very significant parts of the modem road 
vehicle. Their application areas range from powertrain, chassis and body control 
through to heating, ventilation and entertainment. Their functions are expanding into 
new areas to include navigation, crash avoidance, etc. [1-4]. The existing systems are 
also being constantly improved to meet customer expectations and future regulations. 
Consequently, both the complexity and cost of electronic systems per vehicle is rising 
and expected to rise further [3]. 
This increase in complexity in tum gives rise to increased numbers of sensors 
and actuators and also connections, and the amount of wiring harness required. 
Modem high-end vehicles contain a few kilometres of wiring, weighing at least 22 
kilograms [7,8]. The more complex the systems become, the more likely it is that data 
needs to be exchanged amongst them. This is evident now from examples such as 
gearbox-engine links that improve gearchange shift quality and steering-suspension 
system links that stiffen the suspension during high 'g' manoeuvres. The cumulative 
effect of this type of link is in larger quantities of data being transferred between the 
electronic control units (ECUs). 
Dynamic control systems such as Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), Traction 
Control, Suspension Control, and 4-wheel drive and 4-wheel steering, all operate via 
the wheels at the four comers of a vehicle. Conventionally, a centralised controller is 
used for each function, with hard-wired links to sensors and actuators distributed 
around the vehicle. 
The increasing complexity of electronics systems and their interconnections in 
modem vehicles is a serious concern [9]. It can lead to reliability and safety problems, 
since wiring is still a major source of faults in a vehicle. In order to counter the 
problem, networking architectures such as Controller Area Network (CAN) have been 
developed to simplify wiring harnesses and enable data links between systems. It is in 
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addition to these data networks that a number of different electronic architectures, 
described in the following chapter, are under consideration to help ease the problem. 
1.2 Project Objectives 
The aim of this work is to evaluate alternative automotive architectures for 
dynamic control electronics. The work adopts a system-level approach, in 
acknowledgement of the different factors that influence the adoption of new vehicle 
systems. Specifically, the functionality, reliability and cost of the alternative 
architectures are evaluated to compare their practicality and commercial potential. 
A specific arrangement proposed here is that of a distributed architecture, 
which is anticipated to reduce the problem of increasing wiring harness and achieve 
further benefits, especially in terms of vehicle handling and electronics. This 
arrangement follows the concept of independent wheel control systems for suspension 
[19] and brake [10,18,20]. The proposed architecture would contain an integrated 
controller at each wheel and a central controller. These 'Wheel Controllers' would 
take control of the dynamics of each wheel, concerning traction, braking and 
suspension controls, with data connections via a networking protocol to other 
controllers. The outline of the system is shown in Figure 1.1. 
Wheel controller Central ECU Wheel controller ECU ECU 
I I Network bus I 
l I l I Engine I ~.rECU, I management ECU 
Wheel controller Wheel controller 
ECU ECU 
Figure 1.1 Outline of Distributed Wheel Controller Architecture 
Specific objectives of this work are: 
• to simulate the system operation using historical data from an instrumented 
vehicle 
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• to derive the functional specification of the dynamics control systems in a near-
future vehicle and from this to estimate the processor specification required to 
support it 
• to study the feasibility of installing a CAN network in the alternative architectures, 
in terms of message delay time 
• to compare the desirability of the alternative architectures to the vehicle 
manufacturer in terms of cost and reliability 
• to evaluate the viability of the distributed wheel control architecture on the above 
terms. 
1.3 Possible Benefits of Distributed Wheel Controller 
Architecture 
The foreseeable advantages of the proposed architectures will be in the 
following areas: 
1.3. 1 Vehicle Dynamics 
In term of vehicle dynamics, a vehicle characteristic can be represented by the 
g-g diagram [5] shown in Figure 1.2, which is the maximum grip per unit load that 
four tyres can produce in any direction. This available force depends on the tyre-road 
friction and the load on the wheels, and changes from moment to moment. High 
performance cars tend to have a large diagram boundary. Although the diagram 
suggests maximum attainable force, normal vehicles cannot reach this limit. A skilled 
driver is often able to sense any reduction in grip, but is unable to redistribute the 
vehicle forces between the four wheels. One of the reasons is due to suspension 
geometry which affects wheel orientations and hence tyre forces. Imperfect brake 
balance between front and rear could also prevent both tyres from reaching the 
friction boundary simultaneously [5]. The available grip of each wheel cannot be 
measured in real-time, due to its dependability on factors such as road surfaces and 
tyre conditions. However, a system is being proposed that would sense and improve 
vehicle handling performance and stability near the limits of tyre-road grip, by 
distributing forces at each wheel accordingly [11,17]. Other systems are also intended 
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to combine operations of brake, suspension and steering controls on each wheel, to 
improve vehicle handling [12-16]. 
The electronic architecture proposed here would implement this combined 
operation in a controller-per-wheel system, each controller sensing the grip when 
nearing the limit and communicating with the others in order to distribute the vehicle 
suspension, traction and cornering forces optimally. 
~irection of travel 
F4-
Figure 1.2 Vehicle g-g diagram 
1.3.2 Electronic Point of View 
1.3.2.1 Cost 
Acceleration 
Left Right 
----+----
Braking 
The four smaller circles indicate the 
maximum available grip of each wheel, at one 
particular moment. The large circle is the 
combination of the four that represents the 
available grip of the whole vehicle. 
The component cost of the system is made up of ECU, wiring, sensor and 
actuator costs. The potential cost saving of the proposed architecture will be as a 
result of reducing the size of the wiring harness, which is currently the second most 
expensive item in a vehicle, after the engine [6]. The wiring reduction is due to 
networking and close proximity between a wheel controller and its sensors and 
actuators. 
Balanced against this will be the potential costs of the four Wheel Control 
ECUs. The processing power, memory requirements and interface specifications of 
these are derived by the author to allow a comparison to be made with other 
architectures. 
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1.3.2.2 Safety Features 
In individual wheel brake-by-wire control systems that have been proposed to 
date [18], a stated potential benefit is that a specified set of failures of electronics or 
mechanical components at one wheel could be compensated for by actions of the 
other three Wheel Control ECUs, as all are linked. 
Similarly, this fault tolerance could be applied to other faulty cases. For 
instance, a deflating tyre could be identified and the load on the tyre redistributed. 
Elaborate diagnostic records of sensors and actuators at each corner could be 
kept by each processor. The information could be of use in the future for trouble-
predicting functions, to give advanced warning to the driver before a component 
actuall y breaks down [1]. 
1.4 Methodology 
The work will firstly establish the likely electronic content of the dynamic 
control systems of a typical near-future vehicle. The electronic systems considered 
will be the Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), Suspension Control, and Four-Wheel 
Steering (4WS), which are collectively responsible for the vehicle's dynamics. These 
systems are to be considered together in a total of five potential architectures. These 
are: Conventional Centralised (Architecture 1), Conventional Centralised with 
Limited CAN (Architecture 2), Total Centralised (Architecture 3), and Conventional 
Centralised with Functional Integration (Architecture 4), as described in the 
following chapter, along with the proposed Distributed Wheel Architecture 
(Architecture 5) will be considered as the likely architectures of the future. The same 
electronic systems will be arranged into a vehicle model according to each 
architecture in turn. These models will form the basis for a study of the feasibility and 
characteristics of the architectures described in the objectives above, allowing a 
comparison of the potential benefits of each. 
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1.5 Thesis Contents 
Chapter 2 contains literature survey on the automotive electronic architectures, 
mentioned in the thesis, and also the current developments and trends in dynamical 
control systems involved, which are ABS, suspension control and 4WS. Also included 
in Chapter 2 are current and future states of microcontrollers, which perform all the 
system electronic control, and introduction to Controller Area Network (CAN), which 
is a widely installed network architecture. 
Chapter 3 describes the derivation of the exemplar dynamic control systems, 
which are ABS, active suspension and 4WS systems. The simulation using road test 
data to examine their functionality is described. 
Chapter 4 explains the structures of the five vehicle electronic Architectures, 
which are studied and compared in this project. 
Chapter 5 includes the technique developed to predict the Electronic Control 
Unit (ECU) performance, from software specifications. The comparison between the 
predictions and experimental measurements, and the resulting derivation of a 
correction factor are explained. The performance prediction of the ECUs of all five 
Architectures is described, followed by the specifications of the required 
microcontrollers for the control tasks. This completes the architecture feasibility study 
on control hardware. The other feasibility study on CAN message delay, associated 
with each architecture, and its simulation results are then described. 
Chapter 6 contains the wiring complexity and component cost estimation of 
the alternative architectures, focusing upon the wiring harness and ECU electronic 
contents. The effects of future trends and other factors on costs are also discussed. 
Chapter 7 compares the architectures' characteristics on reliability, from 
modelling. 
Chapter 8 draws the conclusions on the work and gives suggestions for further 
work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter provides the background to the choice of the individual vehicle 
dynamic control systems that are considered in this thesis. Additionally, the 
technologies available within the ECU are reviewed, with the aim of identifying the 
likely 'state-of-the-art' for a near-future ECU. 
2.1 Suspension Control 
Suspension has a crucial role in ride comfort and handling of a vehicle. Its 
functions are to isolate the vehicle body and its components from any irregularities of 
the roads, and to keep the tyres in contact with the ground at all time [1]. These, 
however, must be done without degrading stability and steering of the vehicle [2]. 
Ideally, a vehicle body should be level all the time, while suspension and wheels 
move vertically according to road irregularities. There are also other functions of the 
suspension as follows [3]: 
• counteracting longitudinal, lateral forces and also braking and driving torque by 
the tyres 
• opposing vehicle body roll 
• maintaining proper steer and camber attitudes of wheels to road surface 
2. 1. 1 Conventional Passive Suspension System 
This type of system includes components that only react to the forces acting on 
the suspension, and hence is called passive [4]. The main component is the spring, 
which acts to oppose the suspension movement when a vehicle encounters a rough 
road surface. The other major element is a damper. The damper's function is to 
smooth out the oscillatory movement of the body/spring system. 
The design of conventional suspension has traditionally been a compromise 
between ride and handling [5]. For example, a car with a high suspension spring 
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stiffness tends to have higher stability than the one with lower stiffness, but the ride is 
not as smooth. 
With advances In technology, electronic-controlled suspensions have been 
developed to improve the compromise inherent in conventional systems. 
2. 1.2 Semi-Active Suspension System 
This is a system that still contains passive elements (spring and damper) but 
has additional controllable components for dynamic improvement in various driving 
situations. The controllable or semi-active elements may be either an air spring or 
adaptive damper [4]. Semi-active suspensions require less power and are cheaper than 
fully-active ones, but generally give inferior performance [8]. 
The typical semi-active system consists of several sensors depending on types 
of systems and an ECU [6, 7]. The sensors include wheel height sensors, vehicle 
speed sensor and a steering angle sensor. 
According to the definition of active suspension by Milliken [5], many so-
called active suspension systems, which still contain passive components, will be 
classified in this thesis as semi-active. Currently, the following systems would be 
categorised as semi-active: 
• adaptive damping 
• self-levelling 
• series active 
• parallel active 
• anti-roll control 
Adaptive damping and self-levelling systems are the most commonly implemented 
semi-active systems in cars at present [18]. These will now be discussed in more 
detail. 
2.1.2.1 Adaptive Damping 
An example of a system for which published component details and operating 
functions are available, is Toyota Electronic Modulated Suspension shown in Figure 
2.1 [7]. It was first developed in 1983 and had been through various changes and 
improvements up until the publication year of 1991. It sets the damping force to one 
of several fixed values, in order to optimise riding comfort and stability according to 
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the selected ride mode. The block diagram of the system is displayed in Figure 2.2 
[7]. 
Here, the ECU adjusts the damping hardness according to the measured wheel 
height together with braking and steering information. The anti-roll function operates 
when wheel height and steering angle changes indicate body roll, with the ECU 
increasing the damping force to resist the movement. 
Abeorber 
control 
actuator 
Ab&orber control computer 
EngIne control computer 
Diagnosis connector 
Figure 2.1 Adaptive damping suspension system layout 
t RIght front abtorber control actuator 
~ t..11 front abtorber 
e control actuator 
C 
8 RI9h1 r •• r .btorbet 
I control .ctuator t..1t re.r eblOlber 
< control ectuetor 
DllI\lnol. output 
Figure 2.2 Adaptive damping suspension block diagram 
The typical system functional block diagram including sensor information is 
shown in Figure 2.3 [7]. 
Figure 2.3 shows the control parameters, which are entirely a combination of 
vehicle sensor signals. The throttle data and the stop lamp data are used to adjust the 
setting of damping mode to minimise squat and dive, when accelerating and braking 
respectively. The steering sensor provides data for the anti-roll control function. In 
this particular system, feedback from the wheel stroke sensors is also incorporated 
with the above information to further enhance ride and handling. An example is the 
anti-dive function. A simple system would react to dive at high speed by increasing 
the damping. With the addition of wheel stroke data, this controller will also 
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counteract dive at low speed, by detecting when the front wheel heights are low, 
indicating a dive. 
The ECU processes these signals, and is capable of producing commands to 
the actuators at the interval at least equal to their operational response time of 10-20 
ms. 
Another system called a shock absorber control system, which was published 
in 1985, incorporates acceleration-deceleration sensor to aid vehicle movement data, 
and the ultrasonic road sensor to provide road condition data [6,13]. Another variation 
of the Toyota adaptive damping system omitted all the sensors, and only requires 
force reacted from road surface data, from the 4 piezoelectric sensors on shock 
absorbers for adaptive mode selection [6,14]. 
SPEED 
SENSOR 
SPEED 
---"-ii~ . 
l~ ,,-~- -7 
STOP LAMP:I% ./ 
sWrrCH ~i ~~LE _~;;;.I;!lL_S___ . 
(THROTTLE ) SPEED "'" ANGLE $IGNAL ""'" .Control area overlapped 
with .8lroke 
Figure 2.3 Adaptive damping suspension functional block diagram 
2.1.2.2 Self Levelling System 
This system functions to keep vehicle body height constant above the road 
surface, and also allows a low spring constant for ride comfort, regardless of load 
conditions [6]. The system is often combined with adaptive dampers [16]. Hence, on 
varying driving conditions and road surfaces, the combination of systems can adjust 
damping force and spring rate accordingly [6]. Self levelling is described here 
separately from adaptive damping because some systems perform only the self 
levelling task without damping control [15]. 
There are currently two implemented systems with published information, one 
developed by Rover in early 1990s [15] and the other described in [6] with no 
manufacturer information. Both of them use air springs as the self-levelling actuators. 
Examples of the system layout and block diagram are shown in Figure 2.4 and 2.5 [6]. 
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Figure 2.4 Self levelling suspension system layout 
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I vehicle speed I U l valves sensor I 
I door switch 
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Figure 2.5 Self levelling suspension block diagram 
This particular system has a combined functions of adaptive damping with the 
control of shock absorbers and air springs, and self levelling with 3 ride height level 
capability. As illustrated in Figure 2.5, this type of semi-active suspension requires 
similar types of sensor to the adaptive damping. The system in Figure 2.4 performs 
similar functions to a typical adaptive damping system with an added ability to raise 
and lower the vehicle body height to suit ride conditions. To improve ride and 
handling, these two functions are frequently combined into one system. 
2.1.2.3 Series Active System 
This semi-active suspension is sometimes called slow active suspension 
system [5,16]. As the name suggests, the system contains a conventional spring in 
series with a hydraulic actuator [17]. The actuator controls the ride at low frequencies 
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and leaves the high frequency actions to the passive element, hence the name slow 
active [16]. 
A typical system control block diagram is as shown in Figure 2.6 [16]. 
I longitudinal G I sensor I 
I lateral G sensor I 
E : hydraulic system I I vertical G sensor I 
C I steering angle I sensor I 
U I height control j I venicle speea I valves sensor I 
I height sensors I 
Figure 2.6 Series active suspension block diagram 
The system contains a Proportional-Integral-Differential (PID) controller to 
correct the wheel height to the target wheel height [16]. PI feed-back vertical 
acceleration control is also applied to compensate for the lag of actuator response, for 
ride comfort. Finally, longitudinal and lateral acceleration sensors, together with 
vehicle speed and steering angle sensors, are used to supply data for the control of 
pitch and roll. 
This system can attain better ride than adaptive damping with an extra benefit 
of being able to keep the vehicle level during cornering, braking and accelerating 
[18]. 
2.1.2.4 Parallel Active System 
As the name suggests, the system is characterised by an actuator operating in 
parallel with a passive spring as shown in Figure 2.7 [18] 
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Figure 2.7 Parallel Active Suspension 
The system is similar to active suspension but with the addition of passive 
springs to support the vehicle mass. The actuators, therefore, have less load to act 
upon and hence have a lower power consumption [17]. There is no information on 
system ECU, sensors and actuators, or control algorithm found in literature. 
2.1.2.5 Anti-roll Control 
Most modern cars have an anti-roll bar, usually a torsional spring, connecting 
the front wheels. Some cars also have one fitted on the rear wheels. The effect of the 
anti-roll bars is realised when the two front or rear wheels move vertically in opposite 
directions, which occurs during cornering, causing the body to roll. The bars will react 
against this roll. To reduce the vehicle roll, and hence improve ride, when cornering, 
an actuator is placed in series with the anti-roll bars. It can exert torque on the bars to 
counteract the roll [18]. The result is a better ride. The control block diagram is 
presumed to be as shown in Figure 2.8. 
I lateral G sensor I E 
C I steering angle I J Actuator I sensor I I 
l vehicle speed I U sensor I 
Figure 2.8 Anti-roll System Control Block Diagram 
The anti-roll control system has no benefit in a straight line driving. The 
logical combination of anti-roll system and another semi-active suspension could 
improve ride and handling characteristics closer to those of active suspension with 
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lower cost and power consumption [18]. 
2. 1.3 Active Suspension System 
An active system is defined here as a control system which has external power 
added to it. The fully active suspension system is totally dependent on the powered 
control elements [5]. It exerts forces via the actuators between vehicle body and 
wheels irrespective of current dynamics of the vehicle elements [4]. With present 
technology, the only practical active suspension system is electro-hydraulic due to the 
power, force, and frequency response requirements [5]. 
Active suspension exists to improve the ride and comfort over the 
conventional system. For instance, in a situation when a vehicle with conventional 
suspension system runs over a small obstruction on an even road, the wheel spring is 
compressed. The result is a higher wheel load and vehicle body rise. A car with active 
suspension can detect the wheel tendency to rise and react to adjust the actuator, 
maintaining constant wheel load and hence exerting no spring resistance to the 
obstruction. Its operation is simply equivalent to lifting the wheels to cross the 
obstruction [9]. 
The general electronic components are similar to those of the semi-active 
systems, with a centralised BCU and a number of sensors. There are several active 
suspension systems on the market. They are described by [4-6, 10-12]. One of the 
latest system layouts, and input and output parameters are as shown in Figure 2.9 and 
2.10 respectively [12]. 
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Figure 2.9 Active suspension system layout 
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The important vehicle ride information is provided by accelerometers that 
detect the vehicle acceleration in three axes, longitudinal, lateral and vertical. This 
information is utilised in the system and shown in the acceleration control block 
diagram of Figure 2.11. Its control details are described in Chapter 3. 
The ECU employed in this active suspension system is capable of completing 
a computation cycle within several milliseconds. Such high response speed is required 
to suppress transient roll motion. Hence a similar update rate is required for the sensor 
signals. 
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Figure 2.10 Active suspension system input and output signals 
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Figure 2.11 Acceleration control block diagram of active suspension 
2. 1.4 Suspension System Electronic Control Units 
8 and 16 bit microcontrollers have been employed in suspension system ECUs. 
The former is found in a Rover self levelling system [15], while two of the latter are 
found in a more complex active suspension system [6]. One microcontroller handles 
data from accelerometers and issues actuator control commands, with other data, such 
as vehicle height and speed, processed and supplied by the other microcontroller. For 
system safety, each microcontroller can signal the failsafe circuit should a fault occur. 
There is no information on microcontroller type used in other kinds of 
suspension systems. Their microcontrollers should, however, fall into either of the bit 
categories above, due to their lower complexity than the active suspension. On the 
other hand, the most complex suspension control algorithms may require a state of the 
art microcontroller, according to [18]. Hence it can be expected that later generations 
of active suspension will require a 32 bit microcontroller. 
2.1.5 Current and Trend in Suspension System Research 
There are currently several areas of research into suspension system. Much of 
the academic research goes into novel suspension control algorithms [18,98-100]. 
Other research is directed towards the combined control of suspension, mostly active, 
and other dynamic control systems, cheaper actuators and power sources [9-
10,18,101-102]. The latter two are viewed as an important challenge particularly to 
active suspension development, since they are the most expensive part of the system 
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and active suspension consumes significantly higher amount of energy than other 
types [18,97]. 
From the above discussion on types of suspension, it can be seen that active 
suspension offers the best performance. However, its high price, weight and power 
consumption prevent it from appearing in large volume. [97] suggests that the likely 
system, that could be mass produced and have performance close to that of active 
suspension, would be a combination of a few subsystems. The suggested combination 
consists of self levelling system, adaptive damping and anti-roll control. The three 
systems would provide a height control for payload compensation, ride control for 
different driving situation, and level cornering, respectively. However, despite in 
small volume, active suspension has been implemented on vehicles [9,11]. This 
proves its practicality. If there is success on its actuators and power sources research 
mentioned above, it could yet emerge into a higher volume car market. For these 
reasons, the active suspension has been chosen for the later system simulation and 
modelling work. 
2.2 Four Wheel Steering (4WS) 
Many 4WS systems have two basic operations [6]. Firstly to turn the rear 
wheels through relatively small angles in the same direction as the front wheels at 
high speed to reduce turning motion, and hence increase stability. Some cheaper 
systems only contain this function [6,22]. Secondly to steer the rear wheels in the 
opposite direction to the front wheels at low and medium speeds to decrease turning 
radius and increase steering response respectively. The 4WS steering concept can be 
illustrated, by the steering characteristic diagram of a typical system in Figure 2.12 
[6]. 
\ \ 
Figure 2.12 A typical front and rear wheel steering characteristic of a 4WS 
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2.2.1 Types of 4WS Systems 
4WS systems can be classified according to their mechanism as follows [6]: 
• fully mechanical with steering shaft connecting front and rear wheel steering 
gearboxes 
• electronic-hydraulic which applies hydraulic power to steer both the front and rear 
wheels. The example of such system is described in [19,31]. 
• electronic-hydraulic-mechanical systems. One particular system has a mechanical-
hydraulic steering mechanism when steering rear wheels in the opposite to the 
front wheels, and applies electronic-hydraulic type when steering the rear wheels 
in the same direction as the front wheels [6]. The two mechanisms are determined 
and controlled by the ECU. The system is illustrated in [20]. 
• electronic-electric control systems. As the name suggests, the steering of this type 
of system is powered by electric motor and controlled by an ECU. 
The control algorithms running within these ECUs are discussed in the next 
section. 
2.2.2 4WS Control Algorithms 
Every type of four wheel steering system described above (except the fully 
mechanical ones), is controlled by a central ECU. The ECU processes information 
from sensors to determine the rear wheel steering angles and issues commands to the 
front and rear wheel actuators. The control algorithm running on the 4WS ECU can be 
of either open or closed loop type. 
The open loop control algorithm applied is based on a predetermined 
relationship between vehicle speed, front wheel angle, lateral acceleration and 
steering wheel rotational velocity. 
An example of a rear wheel steering characteristic of a simple system, 
installed on a Nissan car in 1986 is as shown in Figure 2.13 [6]. This 4WS system is 
intended to improve stability at high speed driving only, not to reduce the turning 
radius at low speed. The rear steering angle range is thus small. In this algorithm, only 
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vehicle speed and lateral acceleration are used in determining the rear steering angle. 
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Figure 2.13 Rear wheel steering characteristics of a simple 4WS system 
Recent 4WS systems use a more complicated closed loop control, using yaw 
rate feedback to improve stability [18]. A proportional control algorithm using 
steering angle, vehicle speed and yaw rate sensors is shown in Figure 2.14 [28]. The 
system configuration is displayed in Figure 2.15 [20]. 
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Figure 2.14 Proportional control block diagram of a 4WS system 
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Figure 2.15 4WS with yaw rate feedback control system diagram 
The control equation (2.1) is shown below [20]. 
4 
Sr 
: front wheel steering angle velocity 
: rear wheel steering angle 
: front wheel steering angle 
: vehicle speed 
: yaw rate 
IYa" rate sensor Steering angle sensor Wheel speed sensors \ Vehicle speed sensor Act i vo 4WS computer \ Roverse swi tch ( ASS cOftlPutcr 
(2.1) 
Sf 
V 
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K, : opposite direction steering angle proportional gain 
K 2(4 ,V) 
K 3(V) 
: tuning gain of steering velocity 
: yaw rate proportional gain 
The first term represents the steering angle proportional gain. It is negative at 
low speed, so that the rear wheels are steered in the opposite direction to the front 
ones at low speed. This is for turning radius reduction. It is set to zero at high speed 
driving. The second term is the yaw rate proportional term, which becomes dominant 
at high speed. The two gains are positive, indicating the front and rear wheels are 
turned in the same direction. The rear wheels are steered to reduce yaw rate that 
occurs due to cross wind or road irregularity. 
2.2.3 4WS Electronic Control Units 
Both 8 bit [19] and 16 bit [29-30] microcontrollers have been employed in 
different 4WS ECUs. These systems have similar number of system sensor inputs, 
though one is an experimental system [30], where a microcontroller with spare 
capacity may be selected to allow for subsequent program changes. In one case, two 
microcontrollers are fitted as a safety precaution [29]. The two processors monitor 
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each other's control operations. If a discrepancy is detected, each is capable of 
switching the system to a safe state [29]. Figure 2.16 shows the ECU structure 
diagram. 
Scheme EeU 
Figure 2.16 A 4WS ECU structure 
2.2.4 Status and Future Trend of 4WS 
Work is currently underway to introduce new control concepts to further 
improve system handling characteristics [6]. In the existing systems described above, 
the control is based on a predetermined relationship between vehicle speed, front 
wheel angle, lateral acceleration and steering wheel velocity. Newer concepts include 
control algorithms based on vehicle side slip angle and model vehicle behaviour. The 
former is to keep the side slip, which is the difference between the vehicle heading 
direction and the moving direction of the vehicle centre of gravity, close to zero for 
ease of driver's control. The latter acts to try and match vehicle behaviour to the 
desirable vehicle behaviour model, based on driver's steering operations. This new 
concept may also have an effect on increased system complexity. 
Unlike ABS, the 4WS system has not been widely installed in modern cars, 
since its first introduction to the production cars in 1985. This is due to the extra cost 
on a vehicle, and the fact that its effect can only be realised in particular driving 
conditions such as obstacle avoidance [23]. Under normal driving, the effect of 4WS 
is almost equal to ordinary front wheel steering [23]. However, the combined effect of 
4WS, suspension and ABS is believed to greatly enhance the performance and 
stability of a vehicle [21,24,25]. It is also considered that this combination of systems 
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forms part of the Advanced Vehicle Control System (AVCS), which is a research 
topic for future vehicle dynamic control systems [26,27]. Furthermore, an attempt to 
introduce cheaper version of 4WS aiming for higher market acceptance is also 
underway [22]. For the above reasons, the inclusion of 4WS in this work is considered 
justifiable. 
2.3 Electronics in Braking and Anti-lock Braking 
Systems (ABS) 
The braking system is an indispensable part of a vehicle, as it is a safety-
related system [35]. For this reason, there has been a large amount of research into the 
area. To improve the performance in various driving situations, electronic control has 
been introduced to prevent wheel locking, distribute braking force amongst wheels 
depending on load and improve the driver's response to an emergency stop situation. 
This has proved so beneficial that a large proportion of modern cars contain 
electronics as part of their braking systems. Many future developments, such as a fully 
brake-by-wire system will only be made possible by the use of electronics. 
This report will concentrate upon an Anti-lock Braking System (ABS). This is 
because it is now established and widely installed in modern cars and expected to be a 
standard fitting in future vehicles, with its benefits in terms of improved braking 
performance to drivers proven and recognised [32-34]. 
The objectives of a typical ABS system are listed below [6,35]: 
• keeping a vehicle stable during braking 
• preventing a controlled wheel from locking 
• the loss of ABS must not affect the safety of standard braking systems 
Some ABS systems are also designed with the following objectives [35]: 
• maintaining steerability during heavy braking 
• optimally utilising tyre-road friction in order to minimise braking distance 
• being able to quickly adapt to tyre-road friction changes 
• minimise yaw effect during braking on split-coefficient road surface 
• stable braking while cornering 
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2.3. 1 Types of ASS 
ABS can be categorised into three groups according to the number of braking 
circuits (or channels) that its hydraulic system regulates [36]. 
2.3.1.1 Two-channel ABS 
This is the simplest and cheapest type of ABS. A front and its diagonal rear 
wheel are controlled together in a pair. Each front wheel is monitored for a sign of 
lock up. When front wheel lock up is detected, the brake pressure of both wheels in a 
pair are released simultaneously. In this ABS system, only two front wheel speed 
sensors are needed. The amount of control task is less, and hence its lower cost. The 
performance is inferior to the other two types of ABS. It is mostly installed in small 
cars. 
2.3.1.2 Three-channel ABS 
As the name suggests, there are three control targets in this system. The two 
front wheels are controlled individually, while the two rear wheels are controlled in a 
pair. A popular control concept for rear wheels is 'select low', which provides equal 
brake force to both rear wheels at all time. The amount of brake force given depends 
on the status of a rear wheel with lower coefficient of friction. Despite the higher cost 
then the previous system, its performance is considerably superior [37]. Three-
channel ABS is widely employed in medium and large cars. 
2.3.1.3 Four-channel ABS 
This is the most costly and complicated ABS of the three types. All four 
wheels are monitored and controlled individually. As a result, the available tyre-road 
friction of each wheel is optimally utilised and hence the shortest braking distance is 
obtained. 
2.3.2 ASS Control Algorithms 
Having been in the market for more than twenty years, there has been a large 
amount of research into ABS control algorithms. Different control methods such as 
deceleration threshold, proportional-integral control and fuzzy logic are developed 
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[38-41]. However, only the former method is focused upon here, since most ABS 
systems in the market employ this deceleration and wheel slip threshold algorithm 
[40]. 
2.3.2.1 Wheel Slip 
When a vehicle is accelerating or braking, tyres deform which causes the 
difference between a circumferential wheel speed and a vehicle velocity. The wheel is 
said to 'slip'. As the result, a frictional force between tyre and road surface is 
generated. 
Slip can hence be defied in equation 2.2. 
(2.2) 
A - wheel slip 
V v - vehicle velocity 
Vr - circumferential wheel speed 
Figure 2.17 shows a typical relationship between slip and tyre-road coefficient 
of friction ~. 
Tyre-Road 
Coefficient of 
friction (IJ) 
o 
Unstable 
I ~ 
Optimum slip 1Wheel Slip (A.) 
Figure 2.17 Relationship between slip and tyre-road coefficient of friction 
As seen from the graph, friction initially builds up to its peak value as the slip 
grows. This is a stable area, where braking effort and tyre-road adhesion are balanced. 
Here the higher braking effort asserted, the more tyre-road frictional torque generated 
from the increase tyre-road friction, hence greater braking effect. Once the graph 
moves into a higher slip area beyond the peak tyre-road coefficient of friction, a wheel 
begins to lock and the balance between braking effort and friction is lost, hence less 
braking effect. This is an unstable area. At its maximum slip value of 1.0, the wheel is 
completely locked. 
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A basic control objective of an ABS is to prevent an excessive wheel slip 
beyond the peak friction coefficient into the unstable area. Its control range is 
designated by a shaded part of the line. 
2.3.2.2 Deceleration Threshold Control 
This control method is applied in ABS systems by Bosch which is widely 
popular in ABS market [36]. The basic control procedure is that the system 
continuously monitored a target wheel to see if wheel deceleration and wheel slip 
values exceed set thresholds. When both thresholds are surpassed, ABS will activate 
to avert wheel lock. 
A simplified model of an ABS system is as shown in Figure 2.18 [42]. 
Figure 2.18 Simplified model of ABS electronic control applied to some three and 
four-channel systems 
From the wheel speed sensors, the ECU can calculate the following control 
variables [43]: 
vehicle reference speed 
wheel acceleration 
obtained from a pair of diagonal wheels such as left 
front and right rear wheels. During braking, its value is 
generated based on an interpolation of the speed at the 
beginning of braking process. 
calculated directly as a differentiation from the wheel 
speed. 
wheel slip cannot be directly measured but its representative value 
can be calculated based on the reference speed. 
Typical ABS control cycles on high tyre-road friction coefficient road can be 
as shown in Figure 2.19 [42]. 
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Figure 2.19 Typical ABS control cycles on high tyre-road friction coefficient road 
The explanations for each control phase are described as follows: 
Phasel 
Phase2 
Phase3 
Phase4 
PhaseS 
Phase6 
Phase7 
Phase8 
the vehicle is under braking, wheel and vehicle speeds reduce. At the 
end of the phase, wheel deceleration reaches its threshold. 
wheel deceleration threshold is exceeded, ABS holds brake pressure 
constant At the end of the phase, wheel speed approaches slip limit 
both wheel deceleration and slip exceed their limits. ABS decreases 
brake pressure, to let wheel gain speed until wheel acceleration goes 
above threshold. 
once the wheel accelerates above threshold, brake pressure is 
maintained. The acceleration continues 
wheel acceleration is beyond the upper limit, which signals ABS to 
increase brake pressure 
wheel acceleration is now below the upper limit. ABS maintains 
constant brake pressure, as wheel acceleration is above +a threshold 
indicating that it is still slightly under-braked. 
ABS builds up brake pressure until wheel deceleration threshold is 
exceeded 
the cycle repeats by reducing brake pressure irrespective of the state of 
wheel slip 
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2.3.3 ASS Electronic Control Units 
An example of a simplified ABS ECU is displayed in Figure 2.20 [6,37,42]. 
Wheel speed 
signals i 
L 
! 
.1: 
Input 
, 
L. Circuit 
.,{ 
.. 
:~ 
Figure 2.20 Simplified model of an ABS ECU 
Output 
Circuit 
Solenoid 
valves 
The input circuit contains a filter and an amplifier. Its functions are filtering 
input noise, amplifying the input signal, and converting it into a form ready to be 
processed by a microcontroller. 
The controller is a heart of all the control. It executes the control algorithm, by 
calculating controlled variables from wheel speed signals, and processing them 
according to the control rules. It finally sends command signals to drive circuits and 
warning lamp. 
The output circuit receives control signals. It then regulates and amplifies 
current for driving the brake solenoids. 
2.3.3.1 Microcontrollers for ABS 
There is a wide variety of microcontrollers used in ABS systems, dependent 
on the system complexity. Both 8 and 16 bit microcontrollers can be seen to 
satisfactorily perform the control tasks of a modern practical ABS [36,44-48]. [36] 
suggests that an 8 bit microcontroller is a cost-effective choice for a simple two-
channel ABS, whereas a more complex four-channel system demands a higher 
performance 16 bit microcontroller. Due to the real time nature of the tasks, the 
microcontroller needs to be able to execute them reliably within a fixed interval. It has 
to calculate wheel speed at the typical cycle speed of 5ms [36,46]. Some additional 
hardware such as timer capture input can help a 8 bit microcontroller achieve this 
target [44]. 
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Some ABS systems employ a combination of microcontrollers in their ECDs 
to meet performance and cost targets. An example is the application of three 8 bit 
microcontrollers, to carry out distributed calculation tasks of a combined ABS and 
traction ECD [45]. Another system employs two microcontrollers, each being 
responsible for the control of two channels of a four-channel ABS system [42]. 
Another important reason of using extra microcontrollers in an ABS system is 
for safety purposes. One system has a high performance 16 bit microcontroller for its 
control tasks, while engaging a medium performance 8 bit microcontroller as a safety 
computer to check the correctness and timing of commands [47]. The idea of having a 
second identical microcontroller to perform duplicated control calculations is also 
popular [37,49]. In these systems, both microcontrollers receive the same wheel speed 
inputs and execute the same control algorithm to obtain output signals. The pair 
monitors each other's output signals. If the two are different, indicating an error, the 
ABS is shut down and a warning lamp is lit to warn the driver [49]. 
2.3.4 Current Research on ASS 
The current research on ABS can be summarised as having the following 
objectives [50]: 
• to improve system and assembly design technique to reduce cost, so the ABS is 
more suitable for medium and low price vehicles. An example of area which 
needs addressing is the amount of electrical connectors used for wiring, which 
has an increasing percentage of overall system costs [50]. 
• to improve the utilisation of braking traction available on a wider range of road 
conditions, to increase the system performance 
• to integrate the system with others, such as traction control and electronic brake 
distribution, to improve vehicle handling characteristics 
• to enhance communication with the driver and compensate for driver incapability, 
for example, automatic braking to avoid a crash due to slow human reaction. 
Having gone through the reviews of the three dynamic control systems, the 
microcontroller, which is the central part of those systems, will be reviewed. 
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2.4 Microcontrollers 
2.4. 1 Introduction 
The microcontroller is a specialised microprocessor modified to suit it to 
control applications [51]. It is employed in various specific embedded control 
applications, such as in electronic appliances, robot arms, vehicle electronic circuits, 
etc. Due to the variety of its applications, there is a wide range of peripheral 
components that can be included in the microcontroller to suit each specific 
application, such as Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC). Also there is a large 
number of possible specifications for a microcontroller for each control task. These 
specifications such as memory size, number of Input/Output (I/O) ports, processor 
speed, and data word length (bits) are the basis for a designer to select a 
microcontroller for an application. 
2.4.1.1 Difference Between Microprocessor and Microcontroller 
The two devices are generally used in different applications. The 
microprocessor is used in computer applications, whereas the microcontroller is 
applied in control and instrumentation. Their functional requirements thus differ. 
The microcontroller may have to monitor a large number of input sensors, and 
send output signals to various actuators at the same time. Therefore, it usually 
possesses more input/output (I/O) ports. Its design objective is also towards high 
performance and speed in I/O operation, rather than calculation-intensive applications. 
Control programs are usually smaller than computation programs, and less memory 
space is needed. Hence a smaller Read Only Memory (ROM) section, where control 
program is stored, is contained in the microcontroller, compared to the larger size in 
microprocessor. Microcontrollers, therefore, mostly have built-in memory which is 
sufficient to use in their standalone control applications. 
For the same reason, a microcontroller also incorporates a timer and some 
necessary components for a specific control task [56]. Examples of such functions are 
the analogue to digital (AID) converter, digital to analogue (D/A) converter and 
mUltiplexer. Its clock speed is also generally slower than that of the equivalent 
microprocessor. 
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Due to the severe environment in some embedded control applications, such as 
In automotive use, microcontrollers are designed to be able to withstand higher 
operating temperature than microprocessors, of which the applications are mostly in 
an office environment. 
2.4.2 Architectures 
The standard architecture of a microcontroller is as shown in Figure 2.21 [6]. 
Microcontroller 
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Figure 2.21 Microcontroller simple block diagram 
A microcontroller receives input signals from an external source via ADC and 
digital input circuits. During operation, the microcontroller takes commands or 
instructions from a control program stored in ROM. 
The control unit, as the name suggests, controls the whole operation of the 
microprocessor according to the control program by directing other parts of the 
microcontroller. It controls data access from memory and tells the Arithmetic Logic 
Unit (ALU) to perform specified logic and arithmetic operations. 
The microcontroller also contains different kinds of registers [51]. The general 
purpose ones are: 
• 
• 
• 
program counter which stores the address of the next instruction in the memory, to 
be retrieved. 
instruction register which keeps the instruction code, that is next to be executed. 
accumulator which contains the operand or data, to be performed arithmetic or 
logic operation. 
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• address register which contains the memory address of data to be retrieved or 
stored. 
Additionally, specialist registers may be used such as reset source register 
which indicates the sources of the latest microcontroller reset [103], and time base 
counter which increments its content at a variably set frequency to provide time base 
for a program [104]. 
There are, however, two alternative ways of arranging memory in a 
microcontroller, as the results of two different designs from Princeton and Harvard, as 
described in the following section. 
2.4.2.1 Princeton and Harvard Architectures 
The Princeton architecture, which is better known as Von Neumann, 
comprises a single memory space for all control program as well as data variables. 
The memory area is accessed by the control unit via memory interface unit. The 
Harvard architecture, on the other hand, possesses separate storage areas for program, 
variable Random Access Memory (RAM) and stack. 
The Princeton architecture is simpler to design due to its single memory and is 
more flexible in developing a software, whereas the Harvard architecture tends to 
require fewer clock cycles to execute an instruction code [52]. The two most popular 
8-bit microcontrollers, Intel 8051 and Motorola 68HC05, employ different 
architectures. The former is based on Harvard, while the latter applies Princeton 
architecture. However, a physically larger and more complex Harvard architecture is 
the architecture for most modern high capability microcontrollers because of its 
powerful support for parallel fetching of data and instructions [67]. 
In terms of microcontroller instruction sets, microcontrollers can be divided 
into Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC) and Reduced Instruction Set 
Computer (RISC). 
2.4.2.2 else and RiSe 
The two terms are not clearly distinguished and some microcontrollers have 
characteristics in between the two. The majority of microcontrollers are CISC, which 
tend to have a large number of instruction sets, some of which perform variation of 
the same operation e.g. load data directly, load data by indirect addressing. The 
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concept of RISe is to have fewer numbers of simple instruction sets, and leave more 
complex operations software design to users. The RISe concept is a microcontroller 
designed to perform all instructions in single clock cycles, though this is not the case 
for some RISe devices [60]. Another difference is that the RISe processor does not 
have microcode memory, which acts as a decoder for software instructions in elSe. 
RIse instructions are fed directly to a logic device, which generates signals for a 
control unit to execute the instructions. This results in more complex chip design but 
the omission of microcode memory enables smaller silicon size and generally faster 
speed [60]. 
The performance of the two architectures are program dependent and, 
therefore, one cannot be judged to be better than the other in all applications. The 
current design trend is towards RISe [53]. This trend also applies in the automotive 
industry [60]. This is especially true in the application of powerful 32-bit RIse 
microcontrollers used in powertrain control [57,60]. 
2.4.2.3 Memory 
Microcontrollers can use internal or external memories. Because of their 
generally severe operating environments, both types of memories are served by 
compact and temperature tolerant semiconductor memory devices. 
These can then be divided into two classes [54]: read only memory (ROM) for 
non-volatile program storage, and read/write memory (RWM) or a more common 
term of Random Access Memory (RAM) generally for variable storage. 
The established types of memory in automotive systems are ROM, Erasable 
and Programmable ROM (EPROM) and flash memory, for program storage [70]. 
RAM is used for stack and variable storage, while byte erasable EEPROM 
(Electrically Erasable and Programmable ROM) is installed with calibration and 
security data [70]. 
Flash memory is sometimes called flash EEPROM due to the similarity to 
EEPROM in a way that it can be electronically erased and programmed. The two 
names are interchangeable as their definitions are still confusing [52]. One source says 
they differ in programming mechanism [6], whereas another suggests that EEPROM 
can be partly erased while flash content can only be deleted in bulk [59,60]. Flash and 
EEPROM offer the useful opportunity for an on board programming and easy 
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aftersale software update and revision. Now flash memory is becoming less costly and 
hence expected to ultimately replace ROM as the program memory storage [59,70]. 
There is currently limitation on the amount of program memory available on a 
microcontroller, due to its relatively large silicon space required. A Motorola 
68HC916Y5 microcontroller with 164 Kbytes of flash ROM, which is among the 
largest embedded memory size, has half of its entire space occupied by memory 
[111]. The chip space corresponds to its cost, so this emphasises the need for good 
system design to minimise memory usage and hence its production cost [112]. 
RAM requires 10-15 times more space and is 10-15 times more expensive per 
byte than ROM [112]. However, less RAM is generally required for embedded 
control applications than ROM. The estimate RAM usage has been given as 12-20 
times and 32 times less than ROM by [113] and [70], respectively. Modern 
automotive microcontrollers contain up to 8 Kbytes of RAM [114]. 
2.4.2.4 Processor Speed 
The speed of a processor, which implies an ability to perform control tasks or 
information handling, depends on many factors. 
The number of clock cycles required to perform an operation also directly 
affects the speed of the microprocessor. With the same clock frequency, a 
microprocessor, which requires 4 clock cycles to perform a specific operation will be 
20% faster than the one, which needs 5 clock cycles. Its range of instructions also has 
an effect, for examples, a microcontroller without division instruction generally needs 
a long and repetitive program to divide numbers, and hence taking relatively long 
time to perform this particular task. 
Modern microprocessors have master clock speed as high as 1.5 GHz [69]. 
Most of them, nonetheless, require several clock cycles to execute one operation. 
Even the fast model such as Motorola 68040 still has an average of 1.25 cycles per 
operation [55]. Unlike, microprocessors, Microcontrollers run at a much lower 
operating speed, with some fastest devices operating at 40 MHz [67]. This is mainly 
due to the heat, ElectroMagnetic Interference (EMI) , and power consumption 
constraints. 
Microprocessor speed can also be slowed down by multiplexed address or data 
bus, as well as the input/output (I/O) operation with external devices. 
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Designers also need to take power consumption, heat, and EMI into 
consideration, as a vehicle is a tight space, with high concentration of electronics and 
of limited power supply environment. It is generally accepted that higher 
microcontroller operating speed implies higher heat generation, power consumption 
and also EM!. The use of minimum clock speeds possible is recommended in system 
design practice [68]. 
2.4.2.5 Interrupts 
The interrupt is an essential part of real-time control, to allow interaction with 
external signals which need urgent action. Wheel speed and engine speed are 
examples of signals that are usually handled by interrupts. In order to service an 
interrupt, the microcontroller stops executing current program and performs the pre-
programmed interrupt tasks. Most modern microcontrollers have a number of 
interrupt levels, associated with the sources of interrupts, for instance Input Capture 
ports or CAN port [63-65]. In case more than one interrupt occurring at the same time, 
the interrupt with higher priority will get serviced first. Some advanced 
microcontrollers also contain hardware dedicated for interrupt handling, which is 
capable of saving register data, managing ND conversions and generating Pulse 
Width Modulation (PWM) signals. This hardware can execute an interrupt faster than 
the controller CPU itself [63]. 
2.4.2.6 Timers 
Timers are also essential for real-time operation of a microcontroller. 
Applications of timers, together with other devices such as High Speed I/O (HSIO), 
include operation monitoring, output compare, input capture and pulse accumulation. 
Operation monitoring is carried out by a watchdog timer, which continuously 
counts up or down. If it is not reset by the program code before the count reaches a 
certain set value, a hardware reset signal is generated to re-start the microcontroller. 
This is to prevent ECU software from getting stuck in an infinite loop. 
Output compare is applicable to generating output signals such as square 
waves, or Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) output, which require precise period or 
duty cycle provided by timers. This function of timers also includes time delays 
generation without CPU burden. 
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The Input capture function is done by sensing transitions of an input signal and 
recording their times. This enables a microcontroller to measure the pulse width of an 
input signal. A wheel speed signal is captured and its frequency, which indicates 
wheel speed, is measured in this manner. 
Pulse accumulation involves the counting of the number of times an event 
such as input rising edges occurs. 
Modern microcontrollers now contain several timers to cope with intensive 
real-time control nature of automotive applications [63-66]. Hardware peripherals to 
help ease CPU burden in performing aforementioned functions are also sometimes 
included. Dedicated controllers for timer related operations, which effectively remove 
CPU overhead on timer control, are also introduced on some recent versions of 
microcontrollers [63,66]. 
2.4.2.7 Inputs/Outputs (I/O) 
I/O is critical to the operation of a microcontroller, as its tasks require frequent 
contact with external devices. High speed I/O, low speed I/O and serial I/O are the 
three types of I/O available in modern microcontrollers. Some are capable of 
configuring their I/O ports to switch between these functions [6]. 
High Speed I/O (HSIO) is interrupt driven, and its functions are often 
associated with timers in input capture and output signal generation. These functions 
are described in the previous section. 
Low Speed I/O (LSIO) is a means of parallel data transmission between 
external devices and the microcontroller. Instead of interrupt driven control, LSIO 
data reception and transmission are manually control via a dedicated register, by the 
user program. 
Serial I/O is developed for data transfer with minimum microcontroller pin 
requirement. As the name suggests, data is transferred bit by bit i.e. serially through a 
single medium. The data transmission can be either synchronous or asynchronous. A 
synchronous transmission requires clock signal link between the microcontroller and a 
communicating device, so that each bit of data is sent on each clock transition. 
Despite several variations, asynchronous transmission includes sending a start and end 
bit before and after the data is transmitted, respectively, to notify the receiver. 
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As mentioned earlier, modern microcontrollers contain dedicated auxiliary 
processors to perform I/O related to interrupts and timers [63,65]. This is to help free 
more of the main CPU time. Some peripheral pins of later microcontrollers can also 
be configured to be employed in I/O task [66]. 
2.4.2.8 Analogue-to-Digital Converter (AD C) 
ADC is included in a microcontroller to convert analogue input signals into 
digital forms for control use. The most popular integrated ADC are of the Successive 
Approximation type, due to its best compromise between accuracy, conversion speed, 
and chip space requirements. The method is to compare the input signal with a series 
of analogue reference voltages until the closest match is found. The reference voltage 
is adjusted by the factor of 2 for each test. Starting with the voltage half of the 
conversion range, if the input is larger or smaller than the mid range voltage, the 
reference voltage set for the next test will be % or 1,4 of the conversion voltage range, 
respectively. The process continues until the closest match reference voltage is found. 
For a 8-bit resolution conversion, a maximum of 8 comparisons are required to 
complete the conversion. Current microcontrollers contain 8, 10 or 12 bit ADC [105]. 
In order to handle multiple analogue inputs with a single ADC, it is usual for 
the microcontroller to multiplex up to 16 channels of analogue input to a single ADC. 
2.4.3 Microcontrol/er Trends in Automotive Electronics 
The trend of employing more microcontrollers in cars is prominent, as shown 
by the prediction in Figure 2.22 [70]. The prediction agrees with a number of 
predicted drastic rises of electronic costs and cost percentage to overall vehicle costs, 
by authors in semiconductor and automotive industries [84,106-110]. This is due to 
the number of new electronic control systems which have been anticipated in future 
vehicles, such as satellite navigation and crash avoidance systems. 
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Figure 2.22 Microcontroller implementation growth in modern vehicles 
There is also a trend of applying more powerful microcontrollers to existing 
systems, as automotive electronic control tasks become more complicated, leading to 
16 bit microcontrollers appearing in place of the most common 8 bit devices [58]. 
The other reason for using more powerful microcontrollers is the more 
advanced diagnostic requirements now appearing, due to stricter regulations and 
higher reliability demands from customers. Diagnostic tasks are believed to take as 
much as 50% of microcontroller performance in some applications [61] and can also 
occupy the same ratio of program code [62]. 
The widespread adoption of networking in vehicles also yields the need for 
microcontrollers with networking capability e.g. the ones with Controller Area 
Network (CAN) interfaces. The e types of microcontrollers are now widespread in the 
market, and will be discussed further in the following section. 
2.5 Multiplexing and Controller Area Networks (CAN) 
2.5. 1 Multiplexing 
Multiplexing is a method of combining signals on a single circuit, of which the 
benefits to a vehicle are to minimise cost and improve reliability of wiring. In the past, 
each of the electrical signals sent within a vehicle is via an individual wire link. As the 
electronics in the vehicle becomes more and more complex, this gives rise to 
increased numbers of sensors and actuators, and also connections and wiring harnes 
required. Furthermore, the wiring harness is the most common source of failure in 
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automotive electronics [71] . It also significantly contributes to the overall cost of a 
vehicle. The car manufacturers' approach to counter these problems is multiplexing. 
By having a number of signals sent through a common wire link shared by a group of 
nodes called network, these improvements in reliability and cost are achieved. 
Multiplexing has gained popularity in automotive industry in recent years, 
shown by the large number of microcontrollers with integrated multiplexing 
hardware, such as Controller Area Network (CAN) offered in the market [82,83]. 
Multiplexing areas of applications have been defined by the Society of Automotive 
Engineer (SAE) Vehicle Network for Multiplexing and Data Communications 
Committee. According to the committee, three classes of vehicle data communication 
networks are defined as [6,72]: 
Class A. 
CLass B. 
Class C. 
A potential application of multiplexing by transferring a group of 
signals through a common signal bus between nodes, that would have 
been communicated via individual wires in a conventionally wired 
vehicle. In that conventional vehicle, these nodes do not exist. 
A potential application of mu ltiplexing to transmit and receive data 
between nodes to eliminate duplicate elements such as sensors in the 
system. These nodes normally exist in a conventionally wired vehicle. 
A potential application of multiplexing to the high speed data transfer 
between real-time control system modules. 
Class B bus must be capable of doing all of Class A communication, and 
hence the superset of Class A. On the other hand , Class B is the functional subset of 
Class C. Class C bus must therefore be able to perform all the three class functions. 
In this thesis, only Class C bus is concentrated upon, since it is the means of 
multiplexing real-time control systems such as engine management system, 
transmission system and ABS, which is of interest here. Class C is defied as having 
the minimum data transfer speed of 125 Kbit/s up to 1 M bitls to ensure satisfying 
real-time response [77]. 
Among Class C multiplexing, Controller Area Network (CAN) has been the 
most widely lIsed protocol and has been adopted as the high-speed networking 
protocol in Europe [74-75]. CAN is also gaining more acceptance in the US. Hence, it 
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is believed that it will become a global standard system in the future. CAN is, 
therefore, the sole protocol considered in this thesis. 
2.5.2 CAN 
CAN protocol is based on CAN specification by its developer, Bosch [76]. 
The summarised specification is described in this section. 
2.5.2.1 System Overview 
An example of the high-speed CAN system is as shown in Figure 2.23. From 
the diagram, CAN system has a physical layer called the CAN bus which is the 
medium for data transfer. All the modules or nodes can gain access to transfer or 
receive data from the bus. 
I ASSECU I 
Active 
I-WSECU I Suspension ECU 
< 
t t CAN bus t ~ t t 
Engine Transmission Management ECU ECU 
Figure 2.23 System block diagram of high-speed CAN network 
2.5.2.2 Bus Configuration 
All the nodes connected to the CAN bus in a CAN network are equal in terms 
of priority, according to the multi-master principle. The failure of one module will not 
affect access to the bus of others. Priority in data transmission does not depend on the 
module, but on the importance of the data, as part of each data has the number 
indicating its priority. 
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2.5.2.3 Message Addressing 
Every message in CAN has been assigned a label or identifier. It is 
recommended that each message has a unique identifier. which gives an information 
on the type of message for example right rear wheel speed sensor. 
2.5.2.4 Message Types 
There are four different message types for transfer: 
A DATA FRAME used when a node is transmitting data. 
A REMOTE FRAME sent by a node requesting DATA FRAME with the same 
identifier. 
AN ERROR FRAME transmitted when a node detects a bus error. 
AN OVERLOAD FRAME used to give extra delay between DATA or REMOTE 
FRAMES transmission. 
2.5.2.5 Message Format 
There are two types of CAN DATA FRAME message formats: standard 
frames and extended frames. The only difference between the two are that the former 
has 11 bit identifier, but the latter contains a 29 bit identifier. The standard and 
extended frame CAN are called CAN 2.0A (formerly known as CAN 1.2) and CAN 
2.0B respectively. Figure 2.24 displays a general CAN message format without length 
indication [76]. 
The arbitration field is where the identifier is contained with another control 
bit to indicate whether the message is DATA or REMOTE FRAME. The identifier is 
used to decide which message is to be transmitted in case a message collision occurs. 
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Interframe Interframe 
Space DATA FRAME Spac e 
1 
0 
Start of frame 
Arbitration field 
Control field 
Data field 
CRC field 
ACK field 
End of frame 
Figure 2.24 CAN DATA FRAME message format 
2.5.2.6 Bus Access 
Each node can transmit a message when the CAN bus is free. When more than 
one node is trying to transmit a message, a selection process called non-destructive 
bitwise arbitration occurs. The process monitors the identifiers of simultaneously sent 
messages bit by bit. 
Each bit in a message is either recessive (logical 1) or dominant (logical 0). 
Starting from the first bits of the identifiers, during the arbitration, if the identifier bits 
are the same, the next bits are compared and so on until two corresponding bits are 
different. At that point the message with dominant bit wins and will continue to be 
transmitted, while the other message with recessive bit has to stop sending. It will 
then wait until the bus is free before attempting to transmit the message again. If there 
are more than two messages being sent at the same time, the arbitration works in the 
same way. It eliminates the messages until the only one with the longest sequence of 
dominant bits is left sending. 
2.5.2.7 Latency Time 
With CAN non-destructive bitwise arbitration, no transmission time is lost in 
message collision. CAN system can guarantee that the highest priority messages are 
transmitted with little delay. This is crucial in real-time control which contributes to 
the popularity of CAN in such applications. However, it cannot guarantee latency 
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times for lower priority messages. Latency is defied as the time taken to send a 
message, measured from when a transmitter is ready to send the message until the 
message is received by the receiver. Latency includes the time taken to re-transmit the 
message in case of message collision. 
2.5.3 CAN Microcontrol/ers 
There exist two types of CAN in applications: basic CAN and full CAN. In 
basic CAN, a microcontroller checks all the messages on the bus to receive relevant 
ones [75,79]. This takes up considerable amount of processor time, thus limiting 
practical transmission rate to 250 kbitls. A full CAN microcontroller possesses an 
acceptance filter, which masks out irrelevant messages, freeing a CPU to perform its 
control tasks [75,79], This enables the full CAN system to have a transmission speed 
of up to I Mbitls. Furthermore, full CAN allows both the standard (CAN 2.0A) and 
extended frame (CAN 2.0B) data formats. 
In the semiconductor market, microcontrollers with integrated CAN peripheral 
and stand-alone CAN microcontrollers are offered by manufacturers. The latter is 
employed to a microcontroller without CAN to provide CAN capability. Before 
deciding which approach is to be applied in an ECU, the following points should be 
taken into consideration [80]: 
Implementation cost This cost includes development and manufacturing costs. For 
hardware design, ECU with integrated CAN microcontroller simplifies a designer's 
tasks as it requires fewer peripheral components and connections than the stand-alone 
CAN microcontrollers. Time and hence cost of software design for the two types of 
ECUs are comparable, because both need software developed for reading and writing 
CAN messages. Due to its fewer number of components, the ECU with integrated 
CAN microcontroller is cheaper to produce. In terms of the microcontroller chips 
themselves, a combined price of stand-alone CAN and a control microcontroller is 
cheaper than that of integrated CAN microcontroller in low volume. However, it is the 
other way round for high volume purchase. 
As a whole, an ECU with integrated CAN microcontroller has a potentially 
lower implementation cost than that using stand-alone microcontroller. 
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Design flexibility An ECU with Stand-alone microcontroller is more flexible to 
design than the one with integrated CAN microcontroller, due to the fact that stand-
alone CAN controllers are able to interface with different microcontrollers. It is 
therefore possible to reuse some software from one system to another. In a type of 
system where new products are introduced regularly, stand-alone CAN 
microcontrollers yield greater flexibility in design and hardware modifications. 
Engine management systems, which need to be modified for newer engine range or 
change in regulations, or active suspension systems where technology is progressing, 
would benefit from this design flexibility. 
CPU burden Research by Intel shows that the level of CPU burden of ECU 
with integrated CAN peripheral microcontroller is generally lower than that with 
stand-alone CAN microcontroller, with the possible burden on the latter 
microcontroller up to twice as much as that of the former [80]. This is because of the 
higher speed and efficiency of the interaction between the CPU and its on-chip CAN 
peripheral, as compared to an external link between a microcontroller and its stand-
alone CAN chip. 
System reliability From the manufacturing point of view, an ECU with integrated 
CAN microcontroller requires less printed circuit area, fewer connections and 
components than an ECU with stand-alone microcontroller. As a result, an ECU with 
integrated CAN microcontroller exhibits more reliability. Moreover, a microcontroller 
with integrated CAN is developed in one piece, whereas a stand-alone chip has to 
interface with a microcontroller possibly from another manufacturer. Compatibility 
has to be ensured in the latter case. The number of components also inversely 
contributes to the overall ECU reliability, as the individual defect ratio has to be 
summed. 
From the above considerations, to select between a system with stand-alone 
microcontroller and the one with integrated CAN microcontroller, one has to weigh 
design flexibility against cost, CPU burden and reliability. 
The popularity of CAN is still growing, after having been made standard for 
high-speed networking protocol in Europe and basis for 11939, the class C network 
for truck and bus applications in the United States [78]. There is now a move by 
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European car manufacturers and suppliers, to standardise the interface between 
distributed electronics or ECUs in cars, under the project called OSEK [81]. OSEK 
covers standards for an operating system, communication system and a network 
management system. Although an OSEK communication system is designed to 
accommodate most networking protocols, CAN is the protocol used in most cases 
[73]. Standard proposals have been made for the International Standards Organisation 
(ISO) 7-layer Open Systems Interconnect (OS I) model, for CAN to define the lower 
layers and OSEK to define the higher layers [74]. If OSEK is globally applied in the 
future, an application of CAN in automotive will be even more widespread. 
2.6 Automotive Electronic Architecture 
At present, the automotive electronics trend is to become increasingly more 
complex. Its importance in modern cars will grow, and hence the higher percentage 
cost of electronics equipment per vehicle, which is expected to reach 20% of the 
whole vehicle cost [84]. From the early days when electronics was introduced to the 
control of engine timing and fuel injection, to keep emission under new, more 
stringent laws, today they are also applied to improve ride, comfort, safety, etc. 
This trend leads to the introduction of new systems such as crash avoidance 
and navigation systems, and the existing systems become more complicated with 
higher capability, for example, active suspension and four wheel steering. The 
consequences of these are the increasing number of peripherals such as sensors and 
actuators, and also larger wiring harness. This increase in wiring inevitably gives rise 
to vehicle weight, cost and reliability problems. 
There are currently 2 major approaches to reducing this complexity [85]. In 
the first method, networking architectures such as CAN or Vehicle Area Network 
(V AN) have been developed. The basic idea of networking or multiplexing is to share 
communication lines for information transfer between components in a system or 
different systems, instead of having one separate wire for transferring each type of 
information. The second approach being to functionally integrate the relevant 
controllers [85,86], for example, the combination of engine management system and 
transmission control into one control unit. 
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Based on these two techniques, four arrangements of electronic systems for 
vehicle dynamics and powertrain controls are studied. These architectures including 
the typical centralised controller can be classified and discussed as follows: 
2.6.1 Conventional Architecture 
In this arrangement, different systems such as engine management or 
suspension controls have their separate, centralised ECUs. Each ECU is connected to 
its sensors and actuators via hard wire links, each of which is for one input or output 
signal. Some information such as sensor readings may be shared among systems by 
having extra wires between participating ECUs. The architecture is illustrated by 
Figure 2.25. 
from ABS peripherals to ABS periphera,ls 
from syspension peripherals to suspension peripi;le rals 
Active 
ABS ECU Suspension 
---. ECU ~ 
ABS- W data links suspension-4WS ABS-other ECUs suspens on other ECUs data links data links d ta links 
-
4WS ECU 4WS-other ECUs other ECUs I---
from 4WS pE ~pherals o 4WS peripherals 
a vehicle 
Figure 2.25 Conventional centralised architecture 
One of the benefits of this architecture is the ease of understanding what is 
contained in the vehicles, systems and their functions. In terms of development, a 
manufacturer can simply assign the task for each system independently to a supplier. 
The interconnection/communication technology required in terms of electronics is 
relatively low. 
However, as previously mentioned, as the number of electronic systems 
increase, the large number of disadvantages is clearly realised. Firstly, the large 
number of wires causes significant rise in weight. Modern lUXury cars contain a few 
kilometres and approximately 100 kilograms of wiring [87]. Another direct effect 
includes higher cost. The main wiring harness is a major bought-in component of a 
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modern vehicle. McLaughlin et al considers it to be the second most expensive item in 
a vehicle, after the engine [88]. Higher fuel consumption due to weight increase also 
contributes to growing running costs. Manufacturing time and cost are inevitably 
related to the amount of wiring. Reliability problem also arises with the expanding 
number of wires. 
Some sensor duplication may also be possible because different subsystems 
may be developed separately. Additionally, an introduction of a new system is 
relatively costly due to the lack of component sharing. 
Other suggested architectures for improvement will now be presented. 
2.6.2 Centralised Controller 
This idea supports the integration of ECUs into one single ECU. Millward 
[89] claims that with the power of modern electronics, the architecture is feasible 
provided that the integrated systems are not too complex or including too many sub 
systems. For example, integrating only powertrain control systems is possible. Emaus 
[90], however, suggests that more systems could be integrated, as shown in Figure 
2.26. The diagram also typifies this architecture arrangement. 
The possible benefits discussed by Millward [89] include the probable lowest 
unit cost, due to the fact that it is one single unit with no duplication. Communication 
delay problem also vanishes, since information sharing between systems is achieved 
by integrating their controllers. 
Centralised 
engine-transmission-ABS control module 
I I I I I I 
sensor I s actuators se~sor I actuators sensor I s actuators 
engine transmission brakes 
Figure 2.26 Centralised controller architecture 
Referring to Figure 2.26, having had an ECU of this magnitude and 
complexity would raise the issues of its location and space requirement, coupled with 
the size of the harness needed. Installation problem is therefore imminent. Heat 
dissipation and Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) are also of concern. Another 
difficulty related to its complexity is the development time and resources required, 
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including software and hardware [89]. There are also other concerns on the safety 
measure in case of system failure, and small amount of system sharing between 
different vehicle models. 
The substantial effect of drawbacks over the advantages is expected to render 
the fully integrated single ECU, for the whole vehicle dynamical control system, 
impractical. 
2.6.3 Peer to Peer Networking 
The basic arrangement of such system vehicle dynamic control is as shown in 
Figure 2.27 [91]. The system consists of separate electronic control systems, which 
are linked by a communication network. For information sharing between different 
networks, there exists a data converting gateway. The gateway performs necessary 
conversion from one form of network message to another. 
sensors / actuators sensors / actuators 
communication 
network 
sensors / actuators 
another network bus 
Figure 2.27 Peer to Peer network architecture 
Kiencke, et al. [85] suggest that there should be local integration of frequently 
sharing information ECUs such as engine management and transmission control. This 
could reduce the number of components required by removing duplication. However, 
ECU integration is limited by system complexity, which would involve both technical 
issues, such as heat dissipation of an ECU and wiring implementation [86], as well as 
organisational difficulties with increased development cost and time. Therefore, the 
system coherence and production volume need to be taken into consideration to 
justify an integration. 
Holzinger, et al. [86] point out that cost can be saved by integrating electronics 
into a related mechanical system, for example, having hydraulic modulator and ABS 
ECU as one piece. The saving would come from reductions in wiring harness and ease 
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of installation, due to the fewer number of components to fit in. This concept is, 
however, limited by organisation, as it is not supported by recycling requirements 
[86]. Potential difficulties may be met because of the environment in which the ECU 
is required to work, for example under bonnet. 
Another possible integration is between ECUs and their corresponding sensors 
and actuators [86,90]. This would also lessen wiring cost. 
The apparent advantage of peer-to-peer architecture over the conventional one 
is the reduced amount of wiring and hence cost. Historical information suggests the 
reduction in electronics costs, as opposed to the constant price of wiring harness. 
Therefore, the cost advantage of this architecture will even be more significant if the 
trend continues [93]. It is also based on a development of the existing autonomous 
systems, which it is logical to develop [89]. Now with the network capability built 
into some microcontrollers, the hardware becomes straightforward. Despite 
networking, each system is still independent. Reliability is high due to the fact that 
failure of one system does not affect other system functions. Moreover, having been 
networked, should a system failure happen, other ECUs would be able to detect and 
react to keep a vehicle running safely [94]. In terms of diagnostics, a specialised 
diagnostic ECU could merely be connected to the network [86,71]. By having 
centralised diagnostics, the separate task done by each ECU can be omitted, thus 
reducing the number of variations [86]. 
Data sharing and closed control corroboration between dynamical control 
ECUs result in an improved ride and handling, showing a potential benefits of the 
peer-to-peer architecture [28,96]. 
The considerations that need addressing with this architecture are cost and 
selection of appropriate network standards. 
2.6.4 Master-Slave Networking 
This architecture is similar in terms of hardware to the previous one, but has 
an extra centralised controller to oversee the operations of other local controllers. 
Hence the name master-slave. The diagram of this architecture is as shown in Figure 
2.28 [86]. 
The function and scope of the master varies in level of control, and number of 
functions handled. At its most complex, the master controller could be connected by a 
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bus to the entire vehicle's networks, including body control, powertrain, and 
telematics networks [86]. In the system shown in Figure 2.28, all other controllers 
remain fully responsible of their own tasks, whereas the master acts as a gateway to 
handle communication between different networks, and performs diagnostic tasks. 
Master 
Diagnosis 
Gateway 
Telematics network 
Body bus Anther bus 
Figure 2.28 Master Slave network architecture 
Emaus [90] describes a system with a master controller for each of the 
vehicle's networks. The engine area master controller receives information from local 
or slave engine, transmission and brake controllers, and issue system-level commands 
to them. The majority or all of the input processing, for example, switch debounce and 
data filtering, and output processing such as driving actuators, are the responsibility of 
local controllers. Hence the master slave architecture can be applied at a number of 
different levels. 
Hettich [92] points out that this architecture is comparable to the hierarchical 
living model, where the master controller is equivalent to a cerebrum and various 
local controller units represent organs. The master controller is responsible for the 
strategic functions such as safety and diagnosis, where basic functions, for instance, 
braking and clutch controls are performed by local controllers. It is also suggested that 
considering just the local ECUs, development should be driven by seeking an 
optimum cost between the two extremes of networking local ECU with their 
mechanical units and integrating them into a combined unit. 
This hierarchical concept is similar to that of Millward [89] who, however, 
only supports the idea of having individual local buses between peer EeUs. 
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Stevens [95] has implemented master-slave architecture on a test vehicle by 
having a master controller, diesel engine management, ABS, clutch management, and 
adaptive damper connected together by CAN bus. It was demonstrated that additional 
functions such as traction control, cruise control and vehicle stability control can be 
performed by the master controller with no extra ECUs needed and only small amount 
of additional hardware required. 
The benefits of this master-slave arrangement are similar to those of the peer 
to peer networking. One additional benefit is in terms of cost saving and ease of 
introducing new functions with little or without any extra hardware. The amount of 
cost saving, however, depends on the complexity of a vehicle, as there is a trade off 
between the amount of new system cost saving and the cost of adding a master 
controller. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DERIVATION OF DIFFERENT AUTOMOTIVE 
ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS & TEST 
DATA 
As stated in the introduction, this chapter describes the exemplary dynamic 
control systems that are used to represent ABS, suspension control and 4WS. In the 
next chapter, these systems will then be arranged into a vehicle model according to 
different automotive electronic architectures. 
3.1 Exemplary Systems 
ABS, suspension control and 4WS have been chosen as the modelled dynamic 
control systems. ABS has gained a significant acceptance in the market in the past 
decade. A quarter of new cars world-wide are reported to be fitted with ABS [1]. ABS 
is also expected to exist commonly in future medium and small sized vehicles, as it is 
in the luxury and family car market at present. With suspension control and 4WS, the 
acceptance is still far below that of ABS. Electronic suspension controls are still 
mostly installed in only lUxury vehicles, while 4WS are most popular among Japanese 
car manufacturers. However, with both systems' obvious benefit to ride and handling 
of a vehicle, with additional advantages shown when used as integrated control, they 
are expected to achieve greater production scale, if cheaper components and 
manufacturing techniques become available. 
These dynamic control systems are to be used as exemplary systems for 
modelling the alternative vehicle architectures in the next chapter. These systems are 
based upon the ones which are available in the market as they are proved practical. 
Also advanced systems are needed, as they can closely represent the systems of the 
near future, in terms of electronic contents and complexity. Specific information 
demanded for this modelling is the method of control and electronic implementation, 
which have been taken from published descriptions of their operation 
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The three exemplary systems are first described in terms of their overall 
functionality and component contents, followed by a more detailed examination of 
their control algorithms. 
3.1. 1 Exemplary ASS System 
The ABS system selected for modelling in this thesis is based on the ABS and 
traction control system described in [2]. The system adopts the same control strategy 
as mainstream ABS systems, which is deceleration threshold. The system is chosen 
because it is an actual system fitted in a vehicle in the market with the available 
information on system signals and wiring provided in the literature. Although the 
details of its control algorithm are not explicitly discussed, as is in all the literature in 
this field, it indicates that the deceleration threshold method is employed. Since the 
aim of the deceleration threshold control method is to maintain wheel speed or wheel 
slip, or both, within the target values, all the ABS controls of this method follow 
similar steps. The same type of control algorithm described in details in [14] is, 
therefore, used as an ABS algorithm control model. The details of this ABS control 
will be described in the functioning section of this chapter. 
This exemplary ABS system is electronically controlled by a centralised BCU 
and employs a hydraulic system as its actuator. The simplified electrical block 
diagram of this ABS system is shown in Figure 3.1. 
l I front right wheel speed rear right wheel speed I 
switches 
4 wheel brake controls 1 
actuator motor and relay control ASS ECU 
warninQ lamp I 
l front left wheel speed re r left wheel spe I I 
Figure 3.1 Simplified electrical diagram of an exemplary ABS system 
I 
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3.1.1.1 Exemplary ABS Electronic Control 
Wheel speed signals are sine waves of varying frequencies, proportional to the 
wheel speeds. The range of frequencies of the wheel speed signals is approximately 
18-2000 Hz [2]. Signal and timing characteristics of the system require that a wheel 
speed and acceleration are calculated every 6 ms [2]. The same timing is required for 
ABS control calculation. The ABS control model is described later. 
3.1.2 Exemplary Suspension Control System 
The exemplary suspension system chosen as a model in this project is one of 
the few fully active suspensions currently available in the market. This is because of 
higher power requirements, more complexity, greater expense and higher weight of 
active suspension compared to the variety of more popular semi-active suspension 
systems. However, theory suggests that active suspension can achieve the highest 
performance among all the suspension systems [7]. Furthermore, it is believed that 
future technology will enable electric active suspension, which would ease system 
complexity and weight penalty problems of current hydraulic active suspension 
systems. In terms of electronics, active suspension, due to its complexity, requires 
high processing power for control. The system is, therefore, considered suitable as a 
model for an electronically complex and demanding control systems of the future. 
3.1.2.1 Exemplary Active Suspension Electronic Control 
The active suspension system is described in [3,4]. A hydraulic system is used 
as an actuator in this system. The system is based around a centralised ECU for 
system control. Six accelerometers, one longitudinal, two lateral and three vertical, 
sensing all three dimensional movements of the vehicle, together with four vehicle 
height sensors and a vehicle speed sensor, each situated near each wheel, provide data 
for the control. Control signals are designated to a multi-valve unit and hydraulic 
pressure source of pump and motor, which maintain the overall system pressure. Ride 
height of each wheel is controlled by another control signal from the ECU to a wheel 
pressure control valve. The control cycle is not specifically stated, but is said to be 
'several milliseconds' [3]. This active suspension control algorithm and 
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electrical block diagram of this active suspension system is displayed in Figure 3.2 
[3,4]. 
I f-J' 
Front right pressure valve control Re~ 
I Wheel Front right wheel height p essurli '-' val e contro 
J 
Ver Acc 
Rear ight 
wheel eight 
Lat~cc LahAcc 
Multlvalve unit & Pllmn VAlvA" I ~ Active ..-
hydraulic pressure suspension 
source I Lon Acc ECU ..-Ver Acc I 
u u 
Lat Acc - lateral accelerometer 
Lon Acc - longitudinal accelerometer Rea left Ver Acc - vertical accelerometer 
wheel eight 
Ver Acc 
Front left wheel height Re~r left b l I b Front left pressure valve control pressure ~ valve contrOl 
Figure 3.2 Simplified electrical diagram of an exemplary suspension control system 
3.1.3 Exemplary 4WS System 
An exemplary 4WS system used for modelling in this project is one of the 
most advanced 4WS systems fitted in production cars. It is described in [5,6]. In the 
previous chapter, classifying 4WS systems according to their methods of actuation, 
later systems are of electronic-electric control and electronic-hydraulic-mechanical 
systems. Despite their differences, these advanced 4WS systems share similar closed 
loop control algorithms, using proportional control with vehicle speed and steering 
angle as major input data. Additional input data is steering speed or yaw rate for 
improved control. Due to this similarity, their electronic control systems can be 
assumed to have the same level of complexity. The system selected is chosen because 
it has more details of its electronic control and components available in literature than 
other advanced 4WS systems of the same complexity [5-10]. This information is 
essential for modelling purpose. 
3.1.3.1 Exemplary 4WS Electronic Control 
The exemplary 4WS system has a centralised ECU, which receives data from 
Vehicle speed sensor, yaw rate sensor and front wheel steering angle sensor for 
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determining a rear steer angle. At low speeds, the rear wheels are steered up to five 
degrees in the opposite direction to the front wheels, to reduce turning radius. At 
medium to high speeds, the rear wheels are steered to a relatively small angle to the 
same direction as the front wheels, to improve stability. The rear wheel steer control 
signal is sent to a rear steering actuator. Closed loop proportional control is applied in 
this 4WS system. The control details are explained in the previous chapter and also in 
the functioning section of this chapter. The simplified electrical block diagram of this 
4WS system is displayed in Figure 3.3 [5,6]. 
steering angle signal 
4WS ECU 
Figure 3.3 Simplified electrical diagram of an exemplary 4WS control system 
3.2 Exemplary Dynamic Control System Functionality 
In order to verify the operation of these exemplary ABS, active suspension, 
and 4WS systems, a simulation of each of the systems is made using MATLAB 
Simulink. The control algorithm of each system is first interpreted as a Simulink 
model. Road test data obtained from a vehicle making a circuit of the Gaydon 
Emissions Circuit was used to drive the inputs of the systems. Some data, such as 
acceleration data, steering angle, etc. was not available and hence has been 
synthesised from the available information. The resulting system output signals, 
representing control commands to actuators, are then inspected to see how the systems 
respond to those sensor data. Since the system functional characteristics are broadly 
known (such as ABS would activate when a wheel shows a sign of locking, or active 
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suspension would maintain stable vehicle ride height), the output signals can verify 
these characteristics and the correct operation of the systems. 
3.2. 1 ASS Control Model 
The nature of ABS control is very complex. A large number of different rules 
are set by system developers, to cater for various braking circumstances a vehicle 
would encounter. These rules are used to activate the ABS only to prevent an 
imminent wheel lock, without unnecessary ABS operation which would sacrifice 
valuable braking distance. The difference in braking characteristics between driven 
and non-driven wheels with and without gear engaged, and the change in vehicle 
speed relative to wheel speed at medium and heavy braking, to name a few, also 
contribute to the greater number of rules for ABS control. Furthermore, because vital 
data for ABS calculation, such as vehicle speed and wheel slip cannot be measured 
directly, representative figures have to be obtained from wheel speed data. Different 
ABS manufacturers develop their own set of rules and the methods of these 
representative value calculations. This is all undisclosed information. The ABS 
control described in this thesis is hence a simplified model formed from general ABS 
control descriptions available in literature. 
The ABS model is adapted from deceleration threshold control, which is the 
most common ABS control algorithm [II]. The specific ABS control model used 
follows the control method is described in [14]. The control procedures are as shown 
in Figure 3.4 [14]. The figure represents ABS control on a high traction surface, for 
example dry asphalt, which is slightly different from the control on low traction 
surface, such as icy road. The ABS will compare each wheel acceleration with the 
deceleration threshold, -a. The ABS will not sacrifice the valuable braking distance, 
by activating to reduce brake pressure when the wheel acceleration first goes below 
the deceleration threshold. It will only reduce brake pressure when both wheel 
acceleration and wheel slip are lower than the threshold of peripheral wheel 
deceleration, -a, and slip switching threshold, 1\,\, respectively. Brake pressure will be 
decreased until wheel acceleration goes back above the deceleration threshold, as seen 
in phase 3. 
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~'F Vehicle speed. VR.I Reference speed, VA Peripheral wheel speed. A, Slip switching threshold, 
,IA.HI Thresholds of peripheral wheel acceleration, -a Threshold of peripheral wheel deceleration. 
-/.IPab Brake-pressure decrease. 
+A 
i 5 Ltl 
e 1!! 0 ~-----+-+--+-?'-+-+-+:""::--+---l-+-i l§ -tl----
0. IU 
nme/_ 
Figure 3.4 ABS control cycle 
Since the way in which the ECU determines road surface condition is 
unknown, and the fact that the control concepts for different traction surface control 
are the same, i.e. deceleration threshold, the ABS model will be based on the high 
traction surface control cycle. A Simulink model of the general ABS system was 
devised by the author and is as shown in Figure 3.5 
FL wheel 
speed 
RL wheel 
speed 
RR wheel 
speed 
Mux 
Mux 
calculation 
Wheel slip threshold 
wheel sUp check 
acceleration threshold 
acceleration check 
Figure 3.5 Simulink model of the ABS system 
ABS check ABS 
ASS operating Outputs 
condition check 
(AND gale) 
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In the model, wheel speed signals already converted from sine waves are fed 
into the model. In order to avoid a repetition of calculation, the four wheel speed 
signals are multiplexed throughout the whole model. Reference vehicle speed is 
calculated from an average speed of a pair of diagonal wheels. From it, wheel slips are 
also determined, based on the equation 3.1 below, which is described in the previous 
chapter. 
(3.1) 
A - wheel slip 
V v - vehicle velocity 
Vr - circumferential wheel speed 
The equation can be applied in all cases except when the vehicle is stationary 
i.e. vehicle speed is zero. That case is beyond the operation condition of the ABS. 
Wheel decelerations or accelerations are also computed. Wheel slip and acceleration 
are then compared to the threshold values, in wheel slip and acceleration check 
sections, respectively. When both wheel slip and acceleration drop below the 
thresholds, as monitored by the AND gate equivalent, the ABS issues output 
command to reduce brake pressure. Low values are selected as thresholds for 
demonstration purpose. 
3.2.2 Active Suspension Control Model 
The aim of this active suspension control is to exert active power to counteract 
longitudinal, lateral forces and also braking and driving torques by the tyres. It also 
acts to minimise vehicle body roll. In short, the control system tries to keep the four 
Wheels level at appropriate height in all driving situations. 
The exemplary suspension control system employs a proportional control 
method as shown in Figure 3.6. The Kxx elements are the control gains and the term 
1 
-1 are a first order delay for vertical acceleration. A judgement circuit is there to 
+TS 
determine if ride height is within an allowable range. The vertical, longitudinal and 
lateral accelerations multiplied with their respective gains and delays, and wheel 
heights are added. The sum of the values is the output for each wheel height control. 
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ertical 
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Vehicle 
height sensor 
(at all four 
wheels) 
Figure 3.6 Exemplary active suspension control block diagram 
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Figure 3.7 Simulink model of active suspension system 
This has been modelled by the author, as a Simulink model of the active 
suspension control system, and is displayed in Figure 3.7. The judgement circuit logic 
which performs a diagnostic function is not available. Its description is to check if the 
wheel heights are within range. It can, therefore, be omitted by assuming wheel 
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heights are within allowable range, which is what is expected under normal road 
driving. The values of the control gains and delay elements are not known. The 
purpose of this simulation is to demonstrate the functioning of the control systems 
only, and no quantitative results are required. All the control gains and delay elements 
are therefore set to one. 
3.2.3 4WS Control Model 
The concept of a 4WS system operation is to steer the rear wheels in an 
opposite direction to the front wheels at low speeds, while the rear wheels are turned 
in the same direction as the front wheels at medium to high speeds. The opposite steer 
is to reduce turning radius, whereas the same directional steer is to improve handling 
and stability. 
In the exemplary 4WS system, a more recent control method is modelled, such 
that instead of controlling the rear wheels according to the driver steering inputs alone 
i.e. steering angle and speed, they can additionally take account of the current state of 
the vehicle [6]. By doing so, the control system would be more robust to changing 
driving conditions, such as crosswind and varying road conditions. The vehicle 
current state can be indicated by its yaw rate. Hence a yaw rate sensor is introduced to 
sense vehicle deflection due to sudden braking, side wind, or road surface irregularity 
at medium to high speeds. Rear wheels are steered according to yaw information to 
maintain vehicle zero slip angle, and hence minimise the effect of the disturbances 
and improve stability. At low speed however, the rear wheels are steered to angles 
opposite to the front wheels' angles to improve vehicle manoeuvrability. 
Proportional control is employed in the system. A control map with steering 
angle and yaw rate proportional terms, are used to determined the 4WS system 
control. Three control gains: opposite-direction steering angle proportional, steering 
velocity tuning and yaw rate proportional gains are present. The second gain has the 
value according to steering and vehicle speeds, whereas the other two have their 
values corresponding to vehicle speed. Equation 3.2 is the control governing formula 
[6]. The control block diagram is shown in Figure 3.8 [5]. 
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: front wheel steering angle velocity 
: rear wheel steering angle 
: front wheel steering angle 
: vehicle speed 
: yaw rate 
: opposite direction steering angle proportional gain 
: tuning gain of steering velocity 
: yaw rate proportional gain 
e3.2) 
From the control block diagram, the steering velocity tuning and yaw rate 
proportional gains are set to zero at low speed, making the second term of the 
equation zero. Hence at low speed driving, 4WS is control by the first term, steering 
angle proportional term, with the opposite direction steering angle proportional gain 
K I. The negative KI indicates that the rear wheels are steered in the opposite direction 
to the front wheels. At medium to high speed, KI becomes zero, leaving the control to 
the second term, the yaw rate proportional term. The rear wheel steer direction 
depends on vehicle yaw, as the system acts to reduce the yaw rate [6]. Hence the 
effect of road disturbances is minimised. 
Sleerioa speed plD K1(8, • V) 
." V, 
'" ! :~'I 
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Figure 3.8 Exemplary 4WS system control block diagram 
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A Simulink model of the above system has been devised by the author and is 
shown in Figure 3.9. 
DODD 
00 ~-r----------------~ 
Steerirg 
flYije 931S:X" 
Valide 
~931S:X" 
DODD 
X 
00 I-------+-------.J X 
Yawrate 
931S:X" 
Yawrate 
[lqDIiooal gain 
Figure 3.9 Simulink model of 4WS system 
This Simulink model is an exact representation of the block diagram in Figure 
3.8. The gain values are not known, so they are arbitrarily set for the simulation, with 
the gain shapes maintained. 
In order to exercise the systems described above, a set of road test data was 
used. 
3.3 Road Test Data 
The input data for the above control system simulation is produced and 
generated based on a road test data. The data was collected by R. J. Ball on 6th Feb 
1992, from driving a Rover Metro around the Rover Emissions test track at Gaydon, 
England. The map of the track is as shown in Figure 3.10. The data was collected at 
approximately every 0.1 s, over the period of 4 minutes. The types of data collected 
were time, engine speed, sync manifold pressure, throttle angle and road speed, of 
which only time and road speed are of use for the simulation. The rest of the input 
data such as steering angle, vertical and lateral accelerations, have had to be generated 
based on the available data and the track map. 
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Figure 3.10 Map of Rover's Emissions test track at Gaydon 
3.3. 1 Data Preparation 
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After a small number of spurious errors, which are single zero road speed 
samples during high speed driving (believed to be an instrumentation fault) are 
removed, the road speed data is produced as shown in Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11 Vehicle speed data produced from road test 
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In order to generate other input data, specific information of vehicle position 
on the track during the test, have to be established. 
From a conversation with the driver, though not specifically remembered, the 
likely starting point of the measurement was the generallayby area highlighted on the 
map. The vehicle was driven in a clockwise direction around the track. The starting 
point of measurement is confirmed by the constant forty miles per hour speed on the 
road speed plot, indicating the vehicle negotiating the hairpin bend. The bend has a 
recommended maximum speed of 40 mph, corresponding to the driven speed. The 
first stop, at approximately 105 seconds after the start of measurement was at another 
layby area, above the starting point on the map. 
A distance plot was made by integrating the road speed data. The graph is 
shown in figure 3.12. The plot was used to aid vehicle track position establishment. 
From the distance plot, the starting of the hairpin bend (shown as the first '0' on the 
plot) is specified as half a mile from the starting point, as measured from the track 
layout. The second '0' on the plot indicates the end of the hairpin bend. This is again, 
established by measuring the length of the bend from the track map. The next left 
hand bend is measured to be 0.8 mile from the hairpin bend. The process is then 
repeated to identified all vehicle track positions. The vehicle track positions in curves 
are marked with different symbols shown in Figure 3.12. The symbols and vehicle 
position relationship is as follows: 
between the first and second '0' 
between '+' and 'x' 
between 'x' and '*' 
between '*' and '0' 
- hairpin bend 
- the next left hand bend 
- north bend 
- bridge bend 
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Figure 3.12 Vehicle speed and distance travelled with track position indication 
3.3.2 Wheel Speed Data 
Individual wheel speed data was not available from the road test, so it has been 
generated from vehicle speed. The four wheel speeds are based on the vehicle speed 
with a slight variations created by an added noise. The noise represents the difference 
in speed sensor readings, due to the causes analysed in the fishbone diagram of Figure 
3.13. 
The following section explains the procedure used to calculate the size of this 
noise. 
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3.3.2.1 Wheel Speed Noise 
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Speed errors 
between any 
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Figure 3.13 Fishbone diagram of the causes of wheel speed difference 
The causes and their effects to the wheel speed difference are: 
• speed sensor. Speed sensors fitted to vehicles are of variable reluctance or hall 
effect, and recently introduced magnetic resistance element or optical types [7]. 
They all produce signals of magnitude or frequencies proportional to their 
rotational speed. With the straight relationship between them, the error in 
measurements is insignificant compared to other sources. 
• The driven wheels are subjected to drive torque from the engine. This extra force, 
in effect, flattens the tyres more, hence reducing their rolling circumference. The 
driven wheels, therefore, roll faster than the non-driven ones during acceleration. 
When braking with low gear engaged, the driven wheels are subjected to engine 
torque, causing increase in wheel mass moment of inertia. This makes the driven 
wheels react slower to changes of braking torque in an unstable braking region 
[14]. Since there is no excessive braking, which would cause an ABS system to 
operate, in the test drive, all the braking is confined within a stable region. Hence 
there is assumed no difference between driven and non-driven wheels during 
braking. 
• road disturbances (bumps). Bumps on the road may cause a wheel to be 
temporarily off the ground. The effect is a slow down of wheel speed. Since the 
test track is smooth, the effects of the disturbances are expected to be small. 
• cornering variation between outer and inner wheels. The effect is that the outer 
wheels spin faster than the inner ones during bends. This effect is included in the 
following section. 
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• uneven braking. Uneven braking could cause a particular wheel to decelerate 
faster or slower than other wheels, depending on heavier or lighter brake grip and 
the road surface. Since the test track is smooth and the test vehicle is in good 
condition, the effect of an uneven braking is assumed small. 
• tyre 
• wheel load. A wheel with heavier load would be flatter to the ground. This 
makes it effective rolling circumference smaller, hence turning faster. A 
wheel can be subjected to heavier or lighter load than others. Hence the 
effect could be either faster or slower speed. 
• tyre pressure. An underinflated tyre has the same effect as a heavy loaded 
wheel i.e. having smaller rolling circumference, and hence turning faster 
than normally inflated tyres. An overinflated tyre has the opposite effect. 
Since normal drivers tend to inflate their tyres to a specified pressure and 
reinflate when the pressure drops, the tyres are underinflated most of the 
time. This results in higher measured wheel speeds, but the effect is likely 
to be common to all four tyres. 
• tyre wear. A reduction in tyre tread depth means smaller tyre 
circumference. The test vehicle was fitted with tyres of specification 
155/65 R 13. Its radius with no load is (13 x 2.54 x 10) / 2 + 155 x 0.65 = 
265.85 mm. An approximate maximum allowable tyre tread wear of 10mm 
would reduce the wheel radius by (10/265.85) x 100 = 3.76%. Hence this 
is also the same percentage of possible variation in wheel speed. 
• tyre make. Tyres of the same specification made by different 
manufacturers will be the same nominal size, but will have minor 
differences in rolling radius. The test vehicle was a low-mileage vehicle 
owned by the manufacturer and had the same brand of tyre fitted on each 
wheel. 
3.3.2.1.1 Effects of road disturbances and uneven braking 
As mentioned earlier, the variation in wheel speed measurements due to road 
disturbances and uneven braking are small, due to the quality of the test track and 
vehicle. The effect is, therefore, assumed negligible in the simulation. 
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3.3.2.1.2 Effects of different tyre conditions 
The wheel speed measurement variation, caused by different tyre 
circumstances discussed above, is considered almost constant during a single trip. 
This is because the changes in tyre wear, tyre pressure and load can be ignored during 
a four minute drive. The effect is assumed small and constant, as considered 
previously in a similar work in the literature [15]. A random number from a normal 
distribution of mean 1 and variance 0.01 (equivalent to 1 % of the wheel speed), is 
used as an multiplying offset to a series of the speed measured from each wheel. 
3.3.2.1.3 Effects of an engine on the driven wheels 
As previously discussed, the driven wheel would roll faster than the non-
driven wheel during acceleration. This is due to wheel slip, which is required to 
generate a tractive force between tyre rubber and road surface. Similar to braking, the 
amount of tractive force available depends on the tyre-road coefficient of friction. 
Consider the slip against friction (tractive) force plot in Figure 3.14, friction force 
increases with the greater slip up to the maximum at approximately 15-20% slip on 
dry surface according to [12], and 10-15% according to [16]. Beyond this point, 
braking or acceleration will enter an unstable region, which if continues, would result 
in wheel locking or spinning, respectively. 
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Figure 3.14 Friction force against wheel slip graph 
During test drive, there was no extreme manoeuvring, hence the vehicle can be 
considered to operate in a stable range at all time. It is, therefore, assumed that the 
driven wheel speed data is subject to up to 15% slip. 
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Figure 3.15 shows a plot of normalised longitudinal force and wheel slip of 
different tyre loads. The longitudinal force and the slip ratio are normalised by 
dividing them with the frictional force. Hence the graph can be viewed as a 
longitudinal force against wheel slip plot. 
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Figure 3.15 Normalised longitudinal force against normalised wheel slip plot 
As discussed above, it is assumed that the vehicle tyres are within stable range 
throughout the drive. From the plots in Figure 3.14 and 3.15, the longitudinal force 
and slip are linear in the stable region. During low to medium speed, all the resistance 
forces on the vehicle are omitted, to calculate an acceleration using Newton's Second 
Law [12]. 
F=Ma 
F : longitudinal force 
M : vehicle mass 
a : acceleration 
A longitudinal force is linear with a wheel slip. An acceleration is, therefore, 
linear with a wheel slip. At low to medium speed, the relationship between 
acceleration and wheel slip is hence expressed as: 
A=c.a (3.3) 
A : wheel slip 
a : acceleration 
c : constant 
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Assuming that 15% slip (spin) occurs at the acceleration of 10 m1s2, c is equal 
to 0.015. The plot of Figure 3.15 is based on the SAE wheel slip definition, which is 
opposite in sign to equation 3.1. By substituting equation 3.3 into the wheel slip 
equation, the following equation is obtained: 
Vr = Vv (0.015a + 1) (3.4) 
Hence the front wheel speed data during acceleration at the speed below 40 
mph, is modified from the vehicle speed data using equation 3.4. Acceleration at high 
speed driving is subject to significant air resistance force, and other factors such as 
tyre pressure. Complex empirical model is needed to approximate the relationship 
[12]. Furthermore, during acceleration higher magnitude of wheel slip occurs at low 
speed, due to the higher driving torque of low gears. Therefore, at higher speed during 
acceleration, the front wheel speed data is modified to have a random slip (spin) of 
below 5%. 
3.3.2.1.4 Effects of cornering 
During cornering the outer wheel speeds are greater than the inner wheel 
speeds. The speed difference is calculated from the difference between distance 
travelled. For example, during the North Bend cornering: 
North Bend is approximated to have half circle shape. 
North Bend radius measured from the map = 0.0867 miles 
Assuming wheel track = 1.6 metres = 0.001 miles 
Radius of outer wheel travel (r) 
Outer wheel travelling distance 
Inner wheel travelling distance 
A verage travelling distance 
= 0.0867 + 0.0005 = 0.0872 miles 
= 7tr = 0.27395 miles 
= 0.27081 miles 
= vehicle travelling distance 
= (outer wheel travel - inner wheel travel) + 2 
= 0.27238 miles 
Difference between outer wheel and vehicle travels = (outerwheeltravel- vehicletravel) xlOO% 
vehicletravel 
= 0.5764% 
Difference between inner wheel and vehicle travels = 0.5764% 
Half of the amount of difference is added to the vehicle speed data during in 
North Bend to form the outer wheel speed data. Likewise, half of the difference 
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subtracted from the vehicle speed data represents inner wheel speed data. The same 
calculation process was also carried out for other bends. 
By including the difference in speed between inner and outer wheels during 
cornering, and adding small randomly generated noise mentioned earlier, the four 
wheel speed data is created as shown in figure 3. I 6. 
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Figure 3.16 Four wheel speed data 
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3.3.3 Wheel Height Data 
Since no information is available for wheel height during the road test, a wheel 
height is randomly generated during the drive and set to zero during stops. 
Throughout the data, a small amount of noise is added. Figure 3.17 shows the wheel 
height data, together with the vertical acceleration data generated from it. 
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Figure 3.17 Wheel height and vertical acceleration data 
3.3.4 Vertical Acceleration Data 
Vertical acceleration data is generated from the wheel height data. Instead of 
taking only the second order derivative of the wheel height data, an average of the 
current and three other sample delays is taken, for the vertical acceleration. This, in 
effect, smoothes the vertical acceleration data. The vertical acceleration data is 
generated using the model shown in Figure 3.18. The vertical acceleration plot is 
shown in Figure 3.17. 
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Figure 3.18 Model used to generate vertical acceleration data from the wheel height 
data 
3.3.5 Longitudinal Acceleration Data 
Longitudinal acceleration data is created by differentiating the vehicle speed 
data. Before the differentiation, the vehicle speed is converted into metre/second unit. 
Figure 3.19 shows the longitudinal acceleration of the test vehicle. 
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Figure 3.19 Longitudinal acceleration data 
3.3.6 Lateral Acceleration Data 
A vehicle experiences lateral acceleration when being steered from straight 
ahead travelling direction. From the road test, larger lateral accelerations would occur 
during cornering. The lateral acceleration of the road test is calculated. All the bends 
are assumed parts of circles. Equation 3.5 governs the movement of a particle 
travelling in a circle. 
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v
2 
F=ma=m-
r 
F : centrifugal force 
m : particle mass 
a : lateral acceleration 
v : particle speed 
r : radius of the curve 
v2 
Hence a =-
r 
(3.5) 
The radii of the track bends are known. The lateral acceleration of the vehicle 
during bends is, therefore, calculated using the equation 3.5. On straight driving, 
lateral acceleration is calculated from the equation 3.6 [12]. 
8V 2 g 
a----~--:-
- 57.3Lg + KV2 (3.6) 
o : front steering angle (deg) 
L : wheel base (ft) 
a : acceleration (rn/s2) 
K : understeer gradient (deg/g) 
V :vehicle speed (rn/s) 
g :gravitational constant == 9.81 (Nrn/s) 
The lateral acceleration is plotted in Figure 3.20. 
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Figure 3.20 Lateral acceleration data 
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3.3.7 Steering Wheel Angle Data 
The steering wheel angle data is independently generated for the section of the 
drive in bends and on other parts of the track. 
During cornering in bends, the steering angles can be found from the equation 
3.7 governing the steering angle during high speed cornering [12]. 
D = 57.3 UR + Kay (3.7) 
D : front steering angle (deg) 
L : wheel base (ft) 
R : radius of turn (ft) 
K : understeer gradient (deg/g) 
ay : lateral acceleration (g) 
From the study by Riede P, et al. [16], statistical data shows an approximately 
linear relationship between understeer gradient and vehicle curb weight. The test 
vehicle has a curb weight of 840 kg. Its approximate understeer gradient, obtained 
from the curb weight against understeer gradient plot, is 2.25 deg/g. 
The vehicle wheel base is 2.27 metres [14]. An example of the front steering 
angle calculation for during a 60mph drive in the North Bend is as follows: 
Radius of bend (R) = 0.0867 miles 
= 0.0867 x 1600 = 138.72 metres 
From equation 3.7, Land R have to have the same unit, so R is converted into metres. 
Wheel base (L) = 2.27 metres 
From equation 3.6, lateral acceleration (a) = V2 1 R = 602 X (1600/3600)2/138.72 
= 5.126 rn/s2 = 5.126 1 9.81 = 0.523 g 
Front steering angle (D) = (57.3 x 2.27/138.72) + 2.25 x 0.523 
= 2.114 degrees 
Using equation 3.7, the front wheel steering angle of the vehicle is calculated 
for rides in all the bends. 
On other parts of the track, the front steering angle is randomly generated to 
be within the scope of the graph obtained from [13]. Lechner, et al. [13] studied the 
steering characteristics in relation to vehicle speed, based on measurements from 
actual road driving. It shows that as the vehicle speed is higher, the less steering is 
made. The relationship is shown in Figure 3.21. It should be noted that in the actual 
test track drive, there is much less steering than in actual driving, because there are no 
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sharp turning points as normal streets, nor overtaking manoeuvres. However, the 
aforementioned steering characteristic study is used to generate the steering data for 
non-bending part of the track, in order to create an exaggerated steering angle data. 
The exaggerated steering angle data can demonstrate the 4WS operation at low speed 
drive more clearly than a more realistic, almost zero degree steering data. 
Maxirrum front steering angle (deg) 
Vehicle speed (m ph) 
Figure 3.21 Relationship between maximum front steering angle and vehicle speed 
Based on this plot, the steering angle is randomly generated within the 
envelope of the plot and the x axis. 
Combining the front wheel steering angle generated during cornering and the 
rest of the drive together, the complete front wheel steering data is plotted in Figure 
3.22. 
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Front wheel steering angle 
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Figure 3.22 Front wheel steering angle data 
3.3.8 Yaw Rate Data 
The yaw rate during cornering can be found using the equation 3.8 [12] 
57.3gOV 
r - -------=::...----:-
- 57.3Lg + KV 2 (3.8) 
r : yaw rate (deg/s) 
V : vehicle speed (m1s) 
() : front steering angle (deg) 
L : wheel base (ft) 
K : understeer gradient (deglg) 
g :gravitational constant == 9.81 (Nmls) 
Yaw rate calculation at speed 50mph during the North bend cornering is as 
follows: 
Radius of turn (bend) 
Vehicle speed 
= 0.0867 miles 
= 50/3600 (miles/s) 
The distance unit of V and R have to be the same. 
Yaw rate = 57.3 x (50/3600) 1 0.0867 
=9.18deg/s 
Outside the bends, yaw rate is randomly generated. Figure 3.23 displays the 
yaw rate plot. 
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Yaw rate 
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Figure 3.23 Yaw rate data 
3.3.9 Whole Vehicle Model 
Now all the data required is available. It will be fed into the whole vehicle 
dynamic model, and the system response will be used to verify the control system 
operations. The whole vehicle model of the dynamic control systems is shown in 
Figure 3.24. 
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Figure 3.24 Simulink vehicle model of the dynamic control systems 
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3.4 Whole Vehicle Simulation 
All the sensor signals produced were input into the whole vehicle model and 
the system responses were obtained. For clarity of system verification, ABS, active 
suspension and 4WS operations will be analysed separately. 
3.4. 1 ASS Simulation 
The inputs to the ABS are the four wheel speed sensors and the response is the 
ABS commands for the four wheel control. The plot of the inputs and the responses, 
from the simulation, are shown in Figure 3.25 and 3.26, respectively. 
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Figure 3.25 Four wheel speed sensor inputs 
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Figure 3.26 ABS responses 
In this case, none of the wheels show signs of locking, so the ABS does not 
activate. 
This does not allow ABS operation to be demonstrated during the test data, 
hence to demonstrate ABS operation, the front left wheel speed data is modified to 
have higher deceleration rate. Its plot together with the front right wheel speed data is 
shown in Figure 3.27. The part modified is the deceleration around lOoth second. The 
ABS responses are plotted in Figure 3.28. 
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Figure 3.27 Modified front left wheel speed to show sign of wheel locking 
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Figure 3.28 ABS responses to front left wheel locking 
The response plot of the front left wheel demonstrates that when the ABS 
detects an impeding wheel lock, it reacts by sending a command to that wheel actuator 
to prevent it. During normal braking of the front right wheel, the ABS detects no sign 
of locking, and hence leaves the front right wheel actuator inactivated. 
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3.4.2 Active Suspension Simulation 
For the active suspension system, the three dimensional accelerations and the 
wheel height signals are the inputs. Its responses are the four wheel height demand 
signals. The inputs and responses are plotted in Figure 3.29 and 3.30, respectively. 
~: 
. Longitudinal acceleration (m/s2) 
10r_--------r---------r_----~--r_------~r_------~ 
-10 ~--------~----~~~~~~~~------~~--~~~ Lateral acceleration (m/s2) 
JI-----r'~ I ""1 ................ ~~1-J 
Vertical acceleration (m/s2) 
~:~ 
o 50 100 150 200 250 
Time(s) 
Figure 3.29 Active suspension inputs 
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Figure 3.30 Active suspension responses 
Figure 3.30 clearly demonstrates the active suspension responses to 
longitudinal and lateral accelerations. The lateral acceleration plot shows that the 
vehicle is negotiating two curves starting at approximately 55 and 170 seconds, 
indicated by the two rises. The active suspension responds by sending commands to 
raise the two left wheels and lower the two right wheels. This would, in effect, make 
the four wheel heights even during cornering. As the response to longitudinal 
acceleration, the longitudinal acceleration plot between 100-150 seconds is 
considered. During that period, the vehicle is subjected to alternate braking and 
accelerating, as seen by alternate negative and positive plots, respectively. The active 
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suspension responds by issuing commands to raise the front wheels and lowering the 
rear wheels when braking, and the opposite when accelerating. 
3.4.3 4WS Simulation 
The three inputs to the 4WS system, vehicle speed, yaw rate and steering 
inputs, and its outputs are plotted in Figure 3.31. 
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Figure 3.31 4WS inputs and responses 
The plot shows the two characteristics of the 4WS system. Starting at 
approximately 55 and 170 seconds, the front wheels are steered when the vehicle is at 
medium to high speed in the bends. This can be seen from both the yaw rate and 
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steering input plots. The 4WS responds by steering the rear wheels in the same 
direction as the front wheel to increase vehicle stability. During low speed drive, seen 
between 0-25 seconds, the 4WS sends commands to steer the rear wheels in the 
opposite direction to the front wheels to minimise turning radius. 
3.5 Summary 
Models of ABS, active suspension and 4WS control systems have been 
derived in this chapter to match published descriptions of typical systems. In order to 
be able to exercise these systems, basic road test data has been obtained, from which 
additional parameters have been synthesised. The simulation shows that the three 
exemplary systems function as expected. Their information will then be used in other 
models in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 4 
VEHICLE ELECTRONIC ARCHITECTURES 
UNDER CONSIDERATION 
The distributed wheel controller and four other automotive dynamic control 
architectures were chosen for modelling and comparison purposes. The study and 
comparison between these architectures, with regards to their feasibility, advantages 
and disadvantages in the aspects explained in Chapter 1, will be described in the 
following chapters. The other four architectures were selected because of their current 
popularity or potential for the future as suggested in literature. They will each be 
described in this chapter. 
4.1 Conventional Centralised Architecture 
(Architecture 1) 
Before the introduction of networking, this was the only architecture of car 
electronics. The architecture is still the most commonly applied architecture at 
present, especially in medium and small-sized cars. It is, therefore, chosen to be the 
basic model for comparison. Electronic control systems here contain centralised 
ECUs. The ECUs are linked with corresponding sensors and actuators via dedicated 
wire links. Each type of data transfer between ECUs are also through these individual 
links. The model of the conventional centralised architecture is shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 Conventional centralised architecture 
4.2 Conventional Centralised with Limited CAN 
Interaction Architecture (Architecture 2) 
This architecture is currently gaining popularity along with networking, and is 
believed to be the most common system of the near future_ It represents how 
networking is applied in modern vehicles. In this architecture, all the electronic 
systems are of conventional structures, each with an ECU at the control centre 
dictating its peripheral hardware_ A network bus is introduced to replace hard wires 
for data sharing among ECUs. The system is as shown in Figure 4.2. 
network bus 
Active 
Suspension 
ECU j--"'===..:...t===.. 
r----, from Its erl hera!s 
other ECUs to Its erl hera!s 
a vehicle 
Figure 4.2 Conventional centralised with limited CAN interaction architecture 
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4.3 Total Centralised Architecture (Architecture 3) 
This architecture follows an idea of integration to reduce wiring and number 
of devices, by combining a number of ECUs into a single unit. In practice, it started 
by integrating engine management system and transmission control ECUs into one 
unit. It could expand further to combine other dynamic control ECUs which are in the 
same geographical area [1]. This is an alternative architecture for the future. The 
combined ECU would control all the related systems and may share data with other 
ECUs via networking. A diagram of the architecture is as shown in Figure 4.3 . 
........•.... "."."_." .. "." .... _ ........ _ .." .. "."" ..•. ,, .. " ..... " ....................................................... " .....•.... "."."." ... " ..• " •. "" .• " ......................................................... " .... " ... " ...... " ....... " .... " .. " ...• """""."" ........ _ ......•...•. " ........ " ......... ·······"·1 
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ECU 
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From suspension perloherals 
From 4WS oeriPherals 
Combined ABS & 
Active 
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4WSECU 
1 
1 
other ECUs 
I 
To ABS peripherals 
To suspension perioherals 
To 4WS periPherals 
network bus 
I 
a vehicle I 
......... _ ....... _ .............. _ .............................. _ ............... _ ...................... _ ......... ..1 
Figure 4.3 Total centralised architecture 
4.4 Conventional Centralised with Functional 
Integration Architecture (Architecture 4) 
This architecture is based on the existing Architecture 2 with enhanced vehicle 
control performance. The concept initiates interests and research in many ECU 
developers and car manufacturers [2-5]. Each control system has its centralised ECU 
to command its operation. There exist smart sensors and actuators in each system, 
which contact the ECU via a network bus. By doing so, more data from each system 
is available to other ECUs. There are also more interactions between ECUs. This 
enables more functional integration among control systems, such as combined brake, 
suspension and steering control during cornering. The system diagram is displayed in 
Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 Conventional centralised with functional integration architecture 
4.5 Distributed Wheel Controller Architecture 
(Architecture 5) 
In this architecture, a combined ABS, 4WS and active suspension control ECU 
for each wheel is situated near to that wheel. Each Wheel Controller (or Distributed) 
ECU would also be integrated with the wheel sensors and actuators to form a single 
unit. The Central ECU would provide some share sensor data and monitor the Wheel 
Controller ECUs. The four wheel controllers are linked to other ECUs by a network 
bus as shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 Distributed wheel controller architecture 
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CHAPTER 5 
ELECTRONIC ARCHITECTURE FEASIBILITY 
STUDIES ON HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS AND 
CAN MESSAGE DELAY 
5.1 ECU Hardware and Performance Requirements 
This chapter is intended to address the feasibility of the five alternative vehicle 
electronic architectures described earlier; specifically the requirements on the 
microcontrollers that will control the ECUs. Computing performance and electronic 
interface specifications are estimated for these. In addition, the data transfer time 
associated with CAN implementation on different architectures is studied. These two 
studies provide more details on electronic characteristics of these architectures, as 
well as indicating their relative feasibility for implementation. 
The work in this thesis concentrates upon electronics hardware aspects of the 
vehicle electronic architectures. Since ECUs and especially microcontrollers are at the 
hearts of these systems, their characteristics in particular should be examined. 
Furthermore some architectures such as Total Centralised (Architecture 3) have not 
been previously implemented, hence it is useful to verify its possibility and evaluate 
its likely contents. An important characteristic of CAN is its timing, which is crucial 
to these safety related control systems. The high speed (class C) intra and inter system 
data transfer is required to be within specified time limits, so that up to date data can 
be used for vehicle control tasks. 
5. 1. 1 The Vehicle System Design Process 
ECU requirements specification setting is the first part of the ECU 
development process. This stage is followed by electronic architecture design, 
implementation and test [4]. In the conventional way of ECU development up till 
now, the functional specifications including the control algorithms and time and 
accuracy requirements of the ECUs are specified by a development team [5]. These 
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specifications are passed on to the ECU developer, who selects the ECU hardware 
including a microcontroller, and programs it to perform the specified functions. The 
ECU hardware as well as the functional design are experimentally tested and 
corrected until the development team is satisfied. In the new ECU development 
process, its functions are tested by simulation until satisfied before a pilot ECU is 
constructed and tested. This enables development time saving [6]. 
In both conventional and recent ECU development processes, the hardware 
specifications including those of the microcontroller, are determined after the details 
of the ECU functions and requirements are made. These complete ECU functional 
details, which includes all the 110 signals required, control and diagnostic algorithms, 
are enough to specify the hardware as well as developing the software of the ECU. 
In this thesis, detailed ECU specifications are not available for the existing 
electronics architectures and are non-existent for the future and proposed 
architectures. The only available information is the functional description of each 
control system, which can be obtained from the literature. 
In order to estimate the required hardware specifications of the ECUs of these 
future electronic architectures, an initial estimate is made based on the performance of 
existing control ECUs. Thus, if the accuracy of the prediction can be determined from 
considering a known ECU, and any necessary correction factor established, this same 
factor can then be applied to calculations for future systems. 
5. 1.2 Hardware Performance Estimation of Known ECUs 
As mentioned above, the objective of work described here is to estimate the 
time taken to perform a specific control task by a known ECU. This is carried out by 
studying the function of the ECU and derive a program pseudo code to execute the 
tasks. Since the type of microcontroller used is known, so is its timing specifications 
for each op code. Hence the total time the microcontroller requires to perform the 
tasks can be estimated. An actual response time can also be measured experimentally. 
The two results are compared and errors identified. The technique can then be used to 
estimate the performance required of other control ECUs of different electronic 
architectures, taking the same errors into account. 
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5.1.2.1 Response Time Calculation 
Different microcontrollers require particular numbers of operating cycles for 
each instruction. To calculate the time they take to perform a task, the total number of 
times each instruction is to be executed is counted. These sums are the universal 
platform for microcontroller response time calculation. They are multiplied by the 
number of execution cycles of the corresponding commands of a microcontroller. The 
sum of these products is a total number of execution cycles that a specific 
microcontroller requires to do the task. The execution time is then the product of the 
total number of execution cycles and the execution cycle time. Equation 5.1 
represents the calculation process. 
T = Te. tCYC (5.1) 
Where Te = (nl.cl + n2.C2 + ... + np.cp) 
T - control execution time 
T e - total execution cycle count 
nx - number of times an instruction is to be run 
Cx - number of execution cycles a command takes 
tCYC - a microcontroller execution cycle time 
The two ECUs studied in this work were an air suspension control and a cruise 
control ECUs. They were chosen due to the hardware availability and availability of 
design documentation, and were slightly less complex (in term of code) than the 
future systems. 
The next section will describe the work on both ECUs. 
5. 1.3 Cruise control ECU Experiment 
The ECU examined was the cruise control ECU part no. 5GA 004 397 
developed by Hella, fitted to Range Rover vehicles. The microcontroller used in the 
ECU was a Toshiba 8-bit equivalent of the Intel 80C49, running at 8 MHz [3]. 
From the Range Rover Workshop Manual, the cruise control system functions 
are as follows [1]: 
• when SET is pressed and the cruise control is not in the cruising mode, the cruise 
speed will be set and the cruise control will start to maintain vehicle speed at that 
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constant set speed. The cruise speed will be set provided that the vehicle speed 
exceeds 28 mph. 
• when SET is pressed during the cruising mode, the cruise control will accelerate 
the vehicle by operating the motor that opens the throttle. Once the SET button is 
released, speed increase is stopped, and the cruise control sets the cruise speed to 
the current vehicle speed. 
• when RES is pressed during cruising mode, the cruise control operation will be 
disengaged 
• when RES is pressed again, the cruise operation resumed, with previously set 
speed restored. 
• at any time during its operation, the cruise control will be disabled when either a 
stop lamp switch is on, or the vehicle speed drops below 28 mph. 
• other driver's controls such as accelerator and clutch pedals depression, non 
forward gearbox, and out of range engine speed can also disable the cruise system, 
but they are monitored by the Body Electrical Control Module (BECM). Once any 
of these conditions occurs, the BECM will simply cut the cruise control power 
supply. Hence they are outside the scope of the cruise control. 
This moding is shown in a state transition diagram in Figure 5.1. 
ES+PEDAL) 
RES.NOT(P AL). 
VehSp' . range 
Figure 5.1 Cruise control state transition diagram 
SET cruise control sets current speed as set speed and maintains constant set speed 
RESUME cruise control restores previously installed set speed 
ACCELERATE cruise control accelerates while SET is pressed 
OFF cruise control stops vehicle speed control 
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5.1.3.1 Throttle Actuator Operations 
The throttle actuator consists of a vacuum pump motor and solenoid. Their 
operations are [1]: 
• Open throttle when the pump motor operates, air pressure is applied to the 
actuator to open the throttle. 
• Constant throttle during operation, the normally closed solenoid valve is closed to 
keep the throttle angle constant. 
• Close throttle the solenoid valve is released when the throttle is to be closed, 
letting the air out of the cylinder. 
The operation is illustrated in Figure 5.2. 
air pump 
~......I:----' 
solenoid 
Open throttle 
Close throttle 
solenoid 
vehicle throttle 
solenoid 
Figure 5.2 Cruise control motor and solenoid operations 
5.1.3.2 Estimation Method 
Constant throttle 
The parameter that was chosen as the basis of the comparison between 
theoretical and practical results, was the systems response time to the two cruise 
control switch inputs, 'SET' and 'RES'. These two switches are used to initiate 
vehicle cruise control. The comparison of the two results would show what level of 
inaccuracies the method incurred. 
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5.1.3.3 Theoretical Response Time 
The response time of a cruise control unit, to the two stimuli, can be estimated 
by looking into the program instruction level of the microcontroller. The estimate is 
made by first studying the cruise control functions derived from the data sheet in 
Figure 5.1, and then drawing the equivalent program structure. It is acknowledged that 
from the functions, a variation of program structures could be drawn. However, it is 
assumed that the most calculation intensive, hence most processor time consuming 
program part, which is the vehicle speed control algorithm is essentially the same. 
Variations in other program parts are hence believed to have little effect on the overall 
response time. Having completed this estimated program structure, the equivalent 
machine code instructions can be deduced. The individual instruction execution times, 
provided in the microcontroller data sheet, can then be used to estimate the total time 
taken for program execution, and hence the response time. The assumption is made 
that all moding is handled by the microcontroller i.e. the surrounding logic performs 
only very simple operations, such as inverting/combining signals, or storing results 
(latches), and that the estimated program structure matched that which was actually 
used. 
From the cruise control functions written earlier, the program flowchart is 
deduced as shown in Figure 5.3. The coloured lines are response time measurement 
guidelines, and processes in bold indicate changes in states of input or output, hence 
detectable. 
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Cruise control flowchart 
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Figure 5.3 Cruise control operation fl owchart 
continue program 
From Figure 5.3, the calcul ation intensive and hence the most time consuming 
section is the throttle demand calculation, which involves finding the speed error and 
applying the speed control algorithm. This is expected to take significantly more of 
microcontroller time than others. It will thus be considered in more detail. 
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5.1.3.3.1 Throttle Demand Calculation 
The proportional and integral control algorithm is widely applied in cruise 
control and is assumed that it is also used in this particular system [2]. The control 
algorithm is governed by the equation 5.2: 
M 
d = Kpen + K) 2,. En- m 
m=l (5.2) 
d - throttle demand 
- constants from the lookup table Kp,K) 
e(error) - difference between vehicle speed and cruise set speed 
M 
2,. E n- m - sum of the M previously calculated errors 
m=l 
Note that in the system being examined, the vehicle speed signal comes from 
the ABS ECU via the Body Electronic Control Module (BECM), in pulse form [1]. 
The signal is scaled so that 8000 pulses are equivalent to distant of 1 mile, and the 
pulse frequency is proportional to the vehicle speed. Hence at vehicle speed 1 mph, 
the frequency of the speed signal is: 
8000 + (60 x 60) = 2.22 Hz 
The speed signal used in calculation is assumed in Hertz as shown above, 
since it is directly proportional to the actual speed. 
The pseudo code for the calculation part, as well as other program parts are 
shown in Appendix A. 
The pseudo code has then been converted into program code for the specific 
processor used, shown in Appendix A. From the microcontroller 80C49 data sheet, 
the instruction execution cycles were obtained and the total program execution time 
was calculated. In this case, the estimate of the total time taken by the microcontroller 
to respond to the switch inputs 'SET' and 'RES' was 2.65 ms. 
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5.1.3.4 Practical Measurement of Response Time 
A set of practical measurements were then made using a real cruise control 
ECU to reproduce the theoretical estimates as closely as possible. 
5.1.3.4.1 Circuit Connection 
The cruise control circuit was then connected to a simple test jig for 
measurement of the same timing parameters. The connection was as shown in Figure 
5.4. 
3 4 
SET RES 
on/12V on/12V 
Off/OV OfflOV 
Cruise Control ECU 
5 
Stop lamp 
on 112V 
off I OV 
6 7 8 
Solenoid I ~ Motor 
Figure 5.4 Cruise control experiment circuit connection 
9 
Brake 
on IOV 
off 112V 
The equipment used in this experiment was as follows: 
10 11 
12 
V Jl.n.JL 
Vehicle speed 
• To observe if the motor and solenoid were being switched on, they were replaced 
by LEDs 
• toggle switches were connected as brake and stop lamp switches 
• 'SET' and 'RES' were controlled by button switches, fed from a 12V supply 
• vehicle speed signal was represented by a square wave from the signal generator. 
• the logic analyser and a digital oscilloscope were used as measurement tools. 
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5.1.3.4.2 Identification of Internal Connections 
In order to be able to identify the response of the microcontroller, rather than 
any external filtering or timing circuits, the ECU was opened and an inspection was 
made of the microcontroller connections. The results were: 
SET (ECU pin 3) 
RES (ECU pin 4) 
Motor (ECU pin 7) 
Solenoid (ECU pin 6) 
Veh Speed (ECU pin 11) 
corresponds to 80C49 pin 12 (BUS bit 0) 
corresponds to 80C49 pin 17 (BUS bit 5) 
corresponds to 80C49 pin 32 (Port 1 bit 5) 
corresponds to 80C49 pin 28 (Port 1 bit 1) 
corresponds to 80C49 pin 6 (Interrupt) 
Figure 5.5 shows the internal connection diagram. 
40 
80C49 
INT 
P7 
Veh speed ---i 
motor 
Port 1 . 
SET ---i BO 
solenoid 
PO 
. BUS 
RESET---; 
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20 21 
Figure 5.5 Cruise control microcontroller connections 
The vehicle speed input thus causes an interrupt to the controller program on 
every pulse. The clock speed of the microcontroller was verified as being 8 MHz. 
5.1.3.4.3 Measurements 
Measurements were taken of the response time taken for the output signals to 
motor and solenoid to change state after one of SET and RES buttons was pushed. 
The measurements were taken as being the time delay between button pressed 
and a change in motor or solenoid output, according to the coloured guidelines in the 
flowchart shown in Figure 5.3. The results were compared to the prediction model. 
For each measurement, the timing was repeated over 30 samples to ensure 
consistency, and any apparent dependency on vehicle speed was investigated. It was, 
however, believed that despite the use of interrupt to measure vehicle speed, the effect 
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of vehicle speed on response time would be minimal. This is because from the pseudo 
code in Appendix A, the vehicle speed calculation would take less than one hundredth 
of the predicted response time to switch inputs. 
5.1.3.4.3.1 Response Time when SET (blue line on Figure 5.3) 
The response time was measured between the point that 'SET' is pressed to 
store and maintain the current vehicle speed, and when the control signals to motor 
and solenoid change state. 
The measurement was made when 'SET' button was pressed to set the cruise 
reference speed for the first time. 
The logic analyser was set to trigger the change in SET button signal. Its 
internal clock was set at 5 kHz. The waveforms are displayed in Figure 5.6. 
SET 
k-Pulse responsei-
I . time Solenoid -J 
__ -, response time . I 
I I- Motor response timee-----f·1 
Motor 
u 
Solenoid 
u 
Figure 5.6 Waveforms when SET is pressed 
It can be seen that a short pulse is applied to each motor and solenoid initially, 
followed by full actuation several milliseconds later. 
The hypothesis is that solenoid and motor are diagnosed by the ECU by 
sending a test signal, a short negative-going pulse, to check the two actuators. If they 
pass this check, they are then turned on by the falling edge a short time later. The 
three periods of time were measured at different cruise set speed and plotted as 
illustrated by Figure 5.7,5.8 and 5.9. 
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Figure 5.7 Pulse response time to SET command 
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Figure 5.S Solenoid response time 
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Figure 5.9 Motor response time 
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It can be seen from Figure 5.8 and 5.9 that the motor and solenoid response 
times are consistent and dependent on cruise set speed, especially the motor response 
time. However, Figure 5.7 displays a wide range of response time, which varies 
irrespective to cruise set speed. It ranges from 28 - 76 ms. From the prediction model, 
it should only takes approximately 2.65 ms. The response time and vehicle speed 
relationship of the pulse and solenoid responses can be observed more clearly in the 
scatter plot of Figure 5. 10 and 5.11. It can be seen that the motor response time is 
almost exactly twice that of the solenoid, suggesting the two events are similar and 
carried out serially. The relatively level mean line in Figure 5.10 suggests that the 
pulse response time is independent of vehicle speed, as opposed to the sloped mean 
line in Figure 5.11 which indicates speed dependency of solenoid response time. 
Scatter plot of pulse response time 
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Figure 5.10 Scatter plot of pulse response time 
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Scatter plot of solenoid response time 
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Figure 5.11 Scatter plot of solenoid response time 
5.1.3.4.3.2 Response Time when RESUME (red line on Figure 5.3) 
When 'RES' is pressed after the crui se control is di sengaged, the system will 
resume its cru ising operation at the previously set crui se speed. 
The measurement fo llows the operation shown by the red line in Figure 5.3. 
The response time was predicted to be almost equal to the response to 'SET' in the 
earl ier section, which took approx imately 2.65 ms, according to the model. The signal 
waveforms and the response time measurement are as shown in Figure 5.12 and 5.13, 
respecti vel y. 
r-Response time-----1 
RES 
Motor 
Solenoid 
Figure 5.12 Signal waveforms when 'RES ' is pressed 
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Response time to 'RES' (resume cruise control) 
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Figure 5.13 Response time to SET (after crui se disengaged) 
From Figure 5.13 , the response time is inconsistent, ranging from 23 to 76ms. 
It is much more than that anticipated by the model at 2.65ms. The vehicle speed, as 
predicted, has virtuall y no effect on the response time, since the average response 
times measured at different vehicle speed were within 15% of one another, with the 
overall average response time of 52 ms. However, these comparable averages indicate 
that the program loops to perform these tasks are comparable in terms of time taken, 
as it would be expected from the model. The average response time is also 
comparable to the average pulse response time to 'SET' (Figure 5.7). This similarity 
of response ti mes, again , was expected from the model. 
From the range of measured response times , it is likely that a non-interruptible 
task, of length 53ms, is also being handled by the processor. If the SET inpu t occurs 
near the start of thi s other task , a 53ms delay is incurred. If the SET input occurs near 
the end of thi s other task, a negligible extra delay is incurred. However, there is still a 
23ms overhead on every occurrence of the input signal. 
The wide range of response times was thought to be partly due to the vari ation 
m measurement starting points, due to the probable cyc li cal nature of software. 
Although it was assumed to start from the top of the fl owchart in Figure 5.3, it could 
in fac t start anywhere in the calcul ation loop. From the fl owchart, the state of the 
button is moni tored once in each loop. If it is pressed while other tasks are performed, 
the contro ller will not detect it until it completes all the loop functions and looks at the 
button. 
----
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In order to investigate this, an additional measurement was made to compare 
olenoid response times to 'RES' input when disengaging cruise control. 
Response Time to 'RES' (disengaged cruising) 
When 'RES' is pressed while the cru ise control is operating, the system 
disengages . The response time was measured between the change in 'RES' input and 
the solenoid response. A comparison can be made between two different experiment, 
u ing manual switch input and solenoid signal feedback connected to 'RES'. As 
discussed earlier, in the former case the 'RES' input is controlled manually. The input 
is thus received at an arbitrary point in the software loop. Whereas in the latter case 
the input is switched on at the change of solenoid control signal, which occurs at a 
certain point in software. T hi s comparison between the two cases can indicate the 
effect of the variation in the measurement starting points. 
The response time to 'RES ' controlled manually is shown in Figure 5. 14. 
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Figure 5.14 Response time to manually control led 'RES ' (disengage) 
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The solenoid contro l feedback to 'RES' was done by fi rst connecting it to a 
simple BJT switchi ng circuit to invert the output, since the solenoid control and 'RES' 
input s ignals had opposite on/off status. The inverted solenoid control signal was then 
connected to the 'RES ' input pin. 
The response time to the solenoid signal feedback controlled 'RES' is shown 
in Figure 5.15. 
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Figure 5.15 Response time to 'RES ' (d isengage), controlled by solenoid signal 
From Figure 5.15, the range of readings obtained are smaller than those when 
using manual 'RES' switch, as seen from the reduction in standard deviation (average 
reduction of 5.4ms). It also has 9.5ms shorter average time. This demonstrates that 
there is a certain point in the software, at which the microcontroller monitors the 
states of button inputs. 
It is noted that the response time to manually controlled 'RES ' (Figure 5.14) 
has very sim ilar mean and standard deviation, to the response time to initial 'SET' and 
resuming 'RES' in Figure 5.7 and 5.13, respectively. The two latter response times 
were expected to be significantly longer because of having larger number of 
processes , including the time consuming actuator output calculation process, as shown 
in Figure 5.3 . This could suggest that the calcul ation process is carried out as part of 
the software loop regardless of the state of switch input. 
Overall the measured response times of the crui se control ECU are much more 
than the predicted ones. This can be attributed to several factors , as will be discussed 
in the analysis. 
5.1.3.5 Analysis 
The measured results above are different from those predicted by the 
predicting model of the equivalent ECU operations. There are three poss ible causes to 
differences between measured and predicted results. These can be categorised as: 
• measurement errors 
• external effects (test jig) 
• internal effects (ECU) 
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They will now be discussed. 
5.1.3.5.1 Measurement Errors 
Measurement error can be a result of defective or improperly calibrated 
equipment. The equipment involved in the experiment, signal generator, oscilloscope 
and logic analyser, was checked, as described below. 
The oscilloscope probes were calibrated before the start of the measurement 
The two oscilloscopes, digital and analogue, gave the same measurement results on 
both frequency and voltage. When tested on a known source signal, they were shown 
to be accurate to within 3% on the test signal. 
Next the signal generator frequency calibration was checked, by using an 
oscilloscope to monitor frequency of a signal generated. The frequency range is 
within ± 1 % of the setting, which is considered acceptable. The voltage control knob 
was also found to be working in order. 
Finally, the logic analyser was examined by measuring the cruise control 
response time, using both a digital oscilloscope and the analyser. The two results were 
within ± 1 % of each other. They are hence considered sufficiently precise. 
From the above examination, measurement error can then be assigned a 
maximum value of 3%. 
5.1.3.5.2 External Effects 
External effects include a variation in performance of other components 
associated with the microcontroller and cruise control ECU. 
During the experiment, all the components and signals connected to the ECU, 
such as vehicle speed signal and switch status, were controlled so that their conditions 
were identical for repeated measurements. 
The signal generator accuracy has been confirmed, but another possible effect 
may be from the switches. Mechanical switches have a contact bounce time, when 
pressed, before they settle to one state. This bounce time was measured for the 
switches used and was found to be between 130 to 650 J.ls. This time duration was 
negligible compared to the response time of tens of milliseconds. 
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A relay in the ECU also has the effect on the response time but its maximum 
delay is measured to be approximately 1 ms. This is again, negligible compared to the 
duration of response time. Hence the major effect is unlikely to lie in this area. 
5.1.3.5.3 Internal Effects 
It is very likely that the unknown program in the microcontroller has a 
significant effect on the response time of the cruise control. The wide range of 
response time obtained, indicates a possibility that the microcontroller was executing 
a certain program loop when SET or RES was pressed. It would complete its current 
task before responding to the input. The response time obviously depends on at which 
point in the loop, a button is being pressed. If it is near the start of the loop, the 
response will be longer. On the other hand, if it is near to the end, the microcontroller 
quickly finishes the loop and thus gives fast response. The experiments on manually 
and solenoid signal feedback controlled 'RES' switch demonstrates this possibility. 
The underestimated actuator control signals may result from the different 
control algorithm adopted, or it could also be different calculation methods employed 
to get the results. The resolution of inputs and outputs also has effect on calculation 
time. 
The model does not take the self and peripheral device diagnostic times into 
account simply because the methods used is unknown and entirely up to the software 
designer. If there were such tasks, they would take a significant amount of the 
microcontroller time. 
The software may be designed to allow for mechanical delays in the cruise 
control system. 
Although the switch bounce itself is very short, it is highly possible that the 
software allows ample time for switch debounce for safety purpose. It is found that 
another software design has a switch debounce time of 30ms [5]. This assumption 
could be used to explain the response times measured in these experiments. The 
response time to 'SET' (to initiate cruise control), shown in Figure 5.7, ranges from 
28-76 ms. If the software design is consistent with that of [5], the switch debounce 
time could be approximated to be as much as 20 ms. 
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The error may also be due to the spare capability of the controller, which 
results in it being idle. In this case, the controller operates slower than estimated, since 
it is programmed to waste time on irrelevant tasks such as counting a delay loop. 
5.1.3.6 Cruise Control Experiment Conclusions 
From the measurement of the cruise control actual response time to switch 
inputs, the ECU was seen to take approximately twenty times the predicted response 
time, plus the probable switch debounce of approximately 20ms. The difference is 
believed to stem from the external and internal causes mentioned above. These can be 
summarised as follows: 
• unknown software structure and the algorithm adopted by the designer 
• microcontroller idle time to keep software timing structure 
• allowance for mechanical component delays 
• diagnostic procedures also being carried out by the processor 
However, certain aspects of the cruise control operation seem to agree with the 
predicting model, as seen from the experiment. Those include: 
• the average response time to the two inputs, SET and RES, are comparable, 
suggesting that the two are subject to similar control loops. 
• the ECU monitors the state of the switches at one point in the loop. This is seen 
from the smaller deviation in response time when the output signals are used as 
switch inputs, to synchronise the measurement. 
• vehicle speed has no effect on the response time of the ECU. 
The above information learned from this experiment will be used in the next 
experiment and also in comparing electronic architecture requirements. 
5.1.4 Air Suspension ECU Experiment 
The second control system that was chosen for analysis was the air suspension 
system fitted to the Range Rover model year 1999. 
This system is used to provide a soft and comfortable feel to a vehicle ride. Its 
function is to keep the four comers of the vehicle level, using air pressure. It consists 
of the following elements, air reservoir and air compressor which provide system air 
supply and maintain air pressure, four wheel height control valves, inlet and exhaust 
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valves for wheel height control. Other than keeping 4 corners level, the ride height is 
also adjustable by the use of control buttons, UP and DOWN, to select between 4 
different heights. The four heights in ascending order are 'ACCESS', 'LOW', 
'STANDARD', and 'HIGH'. 
During normal riding conditions, the four corner heights are constantly read 
from the sensors. The corner with the highest deviation from the required height 
according to the ride state, is corrected by means of opening that corner valve together 
with an inlet or exhaust valve to raise or lower down the corner, respectively. 
The suspension system also responds to driver's inputs ('UP' and 'DOWN' 
buttons) and changes ride heights accordingly. When either a brake or door switch is 
on, the change between ride heights will be temporarily suspended. 
Details of the software controlling the ECU were obtained from [1,7] and are 
described in the following section. The ECU contains a Motorola 8-bit 
MC68HC705B5 microcontroller, running at 4 MHz, as its central processor. 
As in the previous experiment, the air suspension ECU response time to the 
switch inputs is predicted from its software specifications and compared to that 
actually measured experimentally. 
5.1.4.1 Theoretical Response Time 
5.1.4.1.1 Software Execution 
From [1,7], the software cycle showed a simple timing structure, but did not 
employ a bespoke Real-Time Operating System (RTOS). 
The software cycle is fixed at 10ms and is controlled by 20 interrupts, with a 
space of 0.5ms between them. The software is split into two main tasks: Synchronous 
and Sequential jobs. 
5. 1.4. 1. 1. 1 Synchronous Job Modules 
The synchronous jobs are to check the battery voltage, reset watchdog timer, 
control the triangular waveform supplied to the height sensors, and read the height 
sensor outputs. An interrupt is generated every 0.5ms, to start the synchronous tasks. 
Some of the jobs have no associated function ("Null job"), but exist to maintain the 
software timing structure. 
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As shown in Figure 5.16, each synchronous job is initiated after an interrupt 
every 0.5 ms. The synchronous jobs at time 0 and t ms, between 4.5 and 5.5 ms, of 
each software cycle are to control the timing of the triangular wave used to drive the 
height sensors. The synchronous jobs at time 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5 ms of each 
cycle read the height sensor inputs. Wheel height is taken as being proportional to the 
amplitude of the square wave sensor output. In order to minimise the effect of noise, 
each square wave height sensor output is read four times at high level and four times 
at low level. The sum of the four high values has subtracted from it the sum of the 
four low values, to average out the noise. 
All of the synchronous jobs are limited to within 200 Ils, inclusive of handling. 
For this reason, and also the fact that they are less computation, they are believed to 
take substantially less processor time than the sequential jobs. 
The sequential job modules will now be described. 
5. 1.4. 1. 1.2 Sequential Job Modules 
The sequential jobs perform the rest of the height control functions. As the 
name suggests, each task is executed after the previous one. They are executed during 
the time space between successive synchronous job interrupts. When an interrupt 
occurs, the sequential job is pre-empted. A scheduled synchronous job is executed and 
then the sequential job is continued after the completion of the synchronous job. 
The software structure is as shown in the diagram of Figure 5.16. 
The functions of the sequential jobs are described in brief as follows: 
Service watchdog - reset watchdog timer 
Calculate air spring height - divide height sensor reading by 4 (to complete the 
averaging of sensor reading), check validity of the readings and convert sensor 
readings into height. 
Debounce vehicle status logic - debounce all the switches to accept state change after 
the new state has been stable for 30 ms. Check to inhibit simultaneous UP and 
DOWN switch press. 
Process vehicle status logic - calculate the ride height required and control ride state 
change if demanded. 
Check for sensor faults - check if the height sensor readings are within range, and set 
the appropriate fault flag and counter. 
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Settled at datum analysis - check if each wheel height settles into new ride height, 
after a change of ride state within time limit. 
Calculate air spring logged errors - calculate the difference between actual wheel 
heights and demanded heights. 
Increment excess error meters - check if anyone corner height is consistently further 
away from demanded height than the other three. 
A verage logged errors - average wheel height of either front or rear axle depending 
on control mode. 
Adjust air spring heights - use wheel height logged error and current height control 
mode data to determine the valve operations for wheel height control. 
Drive outputs and select modes - check that there is no fault condition, before driving 
the outputs according to the demand determined in the previous job. 
Suspension fault modes - analyse all the fault status recorded to determine if any of 
the valves is stuck. 
Regulate compressor air pressure - monitor air compressor and diagnose for any fault 
Calculate and process road and engine speeds - calculate road and engine speeds by 
counting their interrupt requests over the constant time period. The speeds are also 
range checked. 
Program EEPROM - handle all the EEPROM reading and programming, as requested 
by other jobs. Check any change in fault register status and write the change on 
EEPROM. 
Background communication handler - handle all the communication between ECU 
and the outside, such as diagnostic from laptop or sensor calibration. 
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Synchronous Jobs Sequential Jobs 
Time JOB 
(ms) 
0 Measure minimum ramp 
signal, start ramp rise & 
calculate rising time 
0.5 Null 
1. service watchdog 
2. calculate air spring heights 
C ) 3. debounce vehicle status logic 
1.0 Measure battery voltage 
1.5 Null 
2.0 Null 
2.5 Null 
3.0 Measure high sensor outputs 
3.5 Measure high sensor outputs 
C ) 
4. process vehicle status logic 
5. check for sensor faults 
6. settled at datum analysis 
C ) 7. calculate air spring logged 
errors 
C ~ 8. increment excess error 
meters 
4.0 Measure high sensor outputs 
4.5 Measure high sensor outputs 
t Measure maximum ramp 
signal & start ramp fall 
C ~ 9. average logged errors 10. adjust height of air springs 
11. drive outputs and select 
C ) modes 
5.5 Null 12. suspension fault modes 
6.0 Null C ~ 13. regulate compressor air 
6.5 Null pressure 
7.0 Null C ) 14. calculate and process road 
7.5 Null and engine speed 
8.0 Measure low sensor outputs 
8.5 Measure low sensor outputs C ~ 
15. program EEPROM 
16. back ground 
9.0 Measure low sensor outputs communications handler 
9.5 Measure low sensor outputs 
10.0 Clear count & start cycle 
Figure 5.16 Air suspension software structure 
The predictive model is to estimate the ECU response time to driver's control 
switches such as UP, DOWN and footbrake. 
The detailed functions of the jobs are shown in the flowcharts together with 
modelled software pseudo codes and execution times in Appendix A. 
5.1.4.1.2 Model prediction 
Using the same method as on the cruise control system, a pseudo code version 
of the control tasks was written, and equivalent machine instructions devised to carry 
them out. The total machine instruction times were then calculated. 
From the pseudo code shown in Appendix A, the response time to the 'UP' 
(change ride height) and foot brake switches (stop ride height changing) are calculated 
as between 31.2 and 41.2 ms. The response time is predicted as a range rather than an 
exact value, due to the fact that the software is structured in a loop. Switch debounce 
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is set at 30ms. The switch status check is only performed once every lOms of software 
cycle. If the switch is pressed just before the switch debounce module, the minimum 
debounce would complete in approximately 30ms. However, if the switch is pressed 
just after the switch debounce module just completed, it would take one complete 
cycle before it is starting to be debounced. Hence this maximum debounce time would 
be 40ms. The execution time taken by the modules between switch debounce and 
output control (when the response is detected) was calculated at 1.2 ms. Adding this 
estimation to the minimum and maximum debounce times, gives the response time 
prediction range of 31.2-41.2 ms. 
The response to 'DOWN' switch was calculated at 1.031 - 1.041 s. The 
estimation method was the same as those responses to the other two switches, with a 
one second delay added as "direction_changed" check. This check is to ensure that 
vehicle is not changing vertical direction of travel within one second after the button 
pressed, before responding to the demand. This is believed to prevent grounding (in 
case the vehicle is travelling on bumpy road, it may ground when the suspension is 
lowered). 
5.1.4.2 Practical Measurement of Response Time 
5.1.4.2.1 Experiments 
The experiments carried out were to evaluate the accuracy of performance 
prediction model by taking measurements of real-time ECU operations. 
The ECU performance to be evaluated was the response to various switch 
inputs such as driver control 'UP', 'DOWN' and foot brake switches. 
5. 1.4.2. 1. 1 Circuit Connection 
The air suspension circuit was set up for measurement. The connection is as 
shown in Figure 5.17. 
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Figure 5.17 Air suspension measurement circuit connections 
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The external components used in this experiment were as follows: 
• to observe the switching state of the air valves, they were represented by LEDs. 
• handbrake, pressure, inhibit, and door switches were represented by toggle 
switches. 
• UP, DOWN, and footbrake were controlled by button switches, connected to a 12 
V supply. 
• vehicle and engine speed signals were supplied by two signal generators. 
5. 1.4.2. 1.2 Identification of Internal Connections 
As carried out in the previous cruise control ECU measurement, the 
microcontroller connections of the air suspension ECU were inspected. The results 
were as shown in Figure 5.18. 
engine speed 
vehicle speed 
UP 
DOWN 
footbrake 
exhaust valve 
21 
TCAP1 
TCAP2 
7 
MC68HC80586 
PORTA 
o 
7 
336 PORTB 
5 .......................... 0 
TeAP - input-capture pin 
Figure 5.18 Air suspension microcontroller connections 
5. 1.4.2. 1.3 Measurements 
7 
Measurements were taken of the ECU response time to produce command 
signals to inlet and exhaust valves, initiated from the change in UP, DOWN or 
footbrake. When UP is pressed, the ECU would open the inlet valve to let air into the 
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four comer valves, hence lifting the vehicle. On the other hand, the exhaust valve 
would be open to let air out, when DOWN is pushed. 
The results on responses to 'UP' button and foot brake, to change ride state 
and inhibit change (during ride height change, if the foot brake is pressed, the process 
is halted) , respectively, are shown in the graphs of Figure 5.1 9, 5.20. The response to 
'DOWN' switch is shown in Figure 5.2 1. 
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Response to DOWN (standard -> low) 30mph 
(mean=814.8ms,SD=49.9ms) 
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Figure 5.21 Response to DOWN 
5.1.4.3 Analysis 
The experimental results show that the responses to UP inputs at different 
vehicle speeds and ride states, and foot brake correspond well with the prediction in 
both mean and standard deviation measures. The measured response times ranged 
between 34.2-44.2 ms. The response to 'DOWN' button is, however, faster than 
anticipated . The response time is less than I s, which is the time required for 
direction_changed check, mentioned previously. This could be due to the possibility 
that the direction_changed check time is actually lower than I s, but being rounded up 
in the software specification. 
Overall the software model gives more accurate prediction compared to the 
cruise control experiment. This is due to the following: 
• software description , including switch debounce time, is known in detail. 
• diagnostic tasks are included in this model, whereas there was no description in 
the cruise control model. In the prediction model , the diagnostic codes are 
calculated to take 36% of the total execution time. 
• known hardware limitation. It is found that the software has been designed to cater 
for hardware limitation. For example, the air suspension system requires I of 
drier time before any corner valve can be open. The software has to respond by 
having a delay before operating the valves. Hence it is believed that the 
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microcontroller generally has spare capacity, during which it stays idle, in a 
software cycle. 
This system knowledge mentioned above leads to the generally improved 
accuracy of the prediction model. It may be possible to form a reasonably accurate 
model of a future system, if the past results are statistically used to obtain a correction 
factor. This factor, when multiplied with the predicted model, could make prediction 
closer to reality. 
5. 1.5 Difference Between Predicted and Actual Response 
Times 
From the two experiments above, there exists a significant difference between 
the predicted and measured response times. The factors that were considered possible 
to attribute to this difference are: 
- Diagnostics overhead 
This is a feature of all safety-related software systems and typically occupies 
30% of the total executable code. From the predictive model, the diagnostic code for 
the air suspension was approximately 36% of the total code. This would be the case 
for the future systems being proposed later. 
- Switch debounce 
This could be used for all user-inputs where mechanical controls were used. 
The experimental work by the author and the air suspension software information 
indicate there was a 20-30 ms overhead for each time the switch input changes. 
- Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOS) overhead 
Some complex electronic control ECUs, such as ABS and engine management 
system, employ RTOS. RTOS performs non application related tasks, such as 
scheduling and interrupt management, allowing the systems to be developed faster 
[18]. It, however, consumes microcontroller processing time and memory space. 
This, however, was not apparent on the 2 relatively simple systems 
investigated, but would be likely to be used in more complex controllers, particularly 
if systems were combined in a single, complex controller. A large number of 
commercial RTOSs are available for most microcontrollers. RTOSs for each 
microcontroller vary in memory footprints and processor overheads. These 
characteristics are also application dependent, as RTOSs are highly customisable. 
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Software details of a particular application are needed for its RTOS overhead 
prediction. It is hence difficult to accurately predict its overhead at an early design 
stage. An evaluation of RTOSs of two 32-bit microcontrollers running an automotive 
powertrain control application, was published [26]. The results are that with 1000 
interrupts per second, the RTOS overheads on CPU range between 13-30% for one 
microcontroller, and 15-33% on the other. With 2000 interrupts per second, the 
overheads on the two microcontrollers go up to 25-53% and 28-62%, respectively. It 
is suggested that RTOS speed and size are opposing optimisation goals, as an 
improvement in one tends to degrade the other [27]. The evaluation results from [26] 
also support this statement. 
It is noted that RTOS overhead is linearly proportional to the number of 
interrupts, due to the interrupt intensive nature of powertrain control application, and 
interrupt latency being generally the most indicative factor in RTOS real-time 
performance consideration [28]. Context switching is the other factor often considered 
[29]. The powertrain control application also uses very small amount of other RTOS 
features. 
The future systems will also have a large number of interrupts due to the high 
number of sensors and fast update rates. Its RTOS overhead is hence expected to 
depend on its number of interrupts. Furthermore, the impact of context switching on 
overhead can be minimised, by good software design that enables a processor to 
spends most time executing programs rather than switching between tasks [28]. 
- Inefficiency due to compiler 
It is becoming unlikely that code will be written at the machine code level, due 
to large application size and complexity. Instead, compilers are regularly used to 
allow high level languages (C, C++) to be used with higher productivity by the 
programmer. These inevitably incur some inefficiency in their use of code. Literature 
source suggests that code size overhead generated by compilers could range from a 
factor of 1.2 up to 2.2 [30]. This same factor is believed to reflect on performance 
overhead also, since software performance is generally determined by code size [30]. 
However, the compiler efficiency could be improved significantly from changing its 
options, and versions to better suit the applications. This was demonstrated in [30] 
that the overheads of all of the four compilers studied could be improved to 
approximately 1.3. 
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The air suspension control was programmed using Assembly. The 
programming language of the cruise control is unknown. However, it is likely that the 
language was also Assembly, because of its similar complexity to the air suspension, 
both using 8-bit processors. 
5. 1.6 Correction (Multiplying) Factor 
In order to predict the response time of other or unknown ECUs, the results 
gained from the two experiments on cruise control and air suspension ECUs will be 
used to derive a correction factor. 
Taking the above influencing aspects into account, the correction factor should 
be calculated by first taking the maximum switch debounce time off the measured 
response time. Then the predicted response time, added by a 36% of approximated 
diagnostic codes (assumed equal to that of the air suspension), is divided into the 
measured response time. The result is the correction factor. As discussed earlier, both 
systems are believed to be without RTOS and written in Assembly language, so the 
effect of RTOS and compiler are not included here. 
5.1.6.1 Cruise Control Experiment 
The largest response time to 'SET' and 'RES' (resume) in the cruise control 
experiment, shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.13, is 76 ms. The predicted response time is 
2.65 ms. Adding the diagnostic code estimate gives 4.14 ms. The design switch 
debounce time is estimated at 20 ms, from the range of the above results between 23-
76 ms, and the air suspension switch debounce time of 30ms. Since both the air 
suspension and cruise control ECUs have simple 8-bit central microcontrollers, their 
level of software complexity should be similar. The software loop of the cruise 
control is hence estimated at 10 ms, the same as the air suspension. As described in 
the previous section, the largest possible deb ounce time is approximately the sum of 
the software loop and the design debounce time. This makes the cruise control largest 
response time excluding switch debounce to be 46 ms. The cruise control multiplying 
factor is, therefore, 46/4.14 = 11.1. 
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5.1.6.2 Air Suspension Experiment 
The largest response time to the 'UP' switch of the air suspension without 
switch debounce time is 4.2ms, where as the predicted value stands at 1.2ms. The 
correction factor is therefore 3.5. As mentioned earlier, the difference between the 
predicted and measured response times of the air suspension ECU are much smaller 
than that of the cruise control, due to having much more software information 
available. However, there is no such information on the software of other systems to 
be predicted. The only available information will be system operations, from user 
manuals or articles, as in the cruise control case. This ratio is, therefore, unsuitable to 
be used as a multiplying factor. 
In order to establish a mUltiplying factor from the air suspension experiment, 
the software prediction model is to be reviewed. By not taking into account of the 
software details and only using vehicle user manual [I], the software model would 
only include sections 0, 8, 0, 0, 0 (sub section 10), and a quarter of ND 
conversion from synchronous jobs (taking only one reading instead of four from each 
wheel height sensor). The predicted response time would be 0.39ms and 0.61 ms with 
diagnostic estimate added. The mUltiplying factor would be 4.2/0.61 = 6.9. 
The average of the multiplying factors from the cruise control and air 
suspension experiments is 9. It will be used in other ECU response time prediction. 
5.1.7 Conclusions from the Two Experiments 
The two experiments were executed in an attempt to use software modelling to 
predict the response time of the cruise control and air suspension system ECUs. The 
response time predicted by the models were compared to the measurement results on 
the actual ECUs. The measured and predicted response times are clearly different. 
The influencing factors to the difference, including switch debounce, diagnostic and 
RTOS overheads, and compiler inefficiency, are discussed. 
The predictions on the cruise control ECU was also less accurate than those of 
the air suspension ECU. This was due to the fact that there was more software 
information on the air suspension system than on the cruise control. Software 
structure, switch debounce time, as well as part of the control algorithm and 
diagnostic information was available on the air suspension, whereas the cruise control 
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flowchart was only derived from a vehicle user manual. 
Based on the influencing factors and different level of software information 
above, the correction factors from the two experiments were derived. The average 
correction factor of 9 will now used in other ECD response time prediction. 
5.2 ECU Performance Requirement of Different 
Architectures 
The software modelling technique from the above experiments will now be 
used to predict response time of other control ECDs of different electronic 
architectures. This model, together with memory estimation and the wiring model 
(from chapter 6) will be used to estimate the specifications of microcontrollers, 
required to fulfil the response time limits. 
5.2.1 Microcontroller Selection Criteria 
There are many factors that system developers need to take into consideration, 
in selecting a microcontroller for their applications [8-12]. Those criteria include 
hardware peripherals e.g. ROM, RAM and 110, processing power, price, availability, 
development tool availability, manufacturer support, compatibility with earlier 
systems, etc. 
This project is intended to do a feasibility study of different vehicle electronic 
architectures. The actual system development is beyond its scope. The focus is, 
therefore, on specifying what specifications a microcontroller needs to possess to 
perform the control tasks. Hence, only hardware peripheral and processing power 
requirement will be examined. The overall system costs will also be estimated and 
discussed in Chapter 6. 
5.2.2 Alternative Architecture ECU Response Time Modelling 
The exemplary ABS, 4WS and active suspension systems, described in 
Chapter 3, are studied and their software control flowcharts and pseudo code are 
derived. They are shown in Appendix A. 
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5.2.2.1 Microcontroller Family 
As the complexity of the various control tasks was not known at the outset, the 
target microcontroller could not be sensibly selected. Instead, a range of 
microcontrollers was chosen, with the most suitable becoming clear from the software 
modelling exercise. 
The instruction set used in the model belongs to microcontrollers from 
Motorola. Motorola microcontrollers were selected due to a number of reasons. 
Firstly it is due to familiarity since the air suspension previously experimented 
contains an 8 bit Motorola microcontroller, so its instruction set was already studied. 
Secondly their microcontrollers are widely used, and there are a large number of 
textbooks based on their products [9,12]. Motorola also produces microcontrollers 
ranging from 8, 16 to 32 bits, with a complete online documentation. 
The M68HC05, M68HC08 and M68HC12 were initially selected for software 
modelling. M68HC05 is the most basic 8 bit Motorola microcontroller, while 
M68HC08 is more powerful, and is software compatible with the former family. 
M68HC 12 is one of the two 16 bit Motorola microcontroller families. 
5.2.2.2 Response Time Estimation 
This section describes the transformation of modelled system pseudo codes 
into response time estimation. 
The control execution time from the pseudo codes is obtained from equation 
5.1. The multiplying factor of 9, derived from the two experiments, is multiplied to 
the control execution time, to obtain the total execution time. The effects of the 
influencing factors, which could cause the difference between the predicted and actual 
response time, are then taken into account. They are multiplied to the total execution 
time. The calculation is done as shown in equation 5.3. 
TE = T x C X Odiag X Oept + ORTOS 
TE 
T 
C 
Odiag 
Oept 
ORTOS 
- estimated response time 
- control execution time 
- correction (multiplying) factor 
- percentage of diagnostics overhead 
- percentage of compiler overhead 
- RTOS overhead 
(5.3) 
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Diagnostics overhead of 36% of the total code (equal to 56% of control code) 
from the air suspension experiment, which is within a range of typical diagnostic 
percentage of up to 40%, is used here [20]. 
Independent valuation study on compiler overhead for individual 
microcontrollers considered here is not available. Typical compiler overhead can 
range up to a factor of 2, and the worst case of up to 3 [21]. However, [30] 
demonstrates that after several revisions, the factor could be improved down to 
approximately 1.3, for all the compilers studied. With the heavy financial constrain of 
the automotive industry, it could be assumed that software developers would devote 
to the same practice, to reduce ROM requirement and hence cost. The same factor is, 
therefore, used for the compiler overhead study here. 
Commercial RTOSs come in a wide range of performances for a single 
application. To gain an accurate RTOS overhead, detailed software operation is 
needed, and with corroboration from a vendor, software developers can customise an 
RTOS to suit their applications in terms of performances and memory usage. In this 
stage of design, an approximation of RTOS overhead can only be made from their 
performance study of similar applications. 
RTOS overhead is taken from the only available evaluation study of ten 
RTOSs of a more powerful Motorola MC68332 microcontroller, running powertrain 
control system in [26]. The automotive powertrain application involves a lot of 
interrupts. This is, to smaller extent, also true for dynamic control systems, due to 
their many sensors and high speed update rates. The overhead of a medium 
performance RTOS is used, as it has a compromised performance between overhead 
and RAM usage. The overheads are proportional to the rate of interrupts. The 
overhead plot of the selected RTOS is shown in Figure 5.22. 
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Figure 5.22 Percent of RTOS overhead on CPU 
The number of interrupts per second of the predicted systems can be estimated 
from the number of sensor inputs, and their update rate. However, the RTOS overhead 
percentage from the evaluation was calculated based on only powertrain application. 
An actual RTOS overhead for a specific number of interrupts should be almost 
constant regardless of applications. If a less time consuming main task than a 
powertrain control had been used in the evaluation, the percentage of RTOS overhead 
would have been higher. To maintain the consistency for comparison of all the 
systems being predicted, a virtual application execution time of 5ms was assumed. 
This was used as a main task execution time for RTOS overhead calculation, for all of 
the predicted systems. The value 5ms was selected because when added with RTOS 
overhead, the total system execution time should be within the 10ms limit (of the 
predicted systems here) with some spare capacity. This would be a realistic timing 
target for a system developer. 
A microcontroller is considered capable of performing the ABS, active 
suspension or 4WS control tasks if its response time is within the specified limits. The 
exemplary active suspension system calculation is executed in cycles of several 
milliseconds [13], while the air suspension in the experiment has a lOms cycle. 10 ms 
is, therefore, adopted as the active suspension response time limitation. Two of the 
ABS systems have software cycle times of 5 and 6 ms [14,15]. The more stringent 5 
ms is selected for ABS response time limitation . None of the 4WS systems in the 
literature explicitly states its software cycle or response time, with one system 
reported having its control carried out at high speed [16]. Since the active suspension 
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and 4WS have been integrated experimentally [17], their response times are assumed 
comparable. Hence, 10 ms is also adopted as 4WS response time limitation. 
The response time prediction of the selected microcontrollers, when used to 
execute the control tasks of alternative architecture ECUs, will now be discussed. 
5.2.2.3 Conventional Centralised, Conventional Centralised with Limited 
CAN Interaction, Conventional Centralised with Functional Integration 
Architectures (Architectures 1,2,4) 
In these architectures, each of the active suspension, ABS and 4WS systems 
has its separate ECU. Their control flow chart and software pseudo code are shown in 
Appendix A. The response time prediction results are shown in Table 5.1. 
Architectures Active Suspension 4WS ABS 
1,2,4 
Total Response Total Response Total Response 
response time limit response time limit response time limit 
time (ms) (ms) time (ms) (ms) time (ms) (ms) 
M68HC05 7.9 10 3.5 10 21.7 
i8 bit) 
M68HC08 2.7 10 1.1 10 4.7 
(8 bit) 
M68HC12 2.3 10 1.0 10 4.5 
(16 bit) 
Table 5.1 Response time prediction results of Architectures 1, 2 and 4 
The results suggest that all three ECUs could be controlled by 8 bit 
microcontrollers. It should be noted that Architecture 4 would realistically take longer 
response time to control than suggested by the model, since each system would have 
to execute extra combined control tasks. Since the details of integrated control is not 
available and various system developers have different approaches, the tasks were not 
included in the software models. 
5.2.2.4 Total Centralised Architecture (Architecture 3) 
The only ECU of this system performs the all of active suspension, 4WS and 
ABS control tasks, requiring their total execution cycles (T c) to be added together. 
With the response time limit of 5 ms, the ABS control has to be executed twice under 
the system response time limit of 10ms. Hence the ABS total execution cycle is 
doubled before adding to those of the 4WS and active suspension, whose limit is 10 
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ms. Its response time prediction results are shown in Table 5.2. The details are in 
Appendix A. 
Architectures 3 Total response time (ms) Response time limit (ms) 
M68HCOS (8 bit) 51 10 
M68HC08 (8 bit) 9.5 10 
M68HC12 (16 bit) 8.6 10 
Table 5.2 Response time prediction results of Architecture 3 
The result suggests that the M68HC12 microcontroller is capable of 
performing the Architecture 3 control tasks. Both this and the 8 bit M68HC08 
microcontroller have comparable response times for this task. 
5.2.2.5 Distributed Wheel Controller Architecture (Architecture 5) 
This architecture consists of one central controller and four distributed wheel 
controllers. The 4WS tasks are solely controlled by the central ECU, while those of 
ABS and active suspension control are split between the ECUs. The ABS and active 
suspension control of a wheel is carried out by the corresponding distributed wheel 
control, while the central ECU computes shared data such as vehicle speed. From the 
ABS and active suspension flow charts in Appendix A, the ABS control task 8 and 
active suspension control task 0 are executed by the central ECU. The rest of the 
control of is done by the distributed wheel ECUs. 
The software modelling results are displayed in Table 5.3. 
Central ECU Distributed ECU 
Architecture 5 
Total response Total response Response time limit (ms) 
time (ms) time (ms) 
M68HCOS (8 bit) 4.5 17.8 10 
M68HC08 (8 bit) 1.4 2.2 10 
M68HC12 (16 bit) 1.2 2.1 10 
Table 5.3 Response time prediction results of Architecture 5 
The results suggest that an M68HC05 microcontroller is capable of executing 
the central ECU control tasks within limits, while the more complex M68HC08 
microcontrollers are needed for each of the four distributed ECUs. 
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5.2.2.6 Analysis 
The software modelling shows that all of the control, of the ECUs of the five 
architectures, can be done by 8 and 16 bit microcontrollers. However, the software 
model does assume that the resolution of control variables in all systems is within 8 
bits. This information on this resolution is not available in literature. Some of the 
existing systems may have higher resolution, which would require longer execution 
time from 8 bit microcontrollers. To do 16 bit number calculation such as addition an 
8 bit microcontroller has to carry out lower byte and then higher byte additions. The 
process would require approximately twice the number of execution cycles and hence 
twice the execution time as an 8 bit number addition. 16 bit number multiplication 
and division would take more than double of that execution time. 
Hence, considering the predicted ECU response time of all the architectures, 
only the 8 bit microcontrollers with at least 50% spare capacity (response time limits 
are much more than twice as much as the predicted response times) were selected. 
The results suggest that, in terms of processing power, it is feasible for all of 
the architectures to be implemented using current microcontrollers available in the 
market. 
5.2.3 Active Suspension, 4WS, and ABS Memory and 1/0 
Predictions 
Having predicted the response times taken by different microcontrollers in the 
five architecture control tasks, now their memory space and 110 required will be 
predicted. 
5.2.3.1 ROM Estimation 
Memory estimation, as in response time estimation, is generally obtained from 
experience from earlier developments of similar systems. The only ROM estimation 
method, which requires no detailed software information, found in literature [22] is 
based on the statistical technique [31]. The work was developed by computer 
Scientists to roughly estimate the length of high-level language programs (number of 
program lines) from preliminary design information. From the program length, [22] 
giVes an approximation of 5-20 bytes of machine code for each line, and hence the 
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overall ROM estimate. For worst case estimate, the number of machine code for each 
line of 20 was used here. 
The estimate is based on the number of operators and operands in a program. 
Operators are program commands that act on variables or control program flow, such 
as mathematical signs, for examples +, -, = and >, or commands such as FOR, IF-
ELSE, GO TO. Operands are elements of a program that are acted on by operators, 
including variables (external and internal), constants, function or subroutine names. 
The program length estimate is governed by equation 5.4 [31]. 
L = N/n, N = k(0.5772 + In k) (5.4) 
L - number of program lines 
N - estimate of total number of operators and operands 
n - a typical number of operators and operands in each program line 
k - sum of total number of distinct operators in a programming language and 
estimate number of distinct operands in the program 
The total number of distinct operators in C, the language assumed to be used 
here, is 53 [32]. The estimate number of distinct operands is the sum of the number of 
external (I/O) and internal variables, constants, and processes. A typical number of 
operators and operands in each program line, n, is between 3 and 5. For example: 
A = B has one operator and two operands. 
A = B + C has two operators and three operands. 
For an upper approximate, n=3 is used here. As practised in [22], 50% extra 
number of operands is allowed since it is not possible to identify all of them at this 
stage. 
It is acknowledged that this estimation method is approximate, being given an 
accuracy range of approximately up to 45% [22]. The author also believes it to be 
conservative. It is likely that the programs, which were studied and used to derive the 
formula, do not contain as much amount of diagnostic check on each data as highly 
safety related automotive control software. This may cause an underestimation of 
program length. However, as this technique is used consistently on all the predictions, 
it should provide a useful memory comparison between systems and a guideline for 
microcontroller requirements. RTOS memory footprints are not included in the 
estimate, due to the fact that there is a wide range of ROM usage between commercial 
RTOSes. A minimum ROM footprints of commercial RTOSes for M68HC12 range 
between 2.5 and 14 kbytes [19]. Since RTOS kernel can be customised to suit an 
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application which would inevitably changes its memory size, it would be unrealistic 
to estimate RTOS ROM space at this early stage. 
The calculation details are shown in Appendix A. 
5.2.3.2 RAM and 1/0 Predictions 
RAM requirement could be estimated from program variables [12,22]. 
However, there are many unknown variables in the program other than the known 
ones from the control algorithms. Furthermore, the mUltiplying factor, derived from 
the response time experiments, can not be assumed to indicate the ratio of variables 
from the flowcharts and total variables in the program. For these reasons, RAM space 
required is instead estimated from ROM space. [7] suggests that RAM could be 
estimated to be 12 and 20 times less than ROM space, for assembly and high-level 
language programming, respectively. Since it is assumed that the ECU software is 
programmed in high-level language, RAM to ROM ratio of 1120 is used. This 
estimate is again believed to be conservative, since it relies on the ROM estimate 
described above. It is suggested by [22] that it is extremely important that RAM 
should be generously estimated at this preliminary stage, since the software 
development cost will spiral up if a program needs to work with an insufficient 
memory space. RAM estimate is hence added 50% more space for unforeseen 
variables in later design stage. 
The number of IIOs needed is simply taken from the wiring models. This 
should provide reliable estimate, since the wiring models are formed using signal 
information of existing systems. 
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5.2.3.3 Memory and 1/0 Prediction Results 
Following the prediction methods described above, the memory and I/O 
predictions of the ECUs of the five architectures are as shown in Table 504. 
ROM (k bytes) RAM (k bytes) I/O 
Architecture 1 
Active suspension ECD 7.6 0.6 28 
4WSECD 5.0 004 7 
ABSECD 7.1 0.5 38 
Architectures 2, 4 
Active suspension ECU 7.6 0.6 27 
4WSECU 5.0 004 7 
ABS ECU 7.1 0.5 30 
Architecture 3 
Total centralised ECD 17.2 1.3 63 
Architecture 5 
Central ECU lOA 0.8 42 
Distributed ECU 7.8 0.6 6 
Table 5.4 ROM, RAM and I/O requirement Predictions of all the architectures 
It should be noted that RTOS RAM usage was not included in the prediction, 
for the same reason as the exclusion of RTOS in ROM estimation. However, the 
evaluation study of commercial RTOSs in [26], described earlier, suggests that using 
standard commercial RTOSs for an M68300 32-bit for automotive powertrain 
application is impractical. This is because RTOSs consume too much on-chip RAM. 
This argument is also supported by [33]. This could also be the case for the 
microcontrollers in this study. Most of the M68HC08 and M68HC12 contain lKbytes 
of RAM, whereas maximum RAM for M68HC05 is 0.5Kbytes [34]. Considering a 
4WS ECU, an M68HC05 could perform its control task but with 80% of its RAM 
capacity used. It is very likely that if the M68HC05 is to be used for 4WS ECU, it has 
to be with in-house RTOS or without it at all. This unsuitability of conventional 
RTOSs for automotive control applications is one of the reasons that European OSEK 
(Open systems and the corresponding interfaces for automotive electronics) 
committee produced its OS definitions. Other benefits of OSEK OS definitions are the 
portability of ECD applications from different suppliers and interoperability of ECUs 
in a vehicle network [23]. The definitions allow for small RTOS kernels demanding 
small ROM and RAM compared to conventional RTOSs. Although there are some 
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OSEK RTOSs in the market [35,36], they are not yet widely used since they are new 
to the market. Besides, OSEK OS definition was just developed and it may still have 
some design flaws [34]. 
The ROM, RAM and 110 requirement results also confirm that all of the 
electronic architectures considered, in term of microcontroller specifications, could be 
implemented using current technology. 
5.3 Controller Area Network (CAN) Simulation 
CAN plays an important part in providing a means for high speed data transfer 
between all the ECUs in the vehicle considered in this thesis. The powertrain and 
dynamic control ECUs are safety related, so it is vital that the data transfer between 
these ECUs occurs within allowable time limits for the control tasks. This section, 
therefore, concentrates on establishing that correct operation of the specified 
architectures can be achieved within these specified limits. It covers the relevant 
characteristics of the CAN protocol, the chosen simulation method, the simulation 
input data and the analysis method to be used. 
5.3.1 Timing Aspects of CAN 
When a CAN bus is free of messages, any node is able to send an information 
on to the bus. However, in the event of two nodes trying simultaneously to transmit 
data, a method is needed to avoid data corruption and excessive loading on the bus. 
To do this, CAN employs bit arbitration process in determining the right to transmit a 
message, when more than one node tries to send their data. The nodes which send 
simultaneous messages continue their message transmission, while keep comparing 
their own message with the bus status it by bit. Simultaneous transmission can 
continue for as long as all the bits of the signals sent are the same. Once a bit 
difference is detected (indicating a collision), the message (or messages) which 
Contains a passive bit (1) will be stopped, while the one with a dominant bit (0) will 
Continue. The node(s) that backs off the transmission will try to send its signal again 
as soon as the CAN bus is free. 
By giving each data a unique identification number, same priority message 
Collision where all the messages have to be taken off line, can be avoided. In practice, 
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more important or urgent messages are given lower identification numbers, which 
give them higher priorities to be transmitted. Under the CAN protocol, the message 
with the highest priority always get the first access to the bus, which effectively 
guarantees its delivery time. It can be seen that a problem can arise when a large 
number of high priority messages are transmitted, and lower priority messages will 
have to keep backing off transmission. This may cause long delays before lower 
priority messages can be sent. 
Four out of the five vehicle electronic architectures considered in this thesis 
could potentially employ CAN. It is, therefore, important that the CAN message 
delays of these architectures are examined. An excessive delay of signal transmission 
is a delay longer than the period of the transmission, causing the delayed data to be 
obsolete. This is shown in Figure 5.23. The delay would probably force the relevant 
ECU to employ previous data, not up to date, in its control tasks instead. This could 
cause inaccurate control. The effect of the delay may not be significant in non safety 
related data such as climate control but it is vital for most of safety related class C 
signals such as wheel speed sensors. Hence an excessive delay of these class C signals 
in any of the architectures may render it unfeasible or unsafe to implement. 
Period Period 
(transmission ----"1--- (transmission --1 
time window) time window) 
Figure 5.23 A series of periodic signal getting transmitted 
Thus, a simulation of CAN data transfer between ECUs has been carried out. 
In order to realistically simulate this operation, real information on data signalling in 
the target vehicle is needed, including all the other messages that would be using the 
CAN bus. The work in [15], which also studies the timing characteristics of CAN, 
provides this information. The information contains common messages shared 
between ECUs of a modern luxury car [24]. As stated in [15], this information 
represents a generic workload, that can be used to characterise background network 
traffic of a vehicle, and will now be described. 
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5.3.2 Simulation Data 
The information comprises 90 periodic signals that are shared between 9 CAN 
nodes, namely the Powertrain Control Module (PCM), Anti-Lock Braking System 
(SRS), Passenger Safety System (PSS), Air Suspension/EVQ Steering (ASE), Ignition 
Control Module (ICM), Instrument Cluster Display (ICD), Trip Computer 
Diagnostics, Cruise Control System (CCS), Climate Control Module (CCM). The 
signals include all classes (Class A, B and C), characterised as low, medium and high 
speed messages, respectively. 
From the data, class C signals have transmission frequencies of 200 and 100 
Hz. Those frequencies of class B signals are 50, 10 and 5 Hz. Class A signals are 
transmitted at 1 and 0.1 Hz. The data details and how it is prepared is described in the 
following section. 
5.3.2.1 Data Preparation 
From the list of the 9 CAN nodes above, there is a difference between the 
electronic systems specified in the supplied data, and those that have previously been 
considered in this thesis. Notably, PSS and SRS systems here cover the function of 
the ABS/ ASR system modelled in the thesis. Furthermore, ASE system in the 
simulation data combines the equivalent functions of active suspension and 4WS 
systems, modelled in this thesis. 
Since the ABS/ASR, active suspension and 4WS are focused upon in this 
thesis, they are to be treated as individual nodes. Therefore, the ASE and its signals 
are removed, and replaced by the active suspension and 4WS systems and their 
signals from the exemplary systems in Chapter 4. Similarly, the exemplary ABS/ASR 
system and all of its control signals are introduced to the simulated vehicle, in place of 
SRS system. Also all the brake control related signals are taken away from the PSS 
node, while it retains the rest of its signals, which are used for airbag and other safety 
controls. 
The signal list contains all the sensor and actuator signals, some of which are 
not transmitted on the CAN bus in the wiring diagrams in Chapter 6. However, it is 
intended to keep the number of signals on the CAN bus high, so that the CAN bus can 
be simulated under high workload. This is to examine the systems' behaviour under 
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worst case conditions and also because more electronic systems and consequently 
more signals are going to be transmitted on the CAN bus in the future. By keeping the 
number of signals high, the simulated vehicle will more closely resemble vehicles in 
the near future. 
Due to the above reason, a sensor node is introduced into the system. It 
transmits ABS/ASR, active suspension and 4WS sensor data onto the CAN bus. For 
the same reason, the ABS/ASR, active suspension and 4WS control signals are 
assumed to be transmitted onto the CAN bus. 
The transmission frequencies of the newly introduced signals are kept 
consistent with the rest of the list. For example, the ABS/ASR wheel brake controls 
are given the same frequency as the wheel speed sensors, and new warning lamp 
signals are given the same frequency as the ones on the list. 
The complete list of 117 signals of this CAN simulation data is shown 111 
Appendix B. 
The number and the combined bandwidths of the signals of different 
frequencies are shown in Figure 5.24 and 5.25. 
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Figure 5.24 Number of signals of each type 
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Note that the percentage of class A signal bandwidth to the overall bandwidth 
is very small as seen from Figure 5.25. Due to this fact, some of the class A signals 
such as horn or LlR indicator signals controlled by the driver, whose nature is not 
periodic, are assumed periodic for simplicity. Since their bandwidth is very small, the 
effect of the assumption is minimal. 
5.3.3 Simulation Package and Methods 
A CAN bus timing simu lation has been executed in the referred work [15]. 
The author has carried out a discrete event simulation in a si milar fashion, but using 
different software, due to its availability. 
The referred simulation work [IS] was done usi ng SES/Workbench, a generic 
discrete event simulator running on a SPARC workstation. Though not explicitly 
stated, the simulation contains a create_msg node, which generates all the data 
according to frequencies and priority specified in the workload table. The data is then 
passed on to seCmsg, a queue equivalent, which sets them in order according to their 
priority. From there, they go onto the channel, the CAN bus equivalent. Timing 
statistics of all the messages are collected. The simple model of the simulation is 
shown in Figure 5.26. 
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Figure 5.26 CAN simulation model from literature 
The CAN bus simulation in this thesis was done on Simul8 software, created 
by Visual Thinking International Ltd. Simul8 is primarily used to simulate step by 
step process, such as factory automation or a hospital receiving patients. It runs under 
Microsoft Windows and is readily available on the university PCs, and can be 
modified to simulate the CAN bus. 
Simul8 contains a queuing item, which can act like a CAN contention resolver 
by letting the highest priority one among the waiting messages go on CAN bus first. 
As soon as the CAN bus is free, the next highest priority message is allowed to be 
sent. 
Furthermore, Simul8 provides a source item, which can be used to represent a 
CAN node. Its function is to arrange its messages and attempt to send the highest 
priority one first when more than one messages are ready to be transmitted. From 
these functions, the timing aspect of CAN bus access can be simulated accurately. 
5.3.3.1 Assumptions and Data Settings 
In this CAN simulation the following assumptions are made: 
• all the signals are assumed to be short (2 bytes) and periodic which is the nature of 
real-time data such as sensor and control signals. Each message, therefore, is eight 
byte long, containing the two bytes of data and six bytes of CAN overhead as in 
[23]. 
• all the messages are given priorities according to their transmission frequencies. 
Ones with higher frequencies have higher priorities. 
• messages with the same transmission frequencies are given the same priority. 
There are 7 different frequencies and hence 7 priority levels. This is not exactly 
like actual CAN application, in which each message has its unique priority level. 
The messages were not given unique priority levels because it was preferred to 
study the transmission delay of a group of messages with the same frequency, 
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rather than individual messages. Besides, this practice does not affect the timing 
of CAN bus access. Same priority level messages would gain access to the CAN 
bus arbitrarily. It could be assumed that the one that misses out has lower priority. 
In terms of timing, one message gets access and the other gets a delay, just like in 
real application, hence no effect. 
• as a discrete event simulation, all the messages initial occurrence time is randomly 
generated for each simulation run. However, the following message arrivals are 
consistent with their periods. Two messages in the same node will not be allowed 
to be simultaneously generated. This is because in reality a node does not try to 
send two messages at the same time. It would organise all the ready to transmit 
messages in order in its buffer before sending them. 
• CAN bus transmission speed is 1 Mbits/s which IS the highest bit rate for 
automotive CAN use [25]. 
5.3.4 Simulation Models 
The four architectures using CAN considered in this thesis were simulated. 
They are: 
• Conventional centralised with limited CAN (Architecture 2) 
• Total centralised (Architecture 3) 
• Conventional centralised with functional integration (Architecture 4) 
• Distributed wheel (Architecture 5) architectures 
The signal Table B 1 in Appendix B represents the simulated data for 
Architecture 4 as an example. The departures from this example for each of the other 
architectures will now be examined. 
5.3.4.1 Conventional Centralised with Limited CAN Interaction 
Architecture (Architecture 2) 
As discussed earlier, Architecture 2 is intended to represent the electronic 
architecture of current vehicles, which utilises CAN but to a limited extent. It is 
expected that CAN will be under more message load as more electronic systems and 
sensors/actuators are introduced or put on to the network. Since ECU connections to 
sensors and actuators of current vehicles are by hard wires, the sensor node and its 
related signals were taken off the vehicle signal list for Architecture 2. ABS, active 
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suspension and 4WS control signals to their actuators were also taken off for the same 
reason. 
The signals taken off from the list are number 2-11, 22-42, 57-64, 79-82. 
5.3.4.2 Total Centralised Architecture (Architecture 3) 
The architecture contains one centralised ECU in place of the ABS, active 
suspension and 4WS ECUs. The number of signals in the vehicle signal list is the 
same, but the three dynamic control ECU nodes are replaced with the centralised ECU 
node. 
5.3.4.3 Conventional Centralised Architecture with Functional 
Integration (Architecture 4) 
The simulation model of Architecture 4 was constructed according to the 
vehicle signal list in Appendix B. 
5.3.4.4 Distributed Wheel Controller Architecture (Architecture 5) 
In Architecture 5, the ABS, active suspension and 4WS ECUs are replaced by 
four distributed wheel ECUs and the Central ECU. Sensor signals which are closely 
located to the distributed wheel ECUs were assigned to be transmitted by the ECUs. 
The distributed wheel controllers also took over the controls of ABS and suspension 
wheel actuators. The signal list modifications is shown in Table B2 in Appendix B. 
5.3.4.5 Signal Bandwidth 
The class C signals bandwidths and the overall bandwidths of all the 
architectures are given in Table 5.5. It can be seen that the Architecture 2 has a lower 
designed bus bandwidth because of the use of additional hard-wired connections, as 
described above. 
Architecture Overall Bandwidth Class C Bandwidth Percentage of 
(kBits/s) (kBits/s) Class C Bandwidth 
Architecture 2 186.8 153.6 82.2 
Architecture 3 441.8 403.2 91.3 
Architecture 4 441.8 403.2 91.3 
Architecture 5 441.8 403.2 91.3 
Table 5.5 Signal Bandwidth of all the Architectures 
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The detailed bandwidth distribution among the signals of Architecture 3-4 is 
shown in Figure 5.25. 
5.3.5 SimulB Models 
The Simul8 model of Architecture 4 is as shown in Figure 5.27, as an example. 
Small scrolls on the left represent individual signals, that are from the list. The 
model is arranged such that the high priority signals are above the lower priority ones. 
200 Hz signals have priority level 7, 100 Hz signals have priority level 6, 50 Hz 
signals have priority level 5, and so on. Note that for clarity, most of the 117 signals 
from the list are left out of the diagrams. 
The scrolls and ECU images are for signal generation purpose in the 
simulation. The initial occurrence of each signal is firstly generated at a random start 
time by Microsoft Excel. Once the first signal is created, the subsequent signals of the 
same type follow according to their specified period. For example, as shown in Figure 
5.28, the first vehicle speed signal is created at the random time of 2.52 ms from the 
start of simulation. Vehicle speed has a period of 10 ms, so the subsequent vehicle 
speed signals would arrive at 12.52, 22.52, 32.52 ms and so on from the starting time. 
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As indicated by arrows, these signals go to the originating ECU to which they 
belong, to be transmitted onto the CAN bus. The whole process described above is 
equivalent to ECUs creating signals to be sent onto the CAN bus, in real vehicle 
applications. 
From ECUs linked by arrows to Bus Queue represents data queuing to be 
transmitted from ECU s onto the CAN bus. An ECU will let its signals join a queue 
one by one, equivalent to an ECU attempting to transmit one signal at a time. More 
than one signals in the Bus Queue at a time symbolises message collision. The Bus 
Queue arranges incoming signals in order according to their priority, equivalent to 
CAN message contention. The highest priority signal is put in front of the queue. The 
Bus Queue then let the highest priority signal onto the CAN bus (displayed as a door 
image) once the bus is free. Each signal occupies the CAN bus for 64 ms, equal to the 
time taken to transmit the 8 byte message. 
The simulation models representing the 4 different electronic architectures are 
essentially of the same format, except for the difference in the number of ECUs and 
signals, and their signal routing. 
5.3.6 Simulation Run 
A simulation was run for an equivalent of 1 real-time second at time. One 
second covers the periods of all the signals except for signal no. 117, whose period is 
lOs and hence of little significant to the CAN bus load. Since all the signals are 
assumed periodic, any longer simulation run would give a repetitive result to the 
second run. 
For each architecture, the simulation was run 100 times with different sets of 
random numbers. Each simulation was run for 1 real-time second. A number of 
simulations were run in order to simulate different possibility of messages arriving on 
the CAN bus at different times. Each simulation involves 4800-6800 messages getting 
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access to the CAN bus. The time which the two groups of class C signals (of period 5 
and IOms), which are for real-time control , wait in the CAN Bus Queue plus the 
transmission time was collected. This is equivalent to the signal time delay associated 
with CAN in real applications. 
5.3.7 Results and Analysis 
The frequency distribution of the CAN delay of the two groups of class C 
signals are shown in the graphs below. 
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Figure 5.29 Frequency Distribution of CAN Transmiss ion Time of 5 ms Period Class 
C Signals 
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Figure 5.30 Frequency Distributi on of CAN Transmission Time of 10 ms Period 
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From Figure 5.29-5.30, it can be seen that the majority of the two groups of 
class C signals are transmitted within 0.7 ms. The minimum possible CAN 
transmission time (no collisions) fo r each signal is 0.64 ms. This indicates that those 
signal s are transmitted vi rtually without del ay . Architecture 2 has the highest 
percentage of signals sent without delay, because it has the lowest utili sed message 
bandwidth. 
The percentage of messages transmitted with increasing delay then fall s 
drastically for all the architectures. However, the larger number of 10 ms period 
signals have experienced long delays than the 5 ms periods signals. This can be seen 
from the higher percentage of signals with transmission time longer than 17 ms (the 
last bars on the chart) in Figure 5.30 than those in Figure 5.29. Also the 10 ms period 
signal s have experienced longer worst case de lay than the 5 ms signal s. This could be 
expected, since the 10 ms period signals have lower priority than the 5 ms signal s. 
The worst case delays of all the architectures are shown in Table 5.6. 
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ARCHITECTURE Worst case delay (ms) 
5 ms Period Class C Signals 10 IDS Period Class C Signals 
(% of delay per period) (% of delay per period) 
Architecture 2 0.18 (3.69%) 0.26 (2.55%) 
Architecture 3 0.27 (5.34%) 0.54 (5.37%) 
Architecture 4 0.25 (5.07%) 0.67 (6.67%) 
Architecture 5 0.73 (14.66%) 1.00 (9.97%) 
Table 5.6 Worst Case Delay of Class C Signals of all the Architectures 
From Table 5.6, the worst case delay of the class C signal transmission for all 
the architectures are of low percentage to their periods. A signal delay of longer than 
its period would cause a problem to control systems involved. This indicates that 
under the current level of message load, CAN is applicable in terms of speed to all the 
electronic architectures. 
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CHAPTER 6 
ELECTRONIC ARCHITECTURE EFFECTS ON 
COMPLEXITY AND COSTS 
An electronic control system consists of four parts, sensors, actuators, an ECU, 
and wiring harness. This chapter compares the five architectures' effects on system 
component complexity and costs. The focus will be upon wiring harness and ECU, 
since it is these that vary between architectures. The number of wires in each 
architecture will first be estimated, together with their weight. The microcontroller 
requirements for each ECU are estimated in the previous chapter. The number of 
other ECU components will be approximated, thus combined with the microcontroller 
specifications to form a measure of ECU complexity. The cost of each system part is 
researched and the overall system component cost of each architecture is calculated. 
The comparison between the cost of each architecture is made, and the effects of the 
future trends and other factors on costs are discussed. 
6.1 Effect of the Vehicle Wiring Harness on Different 
Architectures 
The complexity of wiring harness is an important consideration in the design 
and assembly of any electronic control system, for its cost, weight and ease of vehicle 
assembly. Tighter safety regulations and higher performance demands from the 
market result in the increased electronic control system complexity. As the electronic 
systems grow more complex, the number of ECU functions, and inputs and outputs 
invariably increases. This is confirmed in the case of engine management and 
powertrain ECU s, as shown in Figure 6.1 [1]. The increasing number of input and 
output signals, needed in automotive electronic control systems, underlines the 
growing significant of the vehicle wiring harness. 
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Figure 6.1 Growth in the number of powertrain ECU IIOs against calendar year 
The increase in wiring harness complexity also results in the increase in the 
number of connectors. Together, these two are the major source of failures in vehicle 
electronics [2]. Furthermore, the greater the amount of wiring harness carried, the 
more vehicle weight problems, Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) related, and 
physical assembly problems when fitted to the vehicle. A study has also shown that 
wiring is the second most expensive item in modern vehicles [3]. 
It was in order to overcome the above wiring related problems, that 
multiplexing technology was originally introduced. A large number of networking 
systems have since been developed by car manufacturers and suppliers to tackle these 
wiring problems. 
Having emphasised the impact of wiring harness on the design of electronic 
control systems, this chapter is dedicated to analysing each electronic architecture's 
wiring characteristics in terms of wire count and length. 
6. 1. 1 Wiring Models of Dynamic and Powertrain Control 
Systems 
Dynamics and powertrain control systems form the subject of this thesis. To 
form a wiring model of each electronic architecture, exemplary wiring of each control 
system has to be selected. The wiring models of these systems will be used as bases 
for all the electronic architectures . Power distribution wiring will not be included, 
being dissimilar to signal wiring and independent of networking protocols. 
The three chosen dynamic control systems, namely ABS/ASR, active 
suspension and four wheel steering, are included in the wiring model. Powertrain 
control systems, which comprise Engine Management System (EMS), transmission, 
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cruise control, are also used to construct the wiring models, as is power steering. Their 
inclusion is due to the fact that these systems would also be likely to use a high speed 
networking bus. 
The functionality of the exemplary control systems are taken from a small 
number of published papers, which provide either necessary wiring or signal flow 
information [4-14]. In case of powertrain control systems, since their functions are not 
focused upon in this thesis, the most complicated current systems found are chosen, as 
being indicative of mainstream near-future systems. This is due to the aim of this 
study, which is to demonstrate the effect on the wiring complexity of an electronically 
advanced modern vehicle. 
The exemplary active suspension and four wheel steering systems, used in 
Chapter 3 on vehicle electronic simulation, are also employed in the wiring model. 
The exemplary 4WS was designed by the manufacturer to have an integrated control 
with an ABS when wheel slip occurs. However, these two systems are treated 
individually here, since it is assumed that each system would be provided separately 
by different suppliers. 
The ABS control model used for simulation in Chapter 3 is derived from a 
Bosch ABS description [4]. Its signal flow or wiring information is not available. 
Therefore, a different ABS, which has its signal flow data elaborately published, is 
used in the vehicle wiring model instead [5]. This system is a combined ABS and 
Traction Control (ASR), which is advanced and gaining popularity among top end 
vehicles, so the ASR is included in the model. 
Using all the information on signals and wiring of all the above control 
systems, a vehicle signal table is derived as shown in Table C1 in Appendix C [5-12]. 
The table is sorted into individual system inputs and outputs. The sources and 
destinations of the input and output signals, respectively, are also given in the table. 
The numbers associated with the sources or destinations are used to identify 
sensors or actuators in the wiring models in Figures 6.2 to 6.5. It should be noted that 
the engine management system is very complex and includes a large number of 
engine sensors and actuators, such as knock and oxygen sensors, fuel injectors, etc. 
However, these devices are within the engine proximity or actually situated inside the 
engine, the signal flow between the engine sensors and actuators, and the EMS ECU 
is treated as internal to the engine management system. Hence it is omitted from the 
model. 
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In Figure 6.2-6.5, system components which involve a lot of signal types have 
their names written. Sensors or actuators which have fewer wires connected to are 
given identifying numbers, in order to save diagram space. The list of the components 
and their associated numbers is displayed in Table 6.1. 
Vehicle Diagram Component Number 
Sensors and Switches [J 
1 throttle position sensor 
2 ignition key 
3 vertical G sensors x3 
4 lateral G sensors x2 
5 height sensors x4 
6 longitudinal G sensor 
7 speed sensor 
8 door switch 
9 wheel speed sensors x4 
10 kick down switch 
11 gear lever position 
12 brake fluid level switch 
13 hand brake switch 
14 brake switch 
15 steering wheel angular velocity sensor 
16 steering wheel torque sensor 
17 steering wheel angle sensor 
18 yaw rate sensor 
19 4WS oil level sensor 
Actuators 0 
1 suspension wheel pressure control valves x4 
2 throttle actuator 
3 sub-throttle actuator 
4 4WS motor 
5 power steering unit 
6 ABS wheel actuators x4 
Table 6.1 List of sensors and actuators in the models 
The following section describes the wiring models of each vehicle electronic 
architecture. 
In the wiring models, ECU and component locations are drawn according to 
the information available, so that the length of system wiring is visually 
representative. However, due to limited diagram space, lack of information on a small 
number of components, and component simplifications, some components are located 
accurately only up to the appropriate zone in a vehicle. For example, the suspension 
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hydraulic system components, such as pumps and valves which spread throughout the 
underbonnet zone. For simplification, all components are treated as a single block 
situated in that zone . This is not entirely accurate, but any errors introduced would 
tend to cancel each other out (i.e. some wires would be longer than the approximation, 
some shorter), so its connection to the active suspension ECU still provides a good 
appreciation of the wire length required. The ABS exemplary system does not provide 
information on the ABS ECU location. The ABS ECUs can be placed in the engine or 
passenger compartments [7]. In order to be consistent with the active suspension and 
4WS ECUs, the ABS ECU is assumed to be passenger compartment (zone) mounted. 
Smart sensors and actuators, which employ intelligent sensor and actuator 
nodes in an area such as the underbonnet zone to handle their information transfer, are 
not shown in the modelling. This is because the modelling process is intended to 
compare the amount of wiring among studied architectures, within the same criteria. 
Since the conventional centralised architecture is incapable of such technology, it is 
therefore omitted. However, smart sensors and actuators are also believed to yield 
benefits in terms of wiring reduction to all the architectures with networking 
capability. 
6.1.1.1 Conventional Centralised Architecture (Architecture 1) 
All the vehicle electronic architectures are described in chapter 2. The 
Conventional Centralised architecture has each electronic system as a standalone. 
ECU interaction is very limited, except for some sensor signals such as vehicle speed, 
which may be shared among a few control systems. No form of networking exists. All 
the connections within or between electronic control systems, are by point to point 
wiring. 
The wiring model of the Conventional Centralised architecture is shown in 
Figure 6.2. 
6.1.1.2 Conventional Centralised with Limited CAN Architecture 
(Architecture 2) 
This architecture has similar structure to the previous Architecture 1, except 
for the introduction of CAN in the vehicle. The CAN network provides the means of 
communication between ECUs. All the information transferred between ECUs, 
previously done via individual wires, is now carried out through a two wire CAN 
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network. Figure 6.3 displays the Conventional Centralised with Limited CAN 
architecture. 
6.1.1.3 Total Centralised Architecture (Architecture 3) 
The Total Centralised architecture has a single centralised dynamic control 
BCU, which performs all the control tasks of ABS/ASR, active suspension, power 
steering and 4WS. A single EMS ECU is also used to control all the engine and 
powertrain applications, in effect combining engine management, transmission and 
cruise control ECUs into one. The CAN bus is applied as a means of data transfer 
between the centralised dynamic control, EMS and other ECUs. The Total Centralised 
architecture model is shown in Figure 6.4. 
6.1.1.4 Conventional Centralised with Functional Integration 
Architecture (Architecture 4) 
Without the applications of smart sensor and actuator nodes, the architecture 
has the same wiring arrangement as Architecture 2,. Hence Figure 6.3 also represents 
the wiring of this architecture. 
6.1.1.5 Distributed Wheel Controller Architecture (Architecture 5) 
In this Distributed Wheel architecture, four individual wheel control ECUs are 
located near all four wheels. Each is responsible for controlling the ABS and 
suspension of its corresponding wheel. A central controller in the vehicle acquires and 
distributes sensor data which needs to be shared among individual wheel ECUs. The 
sensor and actuator signals for each wheel, exclusive to each individual distributed 
wheel ECU such as wheel height, are transferred to the ECU via individual wire links. 
The integrated engine and powertrain ECU remains the same as in Architecture 3, 
While 4WS and power steering ECUs are integrated with the Central ECU. The CAN 
network is used for data sharing among all the ECUs. 
The wiring model of the Distributed Wheel architecture is as shown in Figure 
6.S. 
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6. 1.2 The Number of Wires and Their Estimated Total Length 
and Weight of Each Architecture 
The number of wires, their estimated total lengths and weights will be used for 
comparison and discussion of the different vehicle electronic architectures. 
6.1.2.1 The number of Wires in Different Electronic Architectures 
The total number of wires, in each of the 4 vehicle electronic architecture 
models, are simply counted and shown in Table 6.2. 
Vehicle Electronic Architectures Total Number of Wires 
Conventional centralised architecture (Architecture 1) 100 
Conventional centralised with limited CAN and with 85 
functional integration architectures (Architectures 2 and 4) 
Total centralised architecture (Architecture 3) 76 
Distributed wheel architecture (Architecture 5) 79 
Table 6.2 Total number of wires in different vehicle electronic architectures 
6.1.2.2 The Estimated Total Lengths of Wires in Different Electronic 
Architectures 
The total wire length of each architecture is estimated by first splitting the 
wires into groups according to their lengths. This is done in relation to an estimated 
distance between the components at the two ends of a wire. The length of each wire 
group is estimated, as will be described later. The total wire length for each 
architecture can then be added up from all the wires. 
As stated at the beginning of this chapter, that in the models, the EMS and 
transmission control ECU are located in the underbonnet zone, together with the 
vehicle speed sensor, ABS and traction actuators, and the suspension hydraulic 
system. The other five ECUs are situated under the passenger seats, classified as in 
the centre zone. All the driver control switches and display are obviously around 
dashboard zone. The ABS and suspension wheel actuators are in proximity to the 
wheels, and classified as in wheelarch zones. Finally, the 4WS actuator is located near 
the rear axle and considered as in boot zone. The wiring models are drawn according 
to these classifications. 
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Figure 6.6 shows the zonal classification of a vehicle. 
I Wheel arch Wheel arch I 
Dash-
board 
Underbonnet Centre Boot 
I Wheel arch Wheel arch I 
Figure 6.6 Vehicle zonal diagram 
Based on the component locations and their relative distance apart specified 
above, looking at the set of wires in the four models , all the wires can be categorised 
into 4 length groups, according to the zones of the two components that they link as 
follows: 
• centre-underbonnetlboot zones, for example, the wire that links the engine speed 
signal between EMS and the cruise control ECU, or the rear wheel steer signal 
wire between the 4WS ECU and the 4WS actuator. 
• dashboard-underbonnetlcentre zones, for example, a driver display signals from 
EMS or the active suspension ECU to the driver. 
• centre-wheel arch zones, for example, a wheel height signal between the active 
suspension ECU to an active suspension actuator 
• same zones, such as one that carries engine speed signal between EMS and the 
transmission control ECU. 
From the above wire grouping definition, all the wIres III each wmng 
architecture can be classified in to groups as shown in Table 6.3. 
Vehicle Number of Wires 
Electronic 
Architectures 
Centre- Dashboard- Centre- same Total 
underbonnetl underbonnetl wheelarch zones 
boot centre 
Architecture 1 41 35 18 6 100 
Architectures 2,4 31 35 18 1 85 
Architecture 3 26 30 18 2 76 
Architecture 5 26 27 6 20 79 
Table 6.3 Wiring length classification of different vehicle electronic architectures 
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From a wiring inspection of a typical medium/large saloon car [15], the four 
groups of wires can be fitted in the vehicle as shown in Figure 6.7-6.8 [18]. 
Figure 6.7 ECD wiring from passenger compartment to door panels 
Figure 6.8 ECD wiring from passenger compartment to engine bay area 
Figure 6.7 demonstrates how the ECDs in the centre zone are wired. All the 
wires from these ECUs are first led in bundles, to the sides of the vehicle along the 
floor. From there the wires are laid towards the front or rear of the vehicle, depending 
on the locations of end components, along the sides of the vehicle at floor level below 
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the doors. 
Figure 6.8 shows how these wires are linked to the underbonnet zone. They 
are laid along the floor below the doors to the front of the passenger compartment. 
The parts, where the wires can go though the chassis from the passenger compartment 
to the underbonnet zone, are located below the dashboard and glove box on each side 
of the vehicle. Through these chassis gaps, the wires can then be connected to 
components in the front wheel arch zones or led along the front wing panels and then 
across the underbonnet zone to link to components in that area. Similarly, the wires, 
linked to the rear wheel arch or boot zones, are laid in this manner. 
From the above wiring information, the lengths of wires belonging to each of 
the four groups can be estimated as shown below. 
The estimated length of a wire that link two components between: 
Centre - underbonnetlboot zones - total length is the sum of the lengths of the 
following sections of wiring between: 
component in centre zone - vehicle side == O.S vehicle width (W) 
vehicle side - front/rear end of passenger compartment (along door panel) == 0.5 
wheelbase (WB) 
front/rear of passenger compartment (floor level) - chassis gaps linked to engine 
baylboot zone (below dashboard level) == SOO mm 
chassis gaps - centre of underbonnetlboot zone == O.SW 
Total length == O.5W + 0.5WB + 500 + 0.5W = 1 W + 0.5 WB + 500 mm 
Dashboard - centrelunderbonnet zones - total length is the sum of the lengths of the 
following sections of wiring between: 
component in centre zone - vehicle side == O.SW 
vehicle side - driver's position (along door panel) == 0.25WB 
driver's position - dashboard (vertical wiring) == 500 mm 
Total length == O.SW + 0.2SWB + 500 mm 
Centre - wheelarch zones - total length is the sum of the lengths of the following 
sections of wiring between: 
component in centre zone - vehicle side == O.SW 
vehicle side - front/rear end of passenger compartment (along door panel) == 0.5WB 
front/rear of passenger compartment (floor level) - chassis gaps linked to 
underbonnetlboot zones (below dashboard level) == 500 mm 
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Total length == 0.5W + 0.5WB + 500 mm 
Short distance - wires that link two components in the same zones are given an 
approximate length of 500 mm each. 
In order to quantify the above estimated wire lengths, wheelbase and width of 
a vehicle are needed. These dimensions are taken from two types of cars: a large, 
luxury saloon and a compact car. This allows the wire lengths of different 
architectures to be compared, when applied to two passengers on different market 
ends. The comparison could indicate which architectures are best suited to which type 
of vehicles. The required dimensions are taken from those of the Mercedes-Benz S-
class and the Vauxhall Corsa, both of which are well known among their classes. 
Their dimensions are [16,32]: 
Mercedes-Benz S-class: 
Vauxhall Corsa: 
Width = 1.855 m 
Width = 1.610 m 
Wheelbase = 3.085 m 
Wheelbase = 2.440 m 
The lengths of the four types of wires can now be estimated according 
to the formula derived earlier. Each type of wire length, together with the total wire 
length of each electronic architecture, when installed in each vehicle are shown in 
Table 6.4. 
Vehicle Electronic Length of Wires (m) (Mercedes-Benz S-class 1 Vauxhall Corsa) 
Architectures 
centre- dashboard- centre- same zones Total 
underbonnet underbonnet wheelarch Length /boot Icentre 
No. length No. length No. length No. length 
Architecture 1 41 159.8/ 35 77.0/ 18 53.5/ 6 3.0/ 
136.5 67.0 45.5 3.0 
Architectures 2,4 31 120.8/ 35 77.0/ 18 53.5/ 1 0.5/ 
103.2 67.0 45.5 0.5 
Architecture 3 26 101.3/ 30 66.0/ 18 53.5/ 2 1.0/ 
86.6 57.5 45.5 1.0 
Architecture 5 26 101.3/ 27 59.4/ 6 17.8/ 20 10.0/ 
86.6 51.7 15.2 10.0 
Table 6.4 Length of four wire types and total lengths of wires in different vehicle 
electronic architectures 
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6.1.2.3 The Estimated Total CAN Wire Length in Different Electronic 
Architectures 
The lengths of CAN wires can also be estimated in a similar way. The CAN 
bus is wired along the side of the vehicle and the ECUs are linked to the bus at their 
nearest points along the line. The CAN bus lies along the side of the vehicle. In all the 
architectures, except the Architecture 5, there is no ECU towards the rear. Hence the 
CAN bus only lies between the mid and front of the vehicle. Its length is, therefore, 
equal to the length of centre-wheelarch zone wire minus 0.5W (since CAN bus lies on 
the vehicle side, the distance between the centre zone and vehicle side of 0.5W is 
taken out). From the above approximation, the length of the CAN bus of all the 
architectures except Architecture 5, is estimated at 2.04 and 1.72 metres for the 
Mercedes and Vauxhall, respectively. 
The Architecture 5 CAN bus needs to cover the front to rear wheel arch 
distance. Its length is, therefore, twice that of the other architectures. Its length is 
estimated at 4.09 and 3.44 metres for the Mercedes and Vauxhall, respectively. 
All the ECUs are connected to the CAN bus with half a vehicle width length 
wire. Note that two distributed wheel ECUs are one vehicle width away from the 
CAN bus, while the other two are virtually next to the bus, so the average distance is 
from ECU to the bus is half a vehicle width. Table 6.5 shows the total CAN wiring 
lengths of all the architectures except Architecture 1. 
Also there is a different in CAN wiring length between Architectures 2 and 4, 
where there is none before. This is because Architecture 4 requires data integrated 
control between 4WS ECU and other ECUs, hence 4WS ECU needs to be on CAN. 
On the other hand, 4WS ECU requires no integrated control in Architecture 2. 
Vehicle Electronic Length of CAN Wires (m) 
Architectures (Mercedes Benz S-Class 1 Vauxhall Corsa) 
CAN bus length ECU Wire Links to Total CAN 
CAN bus length wiring length 
Architecture 2 2.04/1.72 4.64/4.03 6.68/5.75 
Architecture 3 2.04/1.72 1.86/1.61 3.90/3.33 
Architecture 4 2.04/1.72 5.57/4.83 7.61/6.55 
Architecture 5 4.09/3.44 5.57/4.83 9.65/8.27 
.. Table 6.5 CAN wmng lengths of the four vehicle electronic architectures 
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6.1.2.4 The Estimated Weight of Wiring Harness in Different Electronic 
Architectures 
The weight of a thin wall automotive wire of conductor size 0.65 mm2, made 
by MULTICOMP, which is comparable to the 0.5 mm2 wires used in Rover 800 is 
used to estimate the total wiring weight of each vehicle electronic architecture [17]. 
The 500 metre of this wire weighs 5.85 kilograms, which is equivalent to 
I. 17kilograms/lOOmetres. A twisted pair wire, which is used as networking bus in 
automotive applications [20-21], is to be used to estimate the CAN wiring weight. The 
wire, made by Belden Wire & Cable, weighs approximately 5.92kg/l OOm [19]. Table 
6.6 displays the total number of wires, their total lengths, and weights of different 
vehicle electronic architectures. 
Vehicle Wire Lengths (m) and Weights (kg) 
Electronic (Mercedes Benz S-class / Vauxhall Corsa) 
Architectures 
Total number Wire length Wire weight CAN wire System 
of wires (m) (kg) weight (kg) wire weight 
(kg) 
Architecture 1 100 293.21252.0 3.43/2.95 0/0 3.43/2.95 
Architecture 2 85 251.7/216.2 2.95/2.53 0.40/0.34 3.34/2.87 
Architecture 3 76 221.8/190.5 2.59/2.23 0.23/0.20 2.83/2.43 
Architecture 4 85 251.7/216.2 2.95/2.53 0.45/0.39 3.40/2.92 
Architecture 5 79 188.5/163.4 2.21/1.91 0.57/0.49 2.78/2.40 
Table 6.6 Total number, lengths and weIghts of wires in different vehicle electronic 
architectures 
Compared to Architecture 1, Architectures 2, 3, 4, and 5 enable weight saving 
of 3%, 17%, 1 % and 23% on a large passenger car respectively. The four 
architectures, when installed in small vehicle, would yield 3%, 18%, 1 % and 19% in 
weight saving from the Architecture 1, respectively. 
The results of the above weight prediction suggest that the relative wiring 
weight of all the electronic architectures is consistent across small and large vehicle 
range. 
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6.2 Cost Comparison Between Different Architectures 
Wiring Harness 
Cost is a very important aspect in car manufacturers' considerations, since the 
automotive market is very competitive. Before deciding to include or change to a new 
system, a car manufacturer will contemplate system cost among the first few factors. 
In this section, the wiring harness cost and its effects on cost of different vehicle 
electronic architectures, will now be discussed. It should be note that not all the costs 
are quantifiable since the study is in equivalent of a concept stage. An attempt was, 
however, made to estimate the component costs of different architectures. The costs 
of wiring, microcontrollers, peripheral ECU components, sensors and actuators were 
estimated or collected. These add up to system component cost. The results, together 
with the discussion on other cost aspects, can provide a comparative indication of the 
potential costs and savings of different electronic architectures. The future trend of 
costs will also be discussed. 
6.2. 1 Component Cost Estimation 
6.2.1.1 Wiring Harness Cost 
From [22], the cost of wires when fitted into a vehicle depends primarily on 
the number of wires, and not their lengths. This is due to the fact that most of the cost 
is incurred from preparation, such as wire cutting and peeling. The total materials and 
connecting cost of system wiring harness can be approximated from the number of 
wires (or signals) in a system. 
The cost per wire was 30p in 1993 [22]. Since most of the cost if from 
preparation, it is assumed to rise with inflation, as does labour cost. Assuming the 
inflation rate of 2.5% annually, the cost per wire in 2000 is predicted to be 36p. 
The cost of CAN installation is also included here due to its relation to wiring. 
From [22], the cost of adding CAN to an ECU can be coarsely approximated by 
equation 6.1. 
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CAN cost per ECU = (CAN + INTERF) x 1.8 + 2WIRE (6.1) 
CAN - CAN chip cost 
INTERF - CAN interface material cost (e.g. drivers, crystal, etc. z 0.61) 
1.8 - on cost overhead mUltiplier (e.g. labour, PCB accessories, etc.) 
2WIRE - twisted pair serial bus (60p) 
The cost variation of all the factors except CAN chip, from model year 1994 
vehicles estimated in [22], is not known. They are thus still used in this estimation. 
The cost of CAN chip is currently £1.12 [23]. The CAN installation cost per ECU in 
2000 is estimated at: 
(l.12+0.61)x 1.8+0.60=£3.71 
Using the wiring and CAN installation cost estimation described above, the 
wiring harness costs of all the architectures are shown in Table 6.7. 
Vehicle Number of Wiring No. of CAN CAN Wiring 
electronic wires costs (£) capable installation harness 
architectures ECU costs (£) costs (£) 
Architecture 1 100 36 0 0 36 
Architecture 2 85 30.6 5 18.6 49.2 
Architecture 3 76 27.4 2 7.4 34.8 
Architecture 4 85 30.6 7 26.0 56.6 
Architecture 5 79 28.4 6 22.3 50.7 
Table 6.7 Wiring harness costs of different electronic architectures 
6.2.1.2 Microcontroller Costs 
The microcontroller costs are obtained, based on the market price of the 
microcontrollers specified in the performance prediction in Chapter 5. The prices of 
microcontrollers of the same or nearest family (in number of bits) as the ones 
specified, with the closest amount of ROM and RAM are taken as the basis for 
calculation. It is estimated in [33] that lK of ROM costs approximately $0.05, 
whereas the same amount of RAM costs 10-15 times more. 1 K of RAM would cost 
$0.75 in the worst case approximation. 
The memory difference between the specifications and the available 
microcontrollers is then estimated into costs. This is applicable in industry when a 
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) wants to buy a large number of 
microcontrollers, a manufacturer will fabricate it according to the customer's 
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specifications. The ROMIRAM additional or reductive costs are converted into 
pounds, assuming $1.4 to £1 exchange rate. These costs are added or subtracted to the 
microcontroller price to complete the microcontroller cost estimation. The results are 
displayed in Table 6.8. 
Microcontroller Architectures 1, 2, 4 Architecture Architecture 5 
Cost Estimation 3 
Active 4WS ABS Total Central Distributed 
suspension centralised ECU wheelECU 
ECU 
Required MC68HC08 MC68HC05 MC68HC08 MC68HC12 MC68HC05 MC68HC08 
Microcontroller 
Required ROM 7.6 5.0 7.1 17.2 10.4 7.8 
(K bytes) 
Required RAM 0.6 0.4 0.5 1.3 0.8 0.6 
(K bytes) 
Based 13.0"1;J4J 9.31;joJ 13.0 24.9[;JI)J 9.3 13.0 
microcontroller 
Iprice (£) 
Required -
-24.4 -11.0 -24.9 22.3 -5.6 -24.2 
available ROM 
Required - 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.1 
available RAM 
Estimated Me 12.1 8.8 12.1 25.9 9.2 12.2 
cost (£) 
Table 6.8 Estimated microcontroller costs 
* all the prices of microcontrollers and electronic components are quoted per piece. 
This would certainly be more expensive than the actual production prices, which have 
bulk discounts. They are, however, useful for comparison purpose. 
6.2.1.3 Peripheral ECU Component Costs 
The costs of other ECU components namely peripheral Integrated Circuits 
(IC), resistors, capacitors and transistors, are also added to the ECU cost. There is no 
formula in estimating these component costs during the design stage. It is, however, 
believed that their number may be related to the number of ECU inputs and outputs. 
This is because they are primarily to assist a microcontroller in processing the inputs 
and outputs. The estimation was carried out by plotting a graph of the number of input 
and output signals of drivetrain or dynamic control EeUs produced from 1986 to 
1995 (the number of signals were simply the number of pins they possessed), and the 
number of their electronic components, to obtain the 1st order trend line. Figure 6.9 
displays the graph produced. 
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Figure 6.9 Plot of number of ECU components and VO pins 
All the ECUs studied in the graph were manu fac tured uSing through hole 
technology. It is acknowledged that recent changes to semiconductor dev ice 
packaging (surface mount) may affect thi s assumption. Another fac tor, which should 
affect the trend lines, are the unknown number of unused pins in each ECU. 
By applying the number o f input and output signals from the wiring models o f 
Architectures 1 -5 , displayed in Figures 6.2 to 6.5 , to the trend line, the number of 
vehicle dri vetrai n and dynamic control system components could be predicted . 
The costs of the peripheral ICs, resistors, capacitors and transistors were taken 
from [1 7], and averaged. The products of the average component prices and their 
predi cted numbers are then used to form ECU component costs. The resul ts are shown 
in Table 6.9 . The detai ls of calculation are shown in Appendi x D . 
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Architecture Architecture Architecture Architecture Architecture 
1 2 3 4 5 
Total MC cost 33.1 33.1 25.9 33.1 57.9 
Total no. of ICs 15 12 27 12 15 
Total IC cost (£) 7.3 5.8 13.1 5.8 7.3 
Total no. of resistors 194 168 240 168 232 
Total resistor cost (£) 19.4 16.8 24 16.8 23.2 
Total no. of 96 79 179 79 108 
capacitors 
Total capacitor cost 18.2 15.0 34.0 15.0 20.5 
(£) 
Total no. of 51 51 19 51 78 
transistors 
Total transistor cost 53.9 53.9 20.1 53.9 82.4 
(£) 
Total ECU cost (£) 132 125 117 125 191 
Table 6.9 Microcontrollers and peripheral ECU component costs 
6.2.1.4 Sensor and Actuator Costs 
The costs of sensors and actuators can be calculated from the combined 
number of control related sensors and actuators of each system. Individual sensor and 
actuator prices are taken from [17,19]. The sensor and actuator types are the ones used 
in their corresponding system found in literature [7]. Table 6.10 shows their combined 
costs. 
Architectures Architectures 3, 
1 2 4,5 
No. of microswitches 6 6 
Total microswitch cost (£) 5.8 5.8 
No. of steering angle sensors 1 1 
Total steering angle sensor cost (£) 14.2 14.2 
No. of speed sensors 6 5 
Total speed sensor cost (£) 38.4 32 
No. of acceleration sensors 7 7 
Total acceleration sensor cost (£) 175.3 175.3 
No. of height sensors 4 4 
Total height sensor cost (£) 22.8 22.8 
Total sensor cost (£) 250 243.6 
No. of solenoid actuators 8 8 
Total actuator cost (£) 75.4 75.4 
Table 6.10 Combined sensor and actuator costs 
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6.2.1.5 Overall System Costs 
The costs of all the system components can now be summed up to obtain the 
total system costs. Thi is shown in Table 6. 1 I. 
Architecture Architecture Architecture Architecture Architecture 
1 2 3 4 5 
Wiring cost 36 49.2 34.8 56 .6 50.7 
EC U cost 133.9 126.6 117.9 126.6 195.1 
Sensor cost 250.0 250.0 243.6 243.6 243.6 
Actuator cost 75.4 75.4 75.4 75.4 75.4 
Overall 493 499 471 500 561 
system cost 
Table 6.11 Overall sy tern costs 
The pie graph of all the archi tecture costs, showing how much each 
component is contributed towards overall co t , are di splayed in Figures 6. 10. 
Architecture 1 (£493) Architecture 2 (£499) Architecture 3 (£471) 
7% 10% 
25% 25% 
Architecture 4 (£500) Architecture 5 (£561) 
11 % 9% 
• Wiring cost 
• sensor cost 
o ECU cost 
25% 
o Actuator cost 
Figure 6.10 System costs of di fferent architectures 
6.2.2 Analysis 
The overall system costs indicate a cost advantage on Architecture 3, primarily 
due to having only one ECU. The costliest Architecture 5 is approximate ly 19% mote 
expen ive, while the other three architectures have comparable component costs, 
be ing around 6% more expensive than Architecture 3. 
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The sensor costs dominate the overall system costs, accounting roughly for 
half of the costs in all cases. The wiring costs have the least impact of all, contributing 
not more than II % to the total costs. Since the sensor and actuators costs are almost 
consistent across all architectures, the ECU prices hold the key to overall system 
costs. Architecture 5, which has the most number of ECUs, is therefore the most 
expensive. 
Apart from the component costs, other factors and future trends affecting the 
overall system costs will now be discussed. 
6.3 Future Trends and Other Effects on System Costs 
6.3. 1 Future Trend Effects 
In the near future, the imminent introduction of smart sensors/actuators, 
integrated chassis control, and by-wire technology, will have an impact on vehicle 
wiring costs of these architectures [24,26]. 
The Smart sensor concept is to combine a number of sensors/actuators 111 
proximity into one housing, which can transmit or receive data on a vehicle network 
[25]. Current sensor/actuator nodes can also be added intelligence to have networking 
capability. Consider the vehicle model here, smart sensor/actuator concept would, 
therefore, reduce the number of wires and add more CAN nodes into the vehicle. 
From the vehicle wiring diagram, the vertical, lateral and longitudinal sensors located 
in the middle of the vehicle could be combined into a smart sensor node. The 
ABS/traction and active suspension hydraulic systems, could also be two smart 
actuator nodes. The effect of introducing these three smart sensor/actuator nodes 
would reduce the wire count by 23, with 3 extra CAN modules added. This would 
result in cheaper wiring cost to implement the Architectures 2-5. 
Integrated vehicle chassis control involves closer co-operation between 
different chassis control systems, by sharing data and functioning together during 
certain driving conditions to improve handling and comfort [27-28]. An example of 
this is the activation of active suspension during braking to prevent dive, to improve 
passenger comfort. More signal sharing between ECUs would greater utilise the 
bandwidth of CAN. The effect on the vehicle wiring architectures here, would include 
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the introduction of 4WS ECU to CAN on Architecture 2, and the increase in wire 
count on Architecture 1, due to more signal sharing. 
By-wire technology, most notably brake and steer by-wire, would use electro-
mechanical brakes and electric steering actuators to replace hydraulic brakes and 
steering columns, respectively [29]. Though by-wire may take longer time before it 
can be implemented on vehicles than the two aforementioned technologies due to 
safety and car electrical power concern, its substantial potential benefits making its 
application imminent. The effect of by-wire technology to wiring would possibly be 
an increase in ECUs and electronic contents. Again this would increase CAN utility 
and for a vehicle with CAN, or raise the wire count in a vehicle without CAN. 
The effects of these coming technologies combined would clearly substantiate 
the use of networking. Electronic architectures that include networking would render 
savings in terms of wiring cost over ones without networking. Consider the vehicle 
electronic architectures here, Architectures 2-5 would have far cheaper wiring cost 
than Architecture 1. Architecture 3 would have the cheapest wiring cost due to the 
smaller number of CAN nodes and slightly fewer signals, followed closely by 
Architecture 5 and Architectures 2 and 4. 
The concept of integrating electronic contents with its physical components 
have been seriously considered, especially in powertrain systems. It is believed that 
by integrating the EMS to, for example, the intake manifold in the engine and the 
transmission control inside the transmission, yield benefits in material cost savings 
[ 1 ]. Some interconnections can be eliminated, while part of the EMS enclosure is 
provided by the manifold. Architectures 1 and 2 could benefit from this concept by 
having their power steering ECUs integrated with their mechanical contents [30]. 
4WS ECU could possibly be integrated with its hydraulic system also. Architecture 5 
could also benefit from these cost savings, by having its wheel ECUs integrated to 
wheel brake or suspension actuators. 
6.3.2 ECU Development Cost 
It is generally acknowledged that system complexity has significant effect on 
development cost and time. With this understanding, Architecture 4 is expected to be 
more costly in development. This is because simultaneous development of the 
architecture requires close corroboration between the ABS, EMS, active suspension 
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and 4WS suppliers. This would make the development time and cost of these systems 
higher than having them individually developed, as Architectures 1 and 2. 
Architectures 3 and 5, though contain highly complex systems of engine & 
powertrain and vehicle dynamic control ECDs, could actually yield cost savings, due 
to the fact that they only require a couple of complex systems developed rather 
several fewer complex systems [26]. This, however, depends on the number of 
suppliers with capability to develop these complex systems. The more suppliers there 
are, the more competitive the market becomes, and hence cheaper costs. Complex 
systems also have a drawback in terms of the limited number of car models that they 
can be fitted in. Individual ABS, power steering or cruise control ECDs can be fitted 
to a wide range of models, whereas a more complex vehicle dynamic control ECD 
may have to be specific to only one or two car models. Therefore, this advantage of 
the economy of scale is towards Architectures 1,2,4. 
6.3.3 Assembly and Diagnostic Costs 
Assembly cost depends much on labour cost and hence how long it takes to 
assemble the systems. The wire count is one of the indicators in this case. The level of 
system integration is another, since highly integrated systems need less steps to be 
connected and assembled. These considerations favour Architecture 3 due to its 
relatively small number of wires, and Architecture 5 due to its potentially integrated 
system components. 
Wiring is the significant source of electronic failures in cars [31]. Hence the 
less wiring a vehicle contains, the less likely it is to fail. The conventional centralised 
architecture would, therefore, have the potentially highest maintenance cost. Though 
ECDs are far less likely to fail, once fails it is almost always totally replaced by a new 
one, with high cost. The more complex the ECD, the more expensive it tends to cost. 
In this respect, Architecture 3 could be more costly to maintain than the other four 
architectures. 
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6.4 Summary 
The work done in this Chapter is to compare the five architectures in terms of 
component complexity and costs. The system components include sensors, actuators, 
ECUs and wiring. 
The number of wires in each architecture was derived from published papers 
on the exemplary powertrain and dynamic control systems [5-12]. The results suggest 
that Architecture 1 has the highest number of wires. Architectures 2, 4 are expected to 
have 15% fewer wires, whereas the Architectures 3 and 5 would have 24% and 21 % 
fewer than Architecture 1, respectively. 
The estimate of overall wire length, including that of CAN cables, was made 
based on the dimensions of small and large luxury vehicles in the market. From the 
wire lengths, the wiring weight of the architectures were calculated and compared. 
The results show that the percentage of weight different between architectures is 
almost consistent across the two vehicle types. Architectures 2, 4 have a slight weight 
saving (approximately 2%) on Architecture 1, whereas Architectures 3, 5 enable 
weight reduction of 20%. 
The component costs of the alternative architectures were then calculated. 
Each wiring cost is considered fixed regardless of length, since the cost is mainly 
from preparation [22]. The costs of CAN, including cables, microcontrollers and 
interface materials were calculated from the equation in [22]. ECUs consist of 
microcontrollers and peripheral electronic components. Microcontroller specifications 
were estimated in Chapter 5, while the number of peripheral components was 
approximated from the plot of number of ECU I/O pins against peripheral 
components. Individual component price was taken from electronic supplier 
catalogues [17,19]. 
The overall system costs indicate that Architecture 3 is potentially the cheapest 
system. Architecture 1, 2, 4 costs are similar at 6% higher, while Architecture 5 is 
potentially the most expensive being 20% costlier than Architecture 3. The future 
automotive electronic trends and other cost aspects that affect the above cost estimates 
were discussed. 
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CHAPTER 7 
COMPONENT RELIABILITY PREDICTIONS OF 
ALTERNATIVE ELECTRONIC ARCHITECTURES 
This chapter introduces the concept of reliability, presents alternative methods 
for its prediction, and selects and uses one of these to compare vehicle electronic 
architectures. 
Reliability is defined as 'The ability of an entity to perform a required function 
under given conditions for a given time interval' [1]. 
As the trend in the increasing amount of electronics in automotive continues, 
the quality and reliability of electronics becomes prominent. Customers expect vehicle 
electronics to function correctly throughout the life of a vehicle [2]. Since electronics 
is now widely applied in the control of safety related systems of a vehicle such as 
Anti-lock Braking Systems (ABS) and power assisted steering systems, failures of 
these systems could lead to dangerous driving situations [3]. Hence careful 
consideration has to be placed upon its reliability from an early design stage. It is 
suggested by [4] that the engineering effort put into early part of the design of a 
product gives more effective results in terms of reliability, quality, cost and time, than 
the effort put in the later stage. This stresses the importance of reliability 
consideration in alternative architecture analysis. 
During the initial design stage of a new vehicle system, before hardware is 
available, reliability prediction is useful to quantitatively evaluate whether the design 
will meet the target reliability level [5]. In some cases, the reliability prediction may 
not be very accurate, but it can identify a better design by comparison between a 
number of initial designs. 
7.1 Types of Reliability Prediction Techniques 
There are a number of reliability prediction techniques that have been 
developed. The designer can select one, which suits the depth of design knowledge 
and the historical data on equipment reliability available to him/her [5]. The reliability 
estimate is usually in terms of Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) or Mean Time 
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To Failure (MTTF). MTBF is an average time that an equipment can be used before it 
fails, when the equipment is repairable [6]. MTTF is similar to MTBF except that it 
describes failure rate of non-repairable equipment. According to the data type or 
availability, the techniques can be classified into five categories, as described below 
[5]. 
7. 1. 1 Similar Equipment and Similar Complexity Techniques 
These two are among of the most basic techniques, developed to perform a 
very early prediction of system reliability, before system specifications are available. 
The objectives of the predictions using these techniques are mostly to estimate if a 
newly introduced system will meet a minimum reliability constraints [5]. 
The predictions are based upon historical reliability data of existing 
equipment, which is similar in type, operation or complexity to the one being 
predicted. For instance, a historical reliability data of an airbag system accelerometer 
can be a reliability indicator of a set of similar accelerometers of a new ABS system. 
Reliability data of a current EMS ECU should provide a reasonable reliability source 
for a new version EMS ECU. 
The accuracy of this technique depends on the quality of reliability data and 
similarity between the new equipment and the selected one, for which the field results 
are used. The more accurate prediction is expected if the production techniques used 
and the manufacturers of the two equipment are the same. 
7. 1.2 Prediction by Function Techniques 
Statistical correlation between major functional characteristics and the history 
of operational reliability of an equipment is applied in this technique. Each 
characteristic is given a weighing factor according to its significance in terms of 
reliability. An example given by [5] shows that a radar reliability prediction can be 
calculated based on the derived correlation equation between average number of 
component parts and other radar characteristics. The characteristics include design 
year, detection range, target resolution, receiver dynamic range, etc. Having estimated 
the average number of component parts, the radar MTBF can then be obtained from 
the average failure rate per part. 
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Different prediction equations were derived for several equipment by [7]. No 
literature was found on the application of this technique on automotive electronics, 
but the technique is considered applicable to the field of automotive electronics [5]. 
7. 1.3 Part Count Techniques 
The part count techniques can be applied when information on the number of 
component parts and types is available or can be estimated. The basic prediction is 
done by first finding out the number of each type of components classified by the 
failure data source. The generic failure rate associated with each class of component is 
then multiplied by the number of components. All the component failure rates are 
then added up to make the equipment failure rate. The general governing equation is 
as follows [5]: 
n 
A = LN;(AGJl'Q); (7.1) 
;=1 
for a given equipment environment where: 
A. - total equipment failure rate (failuresl106 hours) 
A.c; - generic failure rate for the ith generic part (failuresl106 hours) 
7tQ - factor affecting the reliability of the ith generic part 
Ni - quantity of ith generic part 
n - number of different generic part categories 
There are several sources of generic failure rates, with the most well known 
one being [8] produced by the US government. References 9-11 are examples of other 
sources. Many large companies also compile their own database of component 
reliability based on their own field data. 
7. 1.4 Stress Analysis Techniques 
This technique is similar to the previous one but takes into account the 
different levels of stress to which a component is subjected such as electrical load and 
vibration, and the environment it will be in such as temperature and humidity. These 
influencing factors are multiplied with the generic failure rate in the prediction model 
to reflect the effect of the stress or environment on the equipment. The model is 
therefore believed to give a more accurate prediction than the part count method. 
An example of the model for silicon integrated circuits taken from [9] is 
shown in Equation 7.2. 
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(7.2) 
Where 
A - the failure rate 
AB - base(generic) failure rate 
1tT - temperature weighting factor 
1tQ - quality factor 
1tE - application environment factor 
Some of the sources of failure data such as [8,9, 11] also provide data for the 
stress analysis technique with different types of stress factors included. Concerning 
the accuracy of these models, some work has been carried out to evaluate their 
accuracy and suggest an improved model. Whitehead, et al. [12] evaluated the 
accuracy of British Telecom (BT)'s models [9] on actual performance of 
telecommunication equipment, and concluded that the model accuracy was acceptable 
for first 1-3 years of equipment operation. Collas, et al. [13] compared the operational 
reliability results of mainframe computers with its predicted reliability model 
constructed using BT's models [9], and adjusted its model to improve accuracy. 
Kerscher, et al. [14] found that the Military handbook model [8] was not accurately 
representing the field reliability of its electronics equipment. They, therefore, 
developed their own prediction model based on the combined Military handbook 
model and the Weibull distribution technique. 
7.2 Reliability Prediction of Automotive Electronics 
It is pointed out by [5] that the most of the reliability prediction models could 
give questionable accuracy when predicting automotive electronic product reliability 
because of their assumption that the electronic component failure rate is constant. The 
practical electronic equipment have been found to have a time dependent failure rate 
which is represented by a bathtub curve as shown in Figure 7.1. This argument is 
supported by actual assessment results from [12, 14, 15, 16]. Furthermore, the 
suggestion that the assumption that component failure rate during non-operating 
period is zero, may cause an inaccuracy. This is because automotive electronic 
equipment could be in operation for only 5% of its lifetime [5]. Hence by omitting the 
non-operating failure rate, the model could give too optimistic a result. 
As previously mentioned, the reliability prediction is not generally expected to 
give a precise value for such an initial design stage. It is, however, useful as a tool for 
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estimating whether the new product reliability will meet preliminary reliability 
requirement, and for comparing the reliability of different designs. 
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Figure 7.1 A bathtub curve representing typical component failure rate 
7.3 Reliability Modelling of Different Vehicle 
Electronic Architectures 
As mentioned above, a reliability prediction of electronics systems can provide 
initial comparison between systems, in the preliminary design stage before hardware 
is developed. This section is intended to compare the projected reliability of different 
electronic architectures. 
In this case, only the Part Count and Stress Analysis techniques are applicable, 
due to the fact that they require no field data and not much information, other than a 
number of components in a system, to form a model. Furthermore, there is no 
universally accepted best model. Although the accuracy of this technique could not be 
proved, it is justifiable to apply it just to compare different architectures and find a 
more reliable one. 
Of all the 4 reliability data sources available [8-11] for these techniques, [10] 
and [11] were chosen for the reliability modelling in this project. [10] was chosen as it 
is the most up-to-date. It was developed by AT&T following the guidelines of the US 
Ministry of Defence [8], which is among the most widely known electronic equipment 
reliability data sources. [11] was selected since, despite its relatively old information, 
it uses historical reliability data of components in automotive applications. By using 
two models, their results should provide a more substantial basis for architecture 
reliability comparison than applying only one method. 
The following sections describe the two modelling processes. 
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7.3.1 Reliability Modelling Based on A T& T Technique 
7.3.1.1 Modelling Technique 
AT&T Bell Laboratories provide the estimates of hazard rates of the 
components used in products manufactured by AT&T [10]. The information is the 
basis for this reliability prediction method. 
ECUs are considered to be 'nonmaintained systems' in the area of reliability 
engineering, since none of their electronic components are inspected and maintained 
during their operating lives. They are simply used until becoming faulty and hence 
being taken out for replacement or repair. The reliability of such system is commonly 
measured by hazard rate [10]. It is the instantaneous rate of failure for units of a 
population that last to time t. 
At time t, let the number of units which work be S(t). 
After a period of ~t, the number of units which still work is S(t+~t). 
Hence the number of units that fail during that period is S(t) - S(t+~t) 
The average hazard rate over ~t, A(t), is the fraction of failed units over the 
working ones. It can be represented by the equation: 
A(t) = S(t) - S(t + M) 
S(t).~t 
When ~t is approaching zero, the hazard rate is: 
A(t) = limAt-->oA{t) 
This eventually gives: 
d A(t) = --In[S(t)] 
dt 
, 
-f A.U)dt 
S(t) = e 0 = e-h 
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The unit of hazard rate is time-I and is usually represented by FIT (Failure In 
Time). A device with a hazard rate of 1 FIT can be interpreted as it has the probability 
of 10-9 to fail in the next hour, given that it has survived up to that hour. 
For example, an electronic system which has a hazard of 1000 FITs has a 
probability to work for 2000 hours without failure Set): 
A(t) = 1000 x 10-9 / hour 
Set) = e-O.OOOOOI(2000) = e-O.002 = 0.998 
Hence the smaller the hazard rate value it has, the more reliable the device is. 
The hazard rate model of [10] for electronic components is formed using two 
distinct sources of device reliability information: accelerated life tests and 
performance recorded in the field or factory. The result is a model, which is a 
combination of a Weibull and an exponential distribution, representing short and long 
term hazard rates, respectively. Figure 7.2 illustrates the model in log scale. 
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Figure 7.2 Hazard rate model developed by AT&T [10] 
For an automotive electronic system, its reliability over the vehicle life span, 
considered long-term (or steady-state) reliability, is of interested. To form a reliability 
model, the number of different system components are multiplied by their associated 
exponential device hazard rates and their contributing factors. The governing equation 
is shown in equation 7.3. 
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all devices 
A.'o'al = E L(AT);(AE);(A.L ); (7.3) 
;=1 
Where: 
Atotal - total hazard rate 
E - environmental application factor 
AT - temperature acceleration factor 
AE - electrical stress acceleration factor 
AL - device long-term hazard rate 
Environmental application factor is related to where the ECUs are located, 
which is classified as vehicular-mounted in this case. The operating temperature is 
assumed within 40°C, the same in all the ECUs. Since all of the ECUs, except the 
distributed wheel ECUs of Architecture 5 which are near wheel arch area, are assume 
to be located in a passenger compartment, the consistency of the assumption ensures 
fair comparison between the architectures. Electrical stress is applicable to passive 
components. The factor depends on power dissipated for resistors and voltage for 
capacitors. There is no information on these values, so they are assumed not under 
undue stress, corresponding to the electrical stress acceleration factor of 1. 
7.3.1.2 Alternative Electronic Architecture Reliability Modelling 
Here the application of the reliability modelling method described above is 
applied to the alternative electronic architectures. 
As practised in Chapter 6, as the number of components in the Wheel 
Controller system was unknown, it had to be estimated. The estimation was carried 
out by plotting a graph of the number of input and output signals of known drivetrain 
and dynamic control ECUs produced from 1986 to 1995 (the number of signals were 
simply the number of pins they possessed), and the number of their electronic 
components, to obtain the trend line. Figure 7.3 displays the plot. 
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Figure 7.3 Projected number of peripheral components per ECU pins 
By appl ying the number of input and output signals fro m the wiring models of 
the conventional and distributed architectures, di splayed in Figures 6.2 and 6.5 of 
Chapter 6, to the trend line, the number of vehicle dri vetrain system components 
could be predicted. It is acknowledged however, that recent changes to semiconductor 
device packagi ng (surface moun t) may affect thi s assumption. 
Applyi ng the number of components to equati on 7.3, the reli abil ity predicti ons 
of all the alternati ve architectures are shown in Table 7.1. Note that the hazard rate of 
the majori ty type of a component is used as a representati ve fo r all types of that 
component. For example, most res istors found on the ECUs are of metal thin film 
type, so the hazard rate of the metal thin film res istor is used in the calcul ation of all 
the resistors. In the calcul ation, it is assumed that the components are connected in 
series, so the fai lure of one component means a system fa ilure. T his is not strictl y 
true , but it is reasonab le to consider that a component fa ilu re will affec t the normal 
system operation. 
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digital CMOS I-50 gates 
.. metal (up to IMn) 
••• ceramic (general purpose) up to 0.1 ~ 
.. .. NPN or PNP 
••••• sum of a Centralised ECU 'A. and four Distributed ECU A 
•••••• assuming vehicle lifetime of 20 years 
Table 7.1 Reliability modelling of alternative architectures using AT&T data 
As seen from the table, the reliability calculation suggests that Architecture 3 
is the most reliable system. Architectures 1,2,4 and Architecture 5 are predicted to be 
4% and 9% less reliable respectively i.e. they should have 4% and 9% more 
probability of failure during operating lifetime (estimated 20 years) than Architecture 
3. 
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7.3.2 Reliability Modelling Based on Automotive Reliability 
Data 
7.3.2.1 Modelling Technique 
This reliability technique is described in [11]. Its prediction is based entirely 
from a database of empirical automotive failure rates. The data was collected from a 
field failure data from a number of automotive sources, by an lIT Research Institute. 
The prediction technique itself was developed further from earlier models 
[17,18], which is governed by the general equation 7.1. The influencing factors 
include component location in vehicle, component package type, module package, 
screen level, and burn-in, depending on the components. The predicting equations for 
specific types of component are shown in Appendix E. 
The improvement over the earlier models was achieved by taking into account 
the effect of temperature, declining failure rate from infant mortality to steady-state 
operation, and nonoperating failure rate. 
The failure rate given is in terms of failures per 100 part per 400 hours, as 
opposed to the hazard of the previous method. This is approximately for a year use of 
vehicle, assuming that it typically operates less than 5% of the time [11]. 
7.3.2.2 Alternative Electronic Architecture Reliability Modelling 
Using the estimates of ECU components from number of ECU 1I0s against 
component plot in Figure 7.3, described in the previous technique, the system 
reliability prediction was made. The details calculation is shown in Appendix E. The 
results are shown in Table 7.2. 
Architecture 1 Architecture 2,4 
Failure rate 0.39 
Failure rate (x with steady- 0.21 
state multiplying factor), 
Probability of failure in 0.043 
vehicle lifetime operation" 
Probability of operating 0.957 
for a vehicle lifetime 
without failure 
for a tYPical automotive module over 30,001 hours of opemtlOn [Ill 
•• assume vehicle life of 20 years. 
0.37 
0.20 
0.040 
0.960 
Architecture 3 Architecture 5 
0.33 0.59 
0.18 0.32 
0.036 0.064 
0.964 0.936 
Table 7.2 Reliability modelling of alternative architectures using automotive 
reliability data 
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The prediction indicates that Architecture 3 is potentially the most reliable 
architecture. Architectures 1,2,4, and Architecture 5 are predicted to be 1 % and 3% 
less reliable, respectively. 
7.3.3 Analysis 
The results from both the reliability prediction techniques agree on the relative 
reliability of alternative architectures. Both suggest that the Architecture 3 is 
potentially the most reliable, followed by the comparable Architectures 1,2,4, whereas 
Architecture 5 is the least reliable. This could be explained by the fact that 
Architecture 5 contains more ECUs than Architectures 1,2,4, which have the same 
number of ECUs. Architecture 3 benefits most from having a single ECU. 
The difference of the predicted failure rates between the two techniques 
underlines the caution, stated earlier, that the prediction at this early stage is unlikely 
to give an accurate result. It merely indicates a potentially more reliable design from 
others. Nonetheless, both the prediction techniques suggest that all the alternative 
architectures are highly reliable, with less than 15% chance of failure during a vehicle 
lifetime. This is slightly optimistic due to the fact that the reliability prediction of 
diodes is excluded from the models, because from the ECUs studied, the number of 
diodes and ECU pins are virtually unrelated. This should not strongly undermine the 
prediction results since the diode base failure rate is comparable to that of capacitors 
(in [11], while not all types of diode data is available in [10]), where there are 
noticeably fewer number. 
In the view of overall vehicle component reliability, Architecture 1 powertrain 
ECUs lack the benefit of component redundancy as a result of networking, which the 
other four architectures possess. This can be seen from them having the most number 
of wires, and hence more 1I0s and components, from the wiring diagrams (Figure 
6.2-6.5) in Chapter 6. Architectures 3 and 5 gain further benefit from having 
integrated powertrain control, which reduces its 1I0s resulting in having fewer 
components, and hence higher reliability. The powertrain ECU reliability was not 
included in the reliability prediction, because not all of the signal and 110 information 
on an EMS is available. The wiring diagrams in Chapter 6 were drawn by omitting a 
large number of signals between the engine and EMS, treating them as internal. Those 
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signals and IIOs are essential for EMS component estimation, and hence for reliability 
prediction. 
The advantage of higher reliability of Architecture 3 may not be significant in 
terms of cost to customers. Since ECU failure is generally fixed by replacing it with a 
new one. Due to its higher complexity, the cost of its single ECU would be much 
more than any ECU of other architectures. This makes its replacement much more 
costly, despite a lower chance of failure. 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS 
The work in this thesis was initiated from the increasing trend in installing 
electronic control systems in vehicles. The interaction and interconnection of these 
systems is non-trivial and offers potential benefits in functionality, cost, weight and 
reliability. 
This project aims to compare automotive architectures for dynamic control 
electronics, in the light of the trend mentioned above. The system-level evaluation of 
different architectures was made with a specific purpose of evaluating the Distributed 
Wheel Architecture (Architecture 5) which has been proposed. It was evaluated along 
with the traditional Conventional Centralised (Architecture 1), the recently adopted 
and increasingly more popular Conventional Centralised with Limited CAN 
Interaction (Architecture 2), and Total Centralised (Architecture 3) and Conventional 
Centralised with Functional Integration (Architecture 4), both of which could 
potentially be fitted to vehicles of the near future. 
The work done in the project can be summarised as follows: 
• Simulation of dynamic control systems operation using data generated from the 
road test of an instrumented vehicle. 
• Derivation of functional specifications of the electronic control systems of the 
alternative architectures. This was followed by the estimation of microcontroller 
specifications needed for the control tasks. 
• Simulation of CAN message transfer of alternative electronic architectures within 
a vehicle to predict the CAN associated delay. 
• Calculation of a projected component cost of the alternative electronic 
architectures. 
• Reliability modelling and comparison of the alternative architectures. 
• Evaluation of the viability of the distributed wheel architecture on the above 
terms. 
These six areas will now be examined in turn. 
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8.1 Simulation of Control Systems 
The simulation of dynamic control system operation was carried out to verify 
the operation of the exemplary ABS, 4WS and active suspension systems, which were 
to be applied throughout the project. This simulation gave the following conclusions: 
• Since the road test data obtained did not include all of the input signals needed for 
the simulation, those missing inputs had to be synthesised from the available data. 
• Vehicle speed data from road test and test track information, and the synthesised 
data are sufficient for the verification of directional response of the dynamic 
control system functions intended. 
• Synthesising data in this case, however, is not suitable for detailed simulation. The 
simulation carried out here only shows how the control systems respond to 
varying inputs direction wise, but not in details with magnitude of control 
parameters shown. For example, when front wheel height inputs go below zero 
indicating diving, the simulation shows that the active suspension responds by 
sending positive going front wheel control signals. This shows satisfactorily the 
operation of active suspension, where the amplitude of control response is of no 
interest. 
• To perform a quantitative simulation, more realistic synthesised data is needed. 
This requires information such as test vehicle spring and damper characteristics 
and test track surface angle, to generate wheel height data. However, as discussed 
in the wheel speed data generations, there are many influencing factors to each 
data. These make synthesised data inappropriate for high precision simulation, 
such as for control parameter calibration, owing to the additive nature of errors 
from each contributory input. 
• The simulation in this thesis, however, benefits from using synthesised data, as it 
could be modified or exaggerated to demonstrate particular control functions, such 
as the ABS operation when a wheel is locking. 
• Having verified the operations of the exemplary ABS, 4WS and active suspension 
controls, they were then to be used for the microcontroller specification 
estimation. 
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8.2 Microcontroller Specification 
Microcontroller specification, including performance, ROM and RAM 
capacity and number of 110, for each of the ECU in the alternative architectures was 
to be estimated, as part of the feasibility study for architecture implementation. The 
conclusions on the estimation of microcontroller specifications are as follows: 
• Prediction of a microcontroller response time, of a control system at this 
equivalent of early design stage, is acknowledged to be difficult and potentially 
inaccurate. The prediction, based on past programming experience and software 
information on older version of similar systems, believed to be the only plausible 
method. This is the method currently adopted by ECU developers. Due to the lack 
of these factors, an alternative prediction, by constructing a pseudo code based on 
functional specifications, was developed here 
• The prediction results of the two known ECUs were verified against the 
experimentally measured response time. The results were found to vary in 
accuracy, with the more detailed specification producing greater accuracy. This 
was mainly due to designer dependent program parameters, such as switch 
debounce and diagnostics. A 'multiplying factor' was hence calculated to assist 
the response time prediction of alternative architecture ECUs. 
• The response time prediction results indicate the possibility of all the alternative 
architectures being potentially implemented using currently available 
microcontrollers. The ROM and RAM memory, and number of 110 estimations 
were also within the current microcontroller specifications. 
• Due to the designer dependent program nature, although better results could 
statistically be gained, given more ECUs to predict and experiment on and hence 
get more generalised mUltiplying factor, the prediction confidence is not expected 
to be high. However, without any more system information, the author sees no 
alternative prediction method. 
• Nonetheless, by measuring the actual response times of a large number of ECUs 
of each type, for example ABS ECU, a database of a particular system response 
times can be obtained. This information could be used to assist the prediction, 
since it provides the range of possible response times of each system as a 
prediction guideline. 
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• The microcontroller specification estimate was to be used for ECU component 
cost calculation in Chapter 6. 
8.3 Simulation of CAN Message Transfer 
CAN is an ISO standard network protocol for in-vehicle high speed data 
communication for passenger vehicles, and hence it is likely to be installed in most 
advanced future vehicles. For this reason, CAN associated delay in data transfer under 
different vehicle electronic architectures was simulated, to inspect CAN capability in 
delivering messages within timing constrain. The simulation of CAN message transfer 
yields the following conclusions: 
• Under current level of message load, a CAN network is capable of providing in-
vehicle data transfer for all of the alternative architectures with more than half of 
network capacity in reserve. 
8.4 System Wiring Complexity and Component Costs 
The study of architecture wiring complexity and component costs of 
alternative architectures was to evaluate the suitability of the architectures for 
implementation, from vehicle manufacturers' point of view. The evaluation concluded 
that: 
• The results show that Architectures 2-5 with network capability contain 15-25% 
fewer wires than Architecture J. In term of wiring weights, Architectures 3, 5 
have a potential weight saving of approximately 20% over other architectures. The 
study also found that the wiring weight saving is almost consistent between small 
and large passenger vehicles. 
• The system cost study shows that Architecture 3 has potentially the cheapest 
component costs, with 19% saving on the most expensive Architecture 5. The 
other three architectures are expected to have comparable costs of approximately 
6% higher than Architecture 3. 
• The projected component costs are a guideline for current implementation of the 
alternative architectures. Other cost factors cannot be included due to the 
unavailability of data such as assembly methods and associated labour hours 
required, or cannot be quantified such as ECU development cost. However, their 
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effects and those of future trends are discussed in Chapter 6. 
• The plot of ECU pins against peripheral ECU component counts, used to 
statistically predict the number of these components, is based on ECUs with 
through hole technology. The increasingly more popular surface mount 
technology would be likely to possess different pin/component ratios. Also as with 
general statistical studies, it is believed that the prediction accuracy could be 
improved, if more sampled ECUs were available. 
8.5 Electronic Component Reliability 
Component reliability prediction of the alternative electronic architectures was 
made to investigate their practicality and compare their potential reliability. The 
conclusions from this work are as follows: 
• The two component reliability prediction techniques show similar results, 
suggesting that the proposed Architecture 5 have potentially higher failure rates 
than the other architectures. This is primarily due to it having the largest number 
of ECUs. 
• The predictions rely on the number of component prediction, which is based on 
the plot of the number of ECU pins against peripheral ECU component counts. As 
discussed before in Chapter 6, further samples of powertrain and dynamic control 
ECUs are needed to verify the prediction accuracy. From the collection of ECUs 
that the author inspected, the ECU pins and peripheral components show a clear 
evidence of correlation. However, with this small data set, the correlation can not 
be considered conclusive. If a large set of data is available and the relationship is 
firmly established, the plot also has potential applications in other areas such as 
ECU power estimation. 
• Despite the wide use of handbooks for reliability predictions, there has been doubt 
about their accuracy in the aerospace industry [5]. There is a joint effort by 
manufacturers and regulators in the industry to develop a new reliability 
assessment program. This, however, has not yet been followed by the automotive 
industry. In spite of this doubt, the reliability prediction techniques used here 
should provide a useful early quantitative reliability assessment of any new system 
designs, especially in comparison to other designs. 
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8.6 Distributed Wheel Controller Architecture 
Overall, the thesis proposed the Distributed Wheel Controller Architecture as a 
potentially attractive alternative vehicle electronic architecture. The architecture has 
been thought of for the suspension system in the literature [1], due to its potential in 
integrating each distributed suspension control ECU with its wheel actuator unit, and 
also in [2-4] which employ a distributed control ECU on each wheel of a brake-by-
wire system. By integrating the functions of ABS, suspension and 4WS, all of which 
are wheel related control systems, in each Distributed Wheel ECU, the author 
anticipated its potential benefits in terms of vehicle dynamic, safety and ease of extra 
control functions addition. 
From the results obtained in this thesis, the actual advantages and 
disadvantages of the Distributed Wheel Architecture (Architecture 5) were seen to be 
as follows: 
• It has a longer worst case CAN message delay times for highest priority messages, 
than other architectures, due to its larger number of ECUs. However, its maximum 
delay time was still found to be well within the system requirement, and hence 
leaves CAN with spare capacity for message addition. 
• Both Architectures 3 and 5 contain noticeably fewer number of wires and less 
overall wiring length and weight than the rest. The results are consistent between 
small and large passenger vehicles. 
• The proposed architecture component cost is more expensive than currently 
installed architectures. Its relatively high component cost at present may dampen 
its prospect on small vehicle market, which is highly cost sensitive. 
• The proposed architecture has a potentially higher electronic component failure 
rate than the rest of the architectures, due to its larger number of ECUs. 
Electronic control systems form a very important and safety related part of a 
vehicle. Any architectural change or new system introduction will have effects on 
many areas of the vehicles. Before a new architecture can be adopted, vehicle 
manufacturers will have to thoroughly research its worth in practicality, performance 
and financial aspects, on this exhaustive list of areas such as safety, assembly, model 
compatibility, development time and cost, reliability, regulations, customers' 
requirements, etc. 
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Hence, the proposed Architecture 5 has functional performance benefits, but 
these are potentially overshadowed by cost and reliability concerned, as shown in this 
thesis. However, the cost situation is likely to change as electronics development 
continues, and the vehicle systems are also changing with introduction of new control 
systems and increased in functional integration among existing systems. These 
changes could make the Architecture 5 more attractive in the future. 
The effects of these changes should, therefore, be investigated further, as 
discussed in the next section. 
8.7 Further Work 
In addition to the research executed in this project, future work covering other 
electronic related aspects and functionality benefits of the proposed architecture in 
comparison to others, needs to be done in the following areas: 
• With the benefit of networking, it is possible to add functions to the control 
systems using additional software without the need for extra BCUs. Furthermore, 
integrated control between systems for improved vehicle handling can be 
achieved, such as sharing signals between braking and steering functions to allow 
the driver to retain control while braking hard in a bend. Further work in this area 
is to study the algorithms of these possible operations such as combined ABS, 
active suspension and 4WS control, tyre pressure monitoring, and hill hold 
(automatically applying brakes to keep the car still, while it stops on a slope 
surface). Simulation could be done as in Chapter 3 to demonstrate these 
operations. Their software pseudo codes can be derived to estimate the resulting 
software overheads on the system BCUs, as carried out in the hardware 
performance prediction in Chapter 5. This would indicate how much current 
microcontroller capability is required for various potential functional additions. 
• Investigate the functional benefits on vehicle safety of alternative architectures. 
Networking and combined vehicle dynamic control lead to closer collaboration 
among control systems. This could enable a safety upgrade from failsafe to fault 
tolerant system in some cases. For instance, a cruise control system with a broken 
vehicle speed sensor may receive the data from an ABS system and carryon its 
operation, which would otherwise be shut down. Another example is when one 
Wheel Controller BCU of Architecture 5 is broken, instead of shutting all the 
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systems down, the other ECUs could potentially take over and continue some 
functions. ABS operation could be run albeit in degraded capacity, such as 
coupling the problematic wheel with the laterally opposite one, effectively running 
in 3-channel instead of a better 4-channel mode. An extent to which onboard 
diagnostics could be applied to each architecture is also of interest. This could be 
done by Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) to analyse possible failure 
cases. This allows the study of possible action to each failure case, to enable fault 
tolerant system capability. 
• Oncoming technology such as brake-by-wire and steer-by-wire are believed to 
yield great benefits in vehicle weight and component reduction. However, their 
success in implementation strongly depends on the safety of these heavily 
electronic based systems [6]. Redundancy systems may be introduced in 
architectures 1-4, but not necessary in Architecture 5 since a Wheel Controller of 
one wheel could potentially resume the functions of another broken controller. 
These changes could, therefore, have significant effect on the alternative 
architectures in terms of vehicle assembly and cost. The implications on vehicle 
by having additional ECUs or multiple bus structures would incurred an extra 
cost, which should hence be evaluated. This would also provide the basis for 
comparison between different safety strategies. 
• Investigate a means of predicting the usage of a specific microcontroller running a 
control function. This is a common problem and one for which, from literature 
studies, appears to be still unresolved. In practice, manufacturers use past 
experience and historical data on a similar microcontrollers running similar type 
of control functions as the basis for prediction. Without this information, the 
prediction method based on software pseudo code, developed in this project, gives 
mixed results. Further research could be to build a database of predictions for each 
type of control system to establish the accuracy range. In addition, the processor 
time ratio between functions such as signal manipUlation, main control and 
diagnostics, could be explored by monitoring various ECU signals. This would 
enable a more detailed study of specific control sections for prediction. 
• Recent development sees networking protocols, such as Local Interconnect 
Network, Time Triggered CAN and particularly Time Triggered Protocol (TTP), 
as alternatives to conventional CAN [2,7-9], especially for future by-wire systems. 
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TTP offers exact time schedule of each node for message transfer, and hence 
guarantees a deterministic message delay time [6] as well as eliminates bus 
overload problem [9]. Importantly, its fail-silence property can ensure that a faulty 
node detects itself and stops its message transmission, and hence avoids 
compromising vehicle safety with faulty data. Their impact on the alternative 
architectures should, therefore, be examined. Bus speed and message format 
should be studied. These characteristics, together with the list of modeled vehicle 
signals in Chapter 5, could be used to formulate the network implementation on 
the alternative architectures. The level of message load and potential room for 
addition can indicate network suitability for current and future installation on 
these architectures. Hardware required for the network implementation should 
also be investigated for its cost impact on the alternative architectures. 
• Recently some vehicles contain several buses with different transfer speeds, 
dedicated for body electronics, chassis control and entertainment, which cross-
communicate through gateways. The approach is introduced to ease bus 
congestion of a single bus vehicle, and hence improve on message delay. 
Simulation on message transfer would give approximate transfer delays and levels 
of message load for different architectures. These results, together with associated 
hardware cost, would provide the basis for comparison between CAN and the 
networks mentioned above, on the alternative architectures 
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APPENDIX A PREDICTION OF ECU CONTROL 
PSEUDO CODE AND ASSEMBLY PROGRAMS 
Cruise Control 
Throttle Demand Calculation Pseudo Code 
Pseudo Code 
i. subtract vehicle speed to cruise speed to give e 
ii. table look up for gain Kp based on the value of e 
iii. multiply Kp to e 
iv. table look up for gain KJ based on the value of?? 
M 
v. multiply KJ to L En- m 
m=l 
vi. add the two products to get d 
M 
vii. update L E n-m 
m=l 
Throttle Demand Calculation Predicted Assembly Code 
Program Code Execution Cycle 
---------load cruise set speed 3 
i subtract vehicle and set speeds (get e(error value» 13 
---------save e in memory 3 
jump if carry not set (case e is +ve) 2 
ii jump if carry set (case e is -ve) 2 
complement A (convert e to +ve for table look up) 1 
A + 1 (complete conversion) 1 
---------table look up for Kp (when e is -ve) 10 
save Kp 3 
iii load e to A 3 
multiply Kp to e 588 
---------save Kp . e in memory 3 
M 
iv load L E n-m from memory 3 
m=l 
---------table look up for KJ 
M 
V multiply L En- m to KJ 
m=l 
---------save value in register 
load carry counter address to register 
clear carry counter 
10 
588 
3 
2 
1 
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load lower 8 bits of Kp . e from memory 3 
M 
load address of lower 8 bits of Kj. L En- m to register 2 
m=1 
M 
add lower 8 bits with carry of Kp.e to Kj. L E n-m 
save sum in memory 
jump if carry not set (no overflow) 
jump if carry set (overflow) 
increment carry counter 
vi load higher 8 bits of Kp . e from memory 
load carry counter address to register 
add carry counter to A 
m=1 
M 
1 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
load address of higher 8 bits of Kp.e to Kj. L En- m 2 
m=1 
M 
add higher 8 bits with carry of Kp.e to Kj. L En- m 1 
save sum in memory 
jump if d +ve 
output motor control signal 
output solenoid control signal 
jump if d -ve 
output motor control signal 
output solenoid control signal 
---------output to port 
M 
load L E n- m from memory to register 
m=1 
load e address to register 
M 
add e to L En- m 
m=1 
vii save sum in register 
M 
subtract en-m from e + L E n-m 
m=1 
M 
save new L En- m 
m=1 
loade 
---------save e in memory (in place of en-m) 
Total 
m=1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
1 
3 
13 
3 
3 
3 
1307 
Note that 80C49 microcontroller has a limited set of instructions, compared to 
modem microcontrollers. For example, it does not have subtract instruction. The 
operation has to be carried out by combining a series of instructions. In the tasks and 
execution times above, such instructions were subtraction, table look up and mUltiply. 
The combination of instructions, which made up the tasks are given details below. 
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Load/Save/Add (between A and memory address) 
load memory address to register 
load/save/add to/from/to A 
Table look up 
Load table index to A 
add first memory address of table to A 
move a to register 
move data from memory to A 
save result 
subtraction (x-y) 
clear carry 
load y to A 
complement A 
A + 1 (= -y) 
load x address to register 
add x with carry to A (x-y) 
save result 
Multiplication(8 bits x 8 bits) 
Number of clock cycles 
2 
1 
J 
3 
2 
1 
1 
3 
10 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
3 
U 
The multiplication is programmed in the same way that the long multiplication 
is done by hand i.e. by multiplying each bit of one number to the other number. For 
example 4 bit x 4 bit multiplication of ABCD x lOll is done by 
+A 
o 
B 
A 
o 
C 
A BCD 
x~I ____ O~ __ ~I~ __ ~1 
ABC D 
BCD 
o 0 
D 
ANSWER 
The 8 bit x 8 bit multiplication program is constructed from a simpler 4 bits x 
4 bits program. 
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The whole program code of 4 bits x 4 bits and 8 bits x 8 bits is shown below. 
4 bit x 4 bit Multiplication (X x Y) 
Program Code 
Data preparation 
load X 
save X to @O* 
load Y 
save Y to temp memory 
load X 
shift A left 
save A to @1 
shift A left 
save A to @2 
shift A left 
save A to @3 
clear A 
save A to @sum 
Multiplication 
{ load Y to A 
A AND 00000001 
jump if A zero 
jump if A not zero (bit 0 of Y is 1) 
load @sum 
add content of @O to A 
save A to @sum 
{} is repeated 4 times (4 bits) 
Execution Cycle 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
n 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
l]} 
0000X3X2XIXO 
000X3X2XIXOO 
00X3X2XI XoOO 
OX3X2XI XoOOO 
18 x 4 = 72 
Total cycles required for 4 bit x 4 bit multiplication is 103 
8 bit x 8 bit Multiplication 
8 bit x 8 bit multiplication can be carried out by doing a number of 4 bit x 4 bit 
multiplication. This is done by splitting each 8 bit number into high 4 bits and low 4 
bits and multiplying them. These result in 4 products, which can then be added up to 
get the result. An example of X x Y is as shown below. 
Y7 Y6 Ys Y4 Y3 Y2 Yl Yo 
x XI X§ X~ ~JJ X2-.Xl XQ 
Name the four most significant bits of Y, Y2 and the four least significant bits 
Yl. X2 and Xl are also named accordingly. The product of X and Y is: 
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Bit 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 I 6 I 5 I 4 3 2 
~ Yl.Xl (=Pl) 
+ ~ Y2.xl (=P2) ~ 
+ ~ Yl.X2 (=P3) ~ 
+ ~ Y2.x2 (=P4) ~ I I I 
-
-
XxV 
The program code is written below: 
Program Code Execution Cycle 
load X 
save X in temporary memory 
load Y 
save Y in temporary memory 
Calculating YI.XI (=P I) 
load X to A 
A AND 00001111 (get Xl) 
save Xl 
repeat above to get Y I 
Yl.XI (PI) 
Repeat the loop 3 times to get P2-4 
Addition 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
8 
103 
119x3=357 
clear A I 
load @sumlow address to register 2 
save A to @sumlow (clear memory space for low 8 bit result) I 
repeat the above for @sumhigh 4 
clear carry 1 
clear counter 3 
PJ +P2 
load P2 to A 3 
shift left 4 times (move P2low 4 bit to add with high 4 bit of PI) 4 
add PI to A (Pl+P2) 3 
save result to @sumlow (lower 8 bit result) 3 
jump if carry 0 2 
jump if carry 1 2 
increment counter in memory 3 
1 0 
~ 
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clear carry 1 
Add P 3 to the sum 21 
loadP2 to A 3 
shift right 4 times (using 4 high bits of P2 for high 8 bit addition) 4 
save result 3 
load P3 to A 3 
shift right 4 times (using 4 high bits of P3 for high 8 bit addition) 4 
add P2 high 4 bits to A 3 
add carry counter to A 3 
save result (P2+P3+carry) 3 
clear carry counter 4 
load P4 to A 
add (P2+P3+carry) to A 
save result to @sumhigh (higher 8 bit result) 
jump if carry 0 (multiplication completed) 
jump if carry 1 (overflow) 
increment carry counter (keep record) 
Total number of cycles taken by the 8 bits x 8 bits is 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
Predicted Assembly Programs of Other Processes 
Program Code 
Button press check 
load button reading from port to A 
jump if 0 (no button pressed) 
jump if not zero (button pressed) 
SET. RES. brake button pressed check 
load button reading from port to A 
A AND value for SET 
jump if SET 
repeat the above 2 times for RES and brake checks 
Cruise status check 
load cruise status variable to A 
A AND cruise on value 
jump if zero (cruise off) 
Execution Cycles 
2 
2 
2 
Q 
2 
2 
2 
12 
.lli 
3 
2 
2 
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jump if not zero (cruise on) 
Vehicle speed check 
load vehicle speed 
subtract minimum speed to vehicle speed 
jump if out of range 
Set reference(set) speed 
load vehicle speed 
store vehicle speed in set speed memory space 
increment set speed set counter 
Check if reference(set) speed is previously set 
load set speed set counter 
jump if not zero (set speed has been set) 
jump if zero (set speed has not been set) 
Response Time Prediction 
2 
2 
3 
13 
2 
.lli 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
Response time is predicted by adding the cycle times, of all the processes the 
cruise control ECU executes in response to SET, as shown in Cruise flowchart in 
Figure 3 of Chapter 5. The total cycle counts in response to SET is 1413. 
The 80C49 microcontroller has a machine cycle = (1 + crystal clock frequency) x 15 
The circuit clock is 
Hence the machine cycle is 
:. The predicted response time to SET is 
1413 x 1.875Jls 
8 MHz 
1.875 Jls 
= 2.65 ms 
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Air Suspension 
Air Suspension Flow Charts 
1 Calculate Air Spring Heights 
yes 
CD '--__ ac_c_um_ul_at_e_deT'"l_ta_v_ol_ta_g_e _' 4_----' 
o 
voltage 
accumulator 
repeat 3 times for 
FR,RL,RR 
2 Oebounce Vehicle Status Logic 
o 
changed? 
no 
same 
clear counter of changed inputs 
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3 Process Vehicle Status Logic 
faultY~ 
non faulty 
o >---no change 
change 
o >-----no------~ 
yes 
y 
change ride state control registers 
according to state change and 
update height demand 
reload height demand 
o 
4 Check for Sensor Faults 
outoflimit~ 
under limit 
o clear fault counter 
5 Settle at Datum Analysis 
.---------yes----------< >------no----, 
load settling time limit to counter 
according to air pressure sensor 
.----no----< 
yes CD set failure to settle register 
repeat 3 times for 
FR,RL.RR 
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6 Calculate Air Spring Logged Errors 
FL demand height - filtered height 
7 Increment Excess Error Meters 
® 
compare 4 logged errors and record 
the largest 
increment meter of the largest error 
o No--. 
yes 
8 Average Logged Errors 
® 
J repeat 3 times for FR,RL,RR 
repeat 3 times for 
FR,RL,RR 
S - sensitivity constant 
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no 
comer 
valve 
+ 
upen curner valve 
t1()\ with largest error II< \:J clear cuunter L-_____ ~ 
9 Adjust Air Spring Heights 
CD 
check heiglU instant or change mOlde-----:L sensitive or slow mod control mode 
>------yes-----, 
@ 
yes 
yes 
@ L----,r---~ 
no 
open the other 
curner vulves 
yes 
@ L------;r---~ 
r--------yes'--------~ 
@ 
no 
upen the other comer 
valves L-_______ ~ 
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10 Drive Outputs and Select Modes 
o 
yes 
no 
~ 
no 
no 
¢ 
OK 
.-----no 
no 
store time to memory 
and clear 
11 Suspension Fault Modes 
no 
no 
no 
no 
W·re nse rd . 
>----yes----, 
time counter 
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decrement fault 
counter 
12 Regulate Compressor Air Pressure 
.------no-------C >------yes------, 
increment fault 
yes 
record fault 
in EEPROM 
yes 
yes 
yes 
record fault 
in EEPROM 
no 
switch 
compressor 
on 
yes 
increment compressor on 
(:;\ time counter 01.----------1 
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13 Calculate and Process Road and Engine Speed 
NO--{) 
yes 
~----------No------------< 
'---___ ---I (}) 
14 Program EEPROM 
requested by other modules 
record fault 
in EEPROM 
220 
repeat the 
whole 
procedure to 
find engine 
speed and 
acceleration 
Appendices 
Measure Sensor Outputs (Synchronous Job) 
previous RR readings 
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Air Suspension Predicted Assembly Code 
Air Suspension Sequen1fal Job Modules 
o Ca/cu1DlINcSprlng Height 
1 FL accumulated delta voltage + 4 
store FL 
2 {compare FL to lower limit 
branch if outside limit 
same to higher limit 
3 clear high byte of accumulated voltage 
" low"" " 
same for FR, RL, RR 
Total 
+ 4 load high byte to accumulated delta voltage 
rotate right through carry 
load low byte 
rotate right through carry 
clear carry 
rotate right through carry 
Cycles 
19 
5 24 
4 
3} 
7 1141 
5 
5 ~ 
48x3=144 
122 
4 
3 
4 
3 
2 
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f) Oebouace 'Lebide Stows lDgic 
Cycles 
1 load switch inputs 4 
compare to switch status register 4 
branch if different 3 9 
2 load switch status register to X 4 
clear other switches in A (A AND UP&DOWN) 2 
" " X IX AND UP&DOWN) 2 
store X in M 5 
check if different (A ffi M) 4 
branch if different 3 17 
3 load switch inputs 4 
clear other switches in A except UP (A AND UP) 2 
branch if 0 3 
clear other switches in A except DOWN (A AND DOWN) 2 
branch if 0 3 14 
4 store switch input 5 5 
5 load switch change register 4 
{compare to UP change (A AND UP) 2 
branch if unchanged 3 
increment unchanged counter 5} 
clear unchanged counter (if changed) (5) 
same to DOWN, INHIBIT, FOOT, HAND-BRAKES, DOORS, 
AIR PRESSURE 6xlO=60 74 
6 {load UP counter 4 
compare to 3 2 
branch if equal 3} 
set/reset UP bit in memory 5 
same to DOWN, INHIBIT, FOOT, HAND-BRAKES, DOORS, 
AIR PRESSURE 6x14=784 98 
Total 222 
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__ Process Vehicle Sfalus Logic 
{load current ride state 
compare fault ride state with current ride state 
branch if current state is fault state 
check for other 2 fault states 
2 {load request change register 
compare to UP demand 
branch if UP demand is requested 
same to DOWN 
3 check if road speed not faulty (same as 81) 
" engine speed" " 
Cycles 
4 
4 
3} 
2xll=22 
4 
4 
3} 
11 
11 
11 
4 check if ride state is kneel (same as 81) 11 
" " standard, low, high, belly out 4x11=44 
{load new ride state 4 
store new ride state 5} 
~ 
22 
1221 
load and store height adjust procedure, settle at datum analysis, height control mode, 
direction time, drier time, and FL, FR, RL, RR demands 9x9=81 145 
Total 
Q Check forSensDrFaulls 
1 {compare FL reading to higher and lower limit (same as 81) 
2 clear fault counter 
Repeat 1, 2 for FR, RL, RR 
Total 
222 
2x11=22 
5} 
3x27=81 1'081 
lO8 
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o SetHe afOafum Analysis 
1 check if ride state has changed (same as el) 
2 set settling flag register 
3 check if air pressure very low 
" "" just below cut off line 
" "" above cut off line 
load settling time limit according to air pressure 
store in settling time limit counter 
4 {check if height reading within upper limit 
" " "lower limit 
5 decrement settling time counter 
6 check if settling time counter is 0 
7 set failure to settle register 
same for the other 3 corners 
8 clear settling flag register 
Total = process 1 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 (the longest route) 
o Calculale AirSpringJ.oggedElTOfS 
{load demand height of FL 
demand - filtered heights (=Iogged error) 
branch if negative 
set sign bit 
complement logged error 
clear carry 
store logged error 
same to FR, RL, RR 
Total 
Cycles 
11 0 
5 [!] 
11 
11 
11 
4 4~ 
11 
11 1221 
5 ~ 
11 ~ 
5} I!l 
3x43= 129 r291 
5 ~ 
183 
4 
4 
3 
5 
3 
2 
5} 
78 
log. 
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Q Increment Exces,5 ErmcMefers 
Cycles 
1 load FRto A 4 
X = 1 (load 1 to register X) 2 
FR- FL 4 
branch if equal 3 
branch if lower 3 
load FL to A 4 
X=2 2 
FL-RR 4 
branch if equal 3 
branch if lower 3 
load RRtoA 4 
X=3 2 
RR- RL 4 
branch if equal 3 
branch if lower 3 
X=4 2 SO 
2 {X~A 2 
A-4 2 
branch if equal to 0 3} 
repeat with A - 3, A - 2, A-1 3x7=21 
increment FR record in memory (FR has the greatest error) .5 1331 
3 compare largest error meter to limit 11 [!!] 
(load 3 
meter-limit 4 
branch 3) 
4 {load FR error 4 
loadS 4 
FR error + RL error 4 
(FR error + RL error) x S 11 
compare to FL 4 
branch if lower 3 
set error flag S} 13s1 
same for FR, RL and RR errors 3x3S=10S I'MI 
Total 2M 
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fitAverage LoggedElTOts 
1 load ride mode 4 
compare with front two mode 4 
branch if in front two mode 3 
" " rear " 3 14 
2 load FL sign bit 4 
compare to FR sign 4 
branch if equallsame sign) 3 
compare FR sign to positive 2 
branch if positive 3 
load FR logged error I-ve) 5 
FR - FL 4 
branch if negative 3 
set 1 to sign bit 5 
complement 3 
IFL + FR) + 21rotate right) 3 
store average logged error 5 44 
Total 5& 
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lilkJjustAirSpting Heigbls 
1 load height control mode 
check if sensitive mode Icompare & branch) 
check if slow mode 
2 {load FL logged error 
compare to zero 
branch if equal 
same for FR, RL, RR 
3 load sign of largest logged error 
4 compare the 2 directions IA ffi previous sign of largest error) 
branch if different 
load current largest logged error sign 
store " " " " 
5 load valve register 
compare to zero 
branch Ito 6) if no valve open 10) 
A AND corner valve open demands 
branch if not zero Icorner valve open) 
6 load direction change time delay counter 
compare to limit 
7 check if largest logged error negative lIoad + branch) 
open inlet or exhaust valve 
clear delay counter 
8 increment counter 
9 check if drier time delay reached 
load valve open demand 
10 A OR largest error indication data 
store in valve open demand 
clear drier time delay counter 
11 increment counter 
12 load ride mode 
branch if it is 70% height adjust procedure 
13 load valve open demand 
branch if valve open 
14 clear A 
4 
7 
7 18 
4 
4 
3} 
3x11=33 44 
4 4 
4 
3 
4 
5 16 
4 
4 
3 
4 
3 18 
4 
4+3 11 
4+3 11 
5 
5 17 
5 5 
11 
4 15 
4 
5 
5 14 
5 5 
4 
3 7 
4 
3 7 
3 
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{ check if FL error negative 4+3 
A - FllFL negative), A + FL IFl positive) 4} 
same for FR, average (RL&RR) 2x11=22 
branch if negative 3 
set sign bit 5 
complement A 3 
A + 21rotate A right 3, clear carry 2) 5 
A+2 5 
store A 5 62 
15 load 7toX 2 
Ax7 11 
store Ax 7 5 
IA x 7) + 10 198 216 
16 check logged error direction 4+3 7 
17/18 open inlet/exhaust valve (set bit) 5 5 
19 check if drier time delay reached 11 11 
20same as 10 14 14 
21123125127 check if height change reached 4+4+3=11 44 
22126128 close both corner valves 5+5=10 30 
24 open corner valves 10 10 
Total = process 1 + 12 + ... + 28 - 18 ~ 
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00) Drive Outputs aodSelecfModes 
1 check if valve open requested 7 
same for lamp, compressor 2x7=14 18 
2 check if fault flag set 7 
same for footbrake, doors, battery, hardware overcurrent pin 4x7=28 
3 load valve open demand 4 
A AND inlet valve open 2 
branch if not open 3 
compare to previous inlet valve state 4 
branch if close ~ open 3 16 
4 load air usage 4 
A + programmable value 4 
store air usage 5 13 
5 load valve open demand 4 
A AND corner valve open demand 2 
branch if not open 3 9 
6 increment counter 5 5 
7 check if opening time counter zero 11 
store time 5 
clear counter 5 21 
Total = process 1 + 2 + 3 + 5 + 7 102 
OO~pensiQn FauItModes 
1 check if height or speed sensors faulty 7 ~ check if other errors occur 4x7=28 
Total 3~ 
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08 Jlegulale CompressorAicPcesSlJL1fJ 
check if pressure switch open 7 7 
2 load flag register 4 
A AND failure to rise recorded 2 
branch if fail 3 [1] 
3 check if compressor change from run 7 stop 1= 00 3) 16 16 
4 load compressor operating time 4 
operating time - air usage time 4 
compare result to threshold 4 
branch if smaller 3 
increment counter 5 ~ 
5 compare value in fault counter to limit 4+4+3=11 ~ Irecord result in EEPROM) 
6 check if compressor on 1= 08 2) 9 9 
7 check if compressor operates> programmable time 4+4+3=11 
check if failure to rise recorded 1=08 2) 9 1201 
Irecord result in EEPROM) 
8 switch compressor on 5 
increment compressor on time counter 5 10 
Total = process 1 + ... + 5 &3 
O@) Calculale and Process Road and Engine Speeds 
1 check if constant time period reached 1= 06) 11 11 
2 load road speed interrupt counter 4 
store as speed 5 9 
3 acceleration = A - previous road speed 4 
store acceleration 5 9 
4 check if road speed under limit 11 
II acceleration II 11 [UJ 
5 decrement counter 5 ~ 
6 load road speed 4 
speed -1 2 
branch if speed < 1 mph 3 9 
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7 set/reset vehicle stationary bit 5 5 
8 check if counter reaches maximum limit (=08 41 11 0 
Total 81 
OGPrDgram EEPROM 
{ load fault EEPROM fault register status 4 
compare to that in RAM 7} 
1221 same for sensor fault register 11 
2 update EEPROM 24 1241 
(set bit in EEPROM control register 5 
load data to write to EEPROM from RAM 4 
write to EEPROM 5 
set bit in EEPROM control register 5 
reset the bit after program time elapsed 51 
same for sensor fault register 
Total Mt 
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Air Suspension Synchronous Job Modules 
AID conversion 
{ load AID channel select and enable value 
store value to AID control register (initiate AID conversion) 
delay loop Iwait for AID conversion to complete) 
load AID control register 
AND with AID completion constant Icheck if conversion finishedl 
branch if AID has completed 
load AID conversion result 
store result 
} 
same to FR, RL, RR 
[repeat 3 more times leach sensor is read 4 times) 
Total diagnostic codes 895 
Total other codes 1618 
Total codes 25]3 
Percent of diagnostic codes to total codes 35.6% 
Percent of diagnostic codes to other codes 55.3% 
Noles 
• D represents diagnostic codes 
4 
5 
4 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3x27=81 
27 
81 
3xl08=324 32~ 
cydes 
cydes 
cydes 
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ABS 
ASS Flow Chart 
START 
o 
>-----yes,------, 
ABS State/Space Analysis 
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ASS Pseudo Code 
o Read and calculate wheel speed 
read wheel speed sensor inputs (AID conversion) * 
[ 
{ 
] 
load AID channel select and enable values 
store values to AID control register (initiate AID conversion) 
delay loop (wait for AID conversion to complete) 
load AID control register 
AND with AID completion constant (check if conversion finished) 
branch if AID has completed 
load AID conversion result 
store result 
divide wheel speed signal by 10 (scale down)** 
[] x 4 (4 wheel speed sensors) 
8 Calculate vehicle speed 
load FL wheel speed 
FL + RR wheel speed 
store result 
load FR 
FR+RL 
{ 
} *** 
compare (FR + RL) to (FL + RR) 
branch if (FR + RL) smaller 
load higher pair to A 
shift right (+ 2) 
store result 
8 Calculate wheel acceleration and slip 
load current wheel speed 
current - previous wheel speed (= wheel acceleration ****) 
store result 
load vehicle speed 
vehicle speed - wheel speed 
load 100 to another accumulator 
(vehicle speed - wheel speed) x 100 
divide the result with vehicle speed (= wheel slip percentage) 
store result 
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{} x 4 (for 4 wheels) 
o ASS status check 
} ***** 
load ABS status flag 
compare to ABS ON value 
branch if ABS is on 
{} x 4 (for 4 wheels) 
o State/space analysis 
find out the current ABS state 
load ABS state variable 
compare ABS state variable to 'normal braking state' value 
x 4 (also compare it to the other 4 possible state values) 
find out the new ABS state 
check if acc (wheel acceleration) exceeds a threshold value for state change 
check if wheel speed exceeds a threshold value for state change 
load appropriate state value 
store the value as current ABS state variable 
set brake valve register (according to the brake control law of the ABS state)} 
{} x 4 (for 4 wheels) 
Asterisk(s) Explanation 
* This {} is a typical 'read' (analogue sensor input) program codes 
** According to the ABS wheel speed sensor range given in [1] 
*** This {} loop is a typical 'compare' program codes 
**** The time interval between successive readings of each wheel speed sensor is 
assumed fixed. Hence there is no need to divide successive wheel speed subtraction 
with this time, to obtain a wheel acceleration. 
***** This {} loop is a typical 'check' program codes 
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4WS 
4WS Flow Chart 
START 
o 
r--------Yes----~--_< >------No------, 
Yes No 
ecrement settling 
time counter 
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4WS Pseudo Code 
o Read yaw rate sensor 
read yaw rate sensor (same as ABS 0 but without division) 
f} Read vehicle speed sensor 
read vehicle speed sensor (same as ABS 0 but without division) 
8 Read steering angle sensor 
read steering angle sensor (same as ABS 0 but without division) 
check if steering direction has changed 
check if settling time counter zero (check if steering direction is definitely 
changing) ****** 
clear inhibit rear steering flag 
CD Calculate steering speed 
load current steering angle 
current - previous steerin~ angle 
store steering speed (see * **) 
(£) Calculate and send rear steering angle demand 
rear steering angle control calculation according to the control equation below 
(described in exemplary 4WS system in Chapter 3) 
~. 
Sr 
Sf 
V 
COy 
KI(V) 
: front wheel steering angle velocity 
: rear wheel steering angle 
: front wheel steering angle 
: vehicle speed 
: yaw rate 
K 2 (4 ,V) 
K3(V) 
: opposite direction steering angle proportional gain 
: tuning gain of steering velocity 
: yaw rate proportional gain 
r 
Table look up for KI(V) 
load vehicle speed to index register 
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] 
}******* 
load table content (index addressing) 
load front wheel steering angle (Sf) 
multiply front wheel steering angle with gain (KI(V), Sf) 
store result 
do COy. K3(V) (same as [] above) 
Table look up for K 2 (4 ,v ) 
load current vehicle speed (V) 
load vehicle speed interval value of the table 
current vehicle speed + vehicle speed interval (to find row that V belongs) 
store result 
load current steering speed (~. ) 
load steering speed interval value of the table 
current steering speed + steering speed interval (to find column that 4 belongs) 
store result 
load total number of columns 
load 4 column position 
total number of columns x 4 column position 
result + starting memory location for table (locate beginning of 4 column position in 
ROM) 
result + V row position (locate the right gain in the table in index register) 
Load table content (index addressing) 
Calculation 
Load K3(V). COy 
K3(V). COy x K 2(4 ,V) 
Load KI(V).Sf 
(KI(V).Sf) x K3(V). COy x K 2(4 ,V) (= Sr rear steering angle) 
save Sr 
Asterisk(s) Explanation 
........ u 4WS allows steering direction change to settle before responding, in case there 
is a ~litch in a steering angle sensor reading. 
***** * This {} is typical 'table look up' program codes 
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Active Suspension 
Active Suspension Flow Chart 
o 
,-------No--------< 
Open/close corner 
valves to adjust 
wheel height 
START 
>-----yes----, 
Calculate and 
send height control 
signals 
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Active Suspension Pseudo Code 
o Read longitudinal accelerometer 
read longitudinal accelerometer (same as ABS 0 but without division) 
f) Read lateral and vertical accelerometers 
read lateral accelerometers (same as ABS 0 but without division) x 2 (2 sensors) 
read vertical accelerometers (same as ABS 0 but without division) x 3 (3 sensors) 
8 Read wheel height sensors 
read wheel height sensors (same as ABS 0 but without division) x 4 (4 height 
sensors) 
o Check if wheel heights within range 
load wheel height 
compare to lower limit 
compare to higher limit 
{} x 4 (4 wheels) 
tit Calculate and send wheel height control signals 
wheel height control calculation according to the control equation below (described in 
exemplary active suspension system in Chapter 3) 
wheel height demand = W +/- (Lo x Kpx) +/- (La x Krx) +/- (Ve x 11(1 + TS) x Kbx) 
W 
Lo 
La 
- wheel height 
- longitudinal acceleration 
- lateral acceleration 
Ve - vertical acceleration 
Kpx. Krx. Kbx - relevant control gain 
1I( I + TS) - first-order delay element 
Note that + or - sign depends on a particular wheel under calculation. 
load previous vertical acceleration 
load control gain 
multiply (Ve x lI(l+TS) x Kbx) 
store result 
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{} x 3 (same for longitudinal and lateral accelerations, but using current values i.e. no 
delay element) 
load wheel height (W) 
wheel height +/- longitudinal acc x control gain (W +/- (Lo x Kpx» 
result +/-lateral acc x control gain (W +/- (Lo x Kpx) +/- (La x Krx» 
result +/- vertical acc x control gain (W +/- (Lo x Kpx) +/- (La x Krx) +/-
(Ve x lI(1+TS) x Kbx) 
branch if +ve 
set valve control bit (open valve) 
branch if -ve 
reset valve control bit (close valve) 
Divisions (alb) 
Load b 
Clear counter 
Compare b to a 
Branch if positive (b < a) 
Increment counter 
{ accumulator content = b+b 
compare accumulator content to a 
branch if positive (quit the loop if accumulator content greater than a) 
increment counter} (repeat the {) loop until accumulator content greater than a) 
{ accumulator content - a (=c) 
compare c to b/2 
branch if negative 
increment counter} (round up the result) 
( {) loop is to round the result according to the remainder) 
store result 
Assume the loop is repeated t times, instruction count is 
I x load 
(H2) x compare 
(H2) x branch 
(HI) x add/subtract 
(H2) x increment 
I x clear 
I x store 
where t is the division result 
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Number of Instruction Execution Count 
Number of times an instruction is executed 
Microcontroller Active suspension 4WS ABS 
Instruction 
Load 62 28 51 
Branch 26 6 37 
Compare 8 3 33 
Store 32 12 26 
Rotate 0 0 1 
Clear 0 0 0 
AND/ORIXOR 10 3 4 
Increment 0 0 0 
Set/reset bit 8 0 0 
Add/subtract 12 3 10 
Complement 0 0 0 
Transfer (register <-> 0 0 0 
accumulator) 
Clear carry 0 0 0 
Multiply 12 5 4 
Division 0 2 8 
Table 1 Instruction execution count of active suspension, 4WS and ABS 
Predicted Response Time of Alternative Architecture 
ECUs 
The tables below contain the calculation process that leads to the response 
time prediction of alternative architecture BCUs, as described in Chapter 5. 
Conventional Centralised, Conventional Centralised with 
Limited CAN Interaction, Conventional Centralised with 
Functional Integration Architectures (Architecture 1,2,4) 
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Active Suspension Active Suspension Instruction Execution Count No. of Execution Cycles "" per each Active Suspension Total Execution (nx) instruction (cx) C vcle Count (T c) 
Microcontroller Instruction MC without division MC with division 
capability (M68HC05) capability (M68HC08& 12) M68HC05 M68HC08 M68HCI2 M68HC05 M68HC08 M68HCI2 
Load .. 62 " 62 4 4 3 248 248 186 
-
' f 
Branch 26 26 3 3 3 78 78 78 
tom~ _ . ,-,"-,-' .. -'~. ~'" '" ~ 8 '0 - - '" 
__ 
8 ," ,,"- 4 _" 4 " 3 - 32 32 24 . K;;..:. ~ ,...... .- " .... "- ~ ,~-, . • 'J'._. 
-
Store 32 32 5 4 3 160 128 96 
Rotate - ~ . ~ ~ "or 
, 
0 d 0 3 4 4 0 0 O! ~H" _~.'~ ,-_v ~ "T " "'.,~ ,. 
- -
_ , 
" 
., 
Clear 0 0 5 3 3 0 0 0 
ANI?'ORIXOR 
_ .,.,..' ~'.'~ a ~ , - 10 -
, , 
10 - 4 4 - 3 40 40 30 i _ -
- -- -
-~ 
-
Increment 0 0 5 4 4 0 0 0 
Set/reset bit 8 '. 8 5 4 "- 4 40 32 32 
-
"'" : 
-
i~ _ 
- -
" 
-. 
Add/subtract 12 12 4 4 3 48 48 36 I 
Complement ~ . - 0 , 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 
-
__ 
Transfer (register <-> accumulator) 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 
~I~ carry .~. ~"' ~ 0 0 2 
0 
1 - 1 0 0 0 . __ -
-
" ~ 
Multiply 12 12 11 5 3 132 60 36 
DiVision oO~ __ :-" ._~: __ ~' __ ~:: N/A 
. 
0 N/A 7 11 N/A 0 0 '- " ~.,"~' "'I ,~ 
Sum 00 
__ 
- 778 666 5 18 
-
~ - ...,-.... ""~ \' r 
-
'$ 
X mul tiplying factor (9) 7002 5994 4662 
Total No. of execution cycles -
, " ~. 
" 
_ - . .. ~ ~ ~~- ~ .~ .- 00 'l" . '. ~ 7002 5994 4662 ~ ; ~, ... ,-
-
. ~ . 
-
- . 
Cycle Time (ns) 476 125 125 
conqo\ response time (ms) . ,- " , . 3.3 .\: 0 .7 e - 0.6 
-
< , 
, " 
~. , 
" 
, 
Diagnostic overhead factor 1.6 1.6 1.6 
l'response time(With diall:nostics) ,IDS _ ." ~ ,.. -" --.~,~.-- - ~,-,~ ,- ... - , ...... ...-~' ... - ..... ~ 5.2 1.2 0.9 < ~ " ,-< ~., 
-
• _ w-
,., 
- -
~.~,. .. 
-
compiler overhead 1.3 1.3 1.3 
T~sponse time (With : - :-? .. ,.~ , " , ' " 
_ .' 
-
... 
-- 6.8 
,-v., • 
1.5 1.2 ,1.i- - . . Ii 
", :Z' - . ~ 
.(fiagnostics,compiler) ms ~ .- ~'; , , ~' ~.~ ., 
-
No. of interrupts (from signal table)""" 12 12 12 
Updat'erate (ms)' 7, ~ .:..'~.~ .- , - , .. , ,s,' r~. ~~ ... ~ _" . r:_."', ~1 , 
. -
---, 
10.0 10.0 10.0 /;>; 
"', 
Do> _ ~. ,,~, ~ . 
--
No. of interrupts per sec 1200 1200 1200 
Peicent9fRTOS overhead'" . "',:J,-w ,', ' .: ,-,. - .. ~t . " 22.6 " ,22.6 22.6 _r. _ ~_ . ~ ~ ~~, 
-
" 
- " 
. 
RTOS overhead (ms) 1.1 1.1 1.1 
Predicted response time (ms) " .. ~~, - .~. ~.~' .,. :'>'> 0 - .. ,-~-£ it, .t - 7.9 "'jl. 2.7 2,3 - , '. ~ a! 1-
-
~ 
- -
.. 
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4WS 4WS Instruction Execution Count (nx) 
MC without di vision I MC with di vision 
capability (M68HC05) capability (M68HC08& 12) 
Microcontroller Instruction 
Lpad ':3'- ". ,~~::;";"~,, ~_.~ .--.."' ... ~_ .!'~ ''Ii . .!. 301 . 28 
Branch 40 6 
Comp~ " ~'i_ .. ' " If' ) ~-,~ , 37 ~ ~~ ro;:". [I "tll-'j,. 3 
Store 12 12 
~otate ~ ';>.~ "', _ 2. ::: .. 
~··E o .:,,:: o 
Clear 2 o 
~/ORJXOR 3 t; :1 ~ - iJ.;.;... ~, 3 
Increment 32 o 
~ 
_, ,·;~_t .. ,; -",-~_,~ o Set/resel bil o 
-"'-
Add/subtract 35 3 
Complement ~'J\.''; 2 " o 
Transfer (register <-> accumulator) o o 
' Clear caI'fY ~ 
'" 0 I o 
Multiply 5 5 
'Q.ivision~, J ~ _~:a;. ~ ..... :.,.'11 ~ .. ..,. 
.. ....,,-. ~ 
--" 
N/A 2 
Sum .:t~ L; ... ....:...~ I;.~ 
X mUltiplying factor (9)" 
Total No. 9f exe;,ution cycl~ _ ""-
.'1'''' 
-- ... -..... ;". --..,-
,~, ,.~ -.. 
Cycle Time (ns) 
contr61~poris~ ~~ (lJIs) .... ';'" :.:_~~ t~·"r .~~.~. ll,' ~ ~ 
Diagnostic overhead factor 
?;, ';.,;. ':"t JH~;l' ~ '0$'-<';;' ~ ~ ,. respon~1ime OVith diagnostics) ms 
compiler overhead 
~ ~,~~ ~l:-
~_ ~ _!~i:~ 
response,'tiriie (.With diagnostics. compiler) 
IDS ~ ':t:r:y;r 4 , • ~ 
::;.... '··cs 
" ~~ .. 
i" A~ 
y .... '. 
~ 
No. of interrupts (from signal table)"· 
Updatel'3~ (ms) ""'. "¥-~ 
No. of interrupts per sec 
Percent'OfRTO§;overtiead . :~ ~'~ 1 <I,,': :; ~.~_;,:P c:~~~~:;_~--:;·· 
RTOS overhead (ms) 
PrediCted ~onse time,(ms) . " 1. >,_ "" :'" '!.'; 
.' G.:. 
No. of Execution Cycles·· per 
each instruction (cx) 
4WS Total Execution Cycle Count (Tc) 
M68HC05 I M68HC08 I M68HCI2 I M68HC05 
4 ' 4 --~, 3 ~ 112 
3 3 3 18 
~ P~'" 4 -- 4 '.' 3 12 
5 4 3 60 
3 ...... 4 4 o 
5 3 3 o 
4 4 3 12 
5 4 4 o 
5 4 -, 4 o 
4 4 3 12 
3 1 1 o 
2 o 
2 1 1 o 
11 5 3 55 
N/A 7 11 N/A 
',,," '.~. I 281 
2529 
':; ; j~~ r " 3079 
476 
-'r' :. 'f~ ~:;~ i 
.. 17. .' 1.5 
1.6 
;:)rr:" :Iij 
... 1" .,, 2.3 
1.3 
":' 1 ",;0 """ "'t. 3:0 
4 
':.,." 
.F'{~ ~. ~ ~ . d O 
400 
"" - ~ I -~. 10.2 
--
0.5 
.~ 3~5 ~ 
M68HC05 (Extra for I M68HC08 IM68HC12 
Division Instruction)· 
8" 112 84 
102 18 18 
136", . 12 ~ '·9 
o 48 36 
" . 1 o o ~ 0 
10 o o 
o 12 9 
160 o o 
- ~T 0..1 o o 
~ 
128 12 9 
6 o o 
o o o 
'. o o o 
o 25 15 
j~ ::..a 
.\'. N/A I 14 22 
" 550 253 202 
2277 1818 
..,... 
'2277 1818 
125 125 
• \" -;., c.~'~ 0.3 0.2 
1.6 1.6 
~'''\. , 
- " "J '" . 0.4 0.4 , ~ 
1.3 1.3 
0:6 0.5~ 
~'''''~ ,~ 
4 4 
~?'. 10 10 
400 400 
- 10_2 10.2 
0.5 0.5 
< '·1'" , 1.1 '·1.0 
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ABS ABS Instruction Execution Count (nJ No. of Execution Cycles" per ABS Total Execution Cycle Count (Tc) 
each instruction (cx) 
Microcontroller Instruction MC without di vision MC with division M68HC05 M68HC08 M68HCI 2 M68HC05 M68HC05 (Extra for M68HC08 M68HCI2 
capability (M68HC05) capabi lity (M68HC08& 12) Di vision Instruction)' 
~ad ·":f:-i:"':}".·,,~~,--., "" 59 51 4 4 3 204 32 204 153 
Branch 845 37 3 3 3 111 2424 111 111 
Compare: ' , .c' ;"'~f._ ;~:.:. .• ~; ~ "~-~ .~._, ___ • 841 ",~· '.- .... ~:,1" 33 '4 4 '.. 3 132 -' .. ',-' 3232 132 99 
Store 26 26 5 4 3 130 0 104 78 
Rotate- ' ,~. _ .; ... ~ " _." -. '1 1 -'J 'l. --:;0- 1 3 4 4 3 :~ r 0 . 4 4 
Clear 8 0 5 3 3 0 40 0 0 
AND/OR/XOR ... __ ', - 4 ~ 4 4 .. 4 3 16 O. 16 12 
Increment 804 0 5 4 4 0 4020 0 0 
Set/reset-bit .. ; .. ~. 0 e,- .- 0 ,¥, 5 4 4 -. 0 ..... ,. 0 0 0 
Add/subtract 814 10 4 4 3 40 3216 40 30 
Compleljlent ",' .,:' '.. 8 ' : _ ''i 0 3 1 1 0 v 24" ". , 0 0 
Transfer (register <-> accumulator) 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 
CJear~cariy. ": , " ., O . '.'" _ -"'.. ~.7--",·:~.' 0 2 - '" '" 1 1 ' " 0 , :;: ~ Of 0 0 
Multiply 4 4 1 I 5 3 44 0 20 12 
Division'!"' <. ~!.i:·~ ... - .. "T""" -.r -.' 8 ' N/A 7 11 N/'A ''''/A- .' 56 88 ! 
_ ~__ '-~""_ ~ .... .., ~._' ::.~ ;"~_.,11~")"'" , 1 ____ -#",4.',,; 1<J. '1. . i 
Sum -::. --:'"'2 .'L: 7,,-, Y ,~ :. ,~ " ',,, '\~ 680 12988 687 587 i 
X multiplying factor (9)' 6120 6183 5283 
Tot~J No. of exec!ltjon cycles d " :': ;:":':' --- '-~ ~ - ~~;:r :','"'r =, ::-~:~ - ,0 38216 .,:: '- "'".~: ~_.- 12366 10566 
Cycle Time (ns) 476 125 125 I 
con!rOrr~po~e~ljle(ms) . -;. .. ; " :Of.·- '. .' _~":'<;:~~..;TJ!'~.;r'{.~-',:'~ '·t.:.~'~J :_-~.::. ~ - " ~f~9.:1 ' '~':";.~- .1,1 ""~'" &. '" 0.8 Of 
Diagnostic overhead factor 1.6 1.6 1.6 
J, ~.,,~ ", ;~. . • ' ' . -' . ','.~ _',,~ _ ,',"1 • r,- .. ;. '~, 'N i ~.~ • - '. "F "l..!'! - ~ • j. ~ - .'" K '_,;,.}. _oJ_. ,0 •. ~: - .. resPQI)~,tll~(Wlth diagnostics) ms · " ~ft _ 'P o,,~"·. ", ~ ,,", ,r;, L"~'-;:{ ,~lj: .,' q "".... 14.2 ~ ·r 1!i' '; 1.2 ~ .1.0. 
compiler overhead 1.3 1.3 1.3 
:respOnse:time'(With diagnostics.compiler), " f: ~ •• ,; 7. ~:~ .";., --~t::-~ ..... ~.". '; , .; , ~ 'J~ 'lc.1 R5 ::-.<...--;:. ". ~,; .. ~.. ' 1.6 1.3, 
mS ;;: ~9' ~ <;t. ~ _:'..... .i:~-"': • • ... -'~, ... a,..~ ~ :t',::-"" ~ ~ ;4,j' - '''';'' '"T W 
No. of interrupts (from signal table)'" 4 4 4 
Updateiate {ens) , '" '" ','~ '_ .; :-I.:',;} B'! '::", ;::_- iii ....... :' "'+_~; :'; ~~: '1..~", {>roportional to wheel speed 
No. of interrupts per sec 3840 3840 3840 
Percenl'<!fRTOSoveitead '" :~.:.<;. "'k;:'l-:-::,-; ,iii' 4'·.,,1"'" ,~ :.:;;1 63.5 "tij;:"-":'~'":]",= tlf,~ 63.5 63.5' 
RTOS overhead (ms) 3.2 3.2 3.2 
Predicted:re5llonse'tinie (ipS>.', ~ ,If di'j~, ~. "l'~ . , e' .~,. I':~ ~ '" ~; ,*-,'. \~ _ i ~4: ~''' ' 21'.,], , ;~~ ... ~;-- ~'i:t .:'1'$1' '; 4. 7~ 4.5. 
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* The division pseudo code is not multiplied by the correction factor, since it is believed to be in only the calculation parts identified, and not in 
the rest of the program. 
** Extended addressing mode is assumed for each instruction, to allow more flexibility in memory allocation in programming 
*** The number of input sensors counted here only includes those used in the control algorithms. Other sensors drawn in the wiring model in 
Chapter 6, such as oil level sensors, are not counted since they are read at much larger intervals and hence negligible. 
**** The total response time of ABS is multiplied by 2 to make ABS response time limit (originally Sms) consistent with those of 4WS and active 
susrension (Wms), for ease of comparison. This is only for comparison purpose and does not affect the actual system timing prediction. 
**** A l00mph vehicle speed is assumed to obtain a high rate of interrupts, for worst case ECU response time prediction. 
Total Centralised Architecture (Architecture 3) 
No. of execution cycles M68HCOS M68HC08 M68HC12 
Active Suspension 7002 5994 4662 i 
4WS 3079 2277 1818 I 
ABS 38216 12366 10566 
Total No. of execution cycles 48297 20637 170461 
Cycle Time (ns) 476 125 125 i 
control response time (ms) 23.0 2.6 2.1 
Diagnostic overhead factor 1.6 1.6 1.6 
res~onse time (With diagnostics) ms 35.9 4.0 3.3 
compiler overhead factor 1.3 1.3 1.3 
response time (With diagnostics,compiler) ms 46.7 5.2 4.3 
No. of interrupts per sec 5240 5240 5240 
Percent of RTOS overhead 85.2 85.2 85.2 
RTOS overhead (ms) 4.261 4.261 4.261 
Predicted Response time 51.0 9.5 8.6 
--_ .. _----
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Distributed Architecture (Architecture 5) 
The two tables below are the response time predictions of the centralised and distributed EeDs of the Distributed Architecture, 
respectively. 
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Central ECU Centralised ECU Instruction Execution Count No. of Execution Cycles 
.. 4WS Total Execution Cycle Count (Tc) per 
(nx) each instruction (cx) 
Microcontroller Instruction MC without division MC with division M68HC05 M68HC08 M68HCl2 M68HC05 M68HC05 (Extra for M68HC08 M68HC12 
capability (M68HC05) capabi lity (M68HC08&12) Division Instruction)' 
Load ,,; .r,:; 28 26 4 4 3 104 8 104 78 0,; ,~ 
Branch 41 7 3 3 3 21 102 21 21 
Compare i "' ~ .'_'. ~ ~ :(~ ," - ~ r,:~ 38 " 4 -~ 4 4 3 16 136 1.6 12 ," ,-# 
Store 15 15 5 4 3 75 0 60 45 
'Rotate L""~ 2 ,"~';. 2 3 4 4 6 0 0' 8 8 ~_' .~._,J,. _ -
., -
Clear 2 0 5 3 3 0 10 0 0 
AND/OR/XOR 3 3 4 4 3 12 b ~ 12 9 
Increment 32 0 5 4 4 0 160 0 0 
Set/reSet bit , "'1;;;;,'-- I ""! ...... < "<'" '" Ii 12 12 5 4 4 60 0 48 48 l' ~,-WO 
- ~ _. "" _'I v,;. 
,. 
Add/subtract 43 11 4 4 3 44 128 44 33 
Complement ~ 2 ;.;.~- .. t, 0 3 1 1 0 6 0 0 
Transfer (register <-> accumulator) 1 1 2 1 2 0 1 
Gear carry 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Multiply 4 4 1 1 5 3 44 0 20 12 
I?ivi~on " ~ : 'j, -. N/A :. ,1' ~ ~ ''f: 2 '!"! N/A ~ 7 ~ 11 N/A , N/A ~4 22 
Sum ~,,!:, 384 , 550 348 289 
X multiplying factor (9)" 3456 3132 2601 
TOJa! No~of execution cycles 'J< - :!' o. '4006 r ~ , 3132 2601 ' .. ~ i.~ ,... "'f- •. ";; 
- -~ ,", - . -.,.,', -.. _ .. , . 
Cycle Time (ns) 476 125 125 
.. 
control~ponsetUne(ms) :.' 1 j' ,~ r . .. 1.91 0.39. 0.33 
Diagnostic overhead factor 1,6 1.6 1.6 
re~PiI!s~time (With, di~gnost!cs) ms., r· '." ~ ~",'S x" • ...;:',.,. ~,. 2.979 P:612. 0.508 
- .-' 
0" e &_., ~ _ •. ~~._". ·.;,-: .. v"" .'. .,. '"':~ ., , ,. ' 
compiler overhead 1.3 1.3 1.3 
~ponse tiine (With diagitostics,compiler) .~~ • ..11.- -- -:r ~ . -.-~ _,,<1,';~ '," 3.873 ::-; ,'f.' 0.79~ , 0.6604 .. '< ~; ~ :. 
ms '" 
., ~ "" ~ t!-' :~ 
.";;1 ;'j.-, ~~., - -:;;-
No. of interrupts (from signal table)"-- 5 5 5 
Upda~ rate (ms) .. -~ -' -~ "1"-- , , 10 'ffY" "',,'W , % to , 10 ~ ~' -f: : ___ . ~a, ~"- .. ~~ ~'~ - "'~,¥of' 
No, of interrupts per sec 500 500 500 
PercetitofRTOS overhead' . ~~ ~ 
., .:: .. ' " ;"" .~~ :....:~ , ., ~t..- 11.8 ,', 1,1;8 "' 11.8 . 
RTOS overhead (ms) 0.6 0.6 0 .6 
Predict~d response~time (ms) ~ Y, 'c, \ -- "::;. ~~!' ~:.~ 4.5 1.4 1.2 , i,/ ,.l, • ' ~~. L, ,r ~~ 
---- --------------
-------- ------------ -
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Distributed ECU Distributed ECU Instruction Execution Count No. of Execution Cycles" per ABS Total Execution Cycle Count (Tc) 
(nx) each instruction (cx) 
Microcontroller Instruction MC without division MC with division M68HC05 M68HC08 M68HC12 M68HC05 M68HC05 (Extra for M68HC08 M68HC12 
capability (M68HC05) capability (M68HC08&12) Division Instruction)" 
'Load "':,."" . ..;.] .. !l"~ . 37 :. - 29 ' -<,~.. 4 4 .r ~ 116 ,. 32 116 87 
Branch 835 27 3 3 3 81 2424 81 81 
!;:op1pru:e ~ .. ~ .. ~ • . ..;:Z (: .. ' .; ~ if, ",il. ;;:';i1"","i 810. ';Q .:;': ":..-i'~" 2' 4 . ,. 4 :-1), ~3. 8 .,. 3232 . 8 6 
Store 1 0 1 0 5 4 3 50 0 40 30 
Rota~ _',~>L ~;.,~,,,;,_,t',.."'~s,,·~~.:.~,,;(:: 2 ')':: r;.~ ·'·.w.: .. 2 " 3 4 4 6 ',. 0 8 8 
Clear 8 0 5 3 3 0 40 0 0 
At-JD/ORIXOR ,.~:. '-', c'~ .~ :' .. : ~.:_ ,"< £) '~';~." :",- ~': 0: 5 '< 4 4 ;::' 3 20 0 20 15 
Increment 804 0 5 4 4 0 4020 0 0 
Setlrese.tbit ;:;. ~ .,. "t' ~ .• :. ,:,,:,~ -: r 22 ~>: 22 5 4 ~,· 4 11 0 ~. .'~ 0 88 88 
Add/subtract 809 5 4 4 3 20 3216 20 15 
'C~mptement '._ ..... - 8 .. '\.. __ "" .. ;:. O' 3 1 1 0 ..... 24 0 00 
Transfer (register <-> accumulator) 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 
CI~~.cariy ":1" ~ " .It~>·-·,.::.,-, V.+ CO 0 .j . ;\~' ".:.e' 0 "'. 2 _. . 1 '_ . J 0 _. : _ ,.;. ii J ~;.O O ~." 0 ' 
Multiply 5 5 11 5 3 55 0 25 15 
'.' · , · "'·· ...,·-~· .. ·y,·u·,· '7';<;" .' ,~.... N .~ 4 ···· N/A . A -nu;1s1on~ ... ;..r,;-:..:.:::'::·"".~."":i."''''~ ';'l!' ~ ". IA .. .-' ........ ._ .. ~~ ". ", ,., 7 11 " NI " .~~ N/A 28 44 
I Sum; . :"0:1 .~ '" .... -":_ ',~I ',,' ';';:J \"1 ~.- ~:T>'.~,',;:.: -; :::,' \..: 466 '. - .:..' . 12988 434 389 
: X multiplying factor (9)' 4194 3906 3501 
! Total No. ·ofexecutioncycles.... ".;. ", .~, .. ,,' _ "... j.,.;"-,:. __ ~.- :.:;:~;-:. --.·Y.. 17182 ,.' , ~ " 3906 3501 
. Cycle Time (ns) 476 125 125 
contfof'response time (riis)" .",:.~.;. , - ~ .. ~ ;'}...:.; . '~;, .. " "1" "" "~ :," - ~ - t· ;]. ,.' 8 2 ''; r."., ~ , 0 5': 0 4 
,.", "" . ;"'''!'-I!-' ',il' ~f" ~ Ii!' ~-'i" 4- J... ·l~""':-'!Y: _'" -. .  • - -< • ,-.~. • ~ 
Diagnostic overhead factor 1.6 1.6 1.6 
JresPg,~ti~·(Withdiagnosti~ .. )J!ls. .. ..:.j;..~~.~ ~.,., ~\';:-:~-Ji:~~ -. 'T."' , t~- 7':;0"" .. !!..:' ;.;;, .·P ",~~c'3':: " 41., :' .:,,'C ;. 12.8 _". "¥- .',:::' 0.8 ; 0.7", 
compiler overhead 1.3 1.3 1.3 
- • .• ' . . . • . " " . "".. . .. - ~.. """t,'c'" .. • " ' '':''''' """~ .", " ~spopse .w,ne(\Vlthdl!1gI!Ostl~,comptl~r) .,\.i!; ?nili"., ct., .. ". "f!'" ' ~ Jic, "I: ... ,t'. 16.6 "'~' it' 1.9"' ",-0.9" 
:~ms*l"~'t;. f;;,._" ,!,:}" . • ~.o.:: tz ~ r;.' ~C:"; ':.:. ! ,I: _, if ~,i!. ~ "r . ,~ . ., ~~/~~;,--:r {'... ~ -w""':,~~ '":" .~'{ , 
No. of interrupts (from signal table)"" 4 4 4 
Updaterafe(ms) ~ ;. .. ~'.;;:, '" ;.._~",:'. 5,i ' '-' '·~L2-::::'~~~.,,~;, -; ",;.~.;; ... , ~ ,., "", or"'-:; LOexcept,wheel speed Sensor (proportionaltowheelspee(l) 
No. of interrupts per sec 1260 1260 1260 
"Percenn,fRTOSoverhead ."{ .... c.X!is: : ... "".~<:.;t;"' •.. -?-:, .. ;" 0 '·fa>.' ~. o!! 23.5 , ... ;.'>,"" 23.5 23:5 
RTOS overhead (ms) 1.2 1.2 1.2 
'. - 'J;" :>."J.... ". ~" 'A',.. • ""'-r' ~ ". '<+:7" '. '0" ,"'. _. ,. :'.-; 2 ' PredictedrespoJisetime(ms) :-;':~"-_""; '.' ~_._-,,- .. 51 ;,i.. _.J... - 17.8 :.,' " .\, ~ '-. .. :.. 2. . 2.1 
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ROM ESTIMATION 
ROM requirement is estimated based on method described in [2], which is 
developed by [3]. 
N = k (0.5772 + In k) 
L=N+3 
ROM=Lx 20 
N - estimated number of operators and operands in a program 
k - sum of estimated number of distinct operators in programming language and 
estimated number of distinct operands from the software design (sum of input, 
output, internal variables, constants and function modules) 
L - estimated number of program lines (assuming an average line has 3 operators 
and operands e.g. A = B) 
ROM - estimated ROM required (assuming each high level language program line is 
translated into 20 bytes of machine language code) 
Operand Count 
Active Suspension 
Input and output variables (from wiring diagram) 28 
Internal Variables (from Pseudo code) 40 
Temporary variables for input and output readings 28 
AID register, delay counter 2 
Previous vertical acceleration 1 
Product of acceleration and gain 3 
Sum of 3 acceleration x gain and wheel height 3 
Valve control register 1 
Status variables (oil level, pressure) 2 
Constants (from Pseudo code) 13 
AID completion constant I 
Height range (min and max) 2 
Control gains 6 
Pressure range 2 
Oil level range 2 
Modules (from Flowchart and Pseudo code) 13 
Read 3 accelerometers and height sensor 4 
Wheel height, oil level, pressure range check 3 
Wheel height adjust I 
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Gain x acceleration calculations 
Wheel height calculation 
Corner valve control 
3 
1 
1 
4WS 
Input and output variables (from wiring diagram) 7 
Internal variables (from Pseudo code) 23 
7 temporary variables for input and output readings, previous steering angle, 
steering speed, settling time counter, 3 gain position index, 3 gains, 2 products 
of element and gain, 2-D table co-ordinate, actual 2-D table position memory 
address, AID control register, AID delay counter, direction change flag 
Constants (from Pseudo code) 11 
reservoir tank range (2), step motor angle range (2), 3 table starting memory 
locations, 2 vehicle and steering speed intervals for 2-D table, total row in 2-D 
table, AID completion constant 
Modules (from Flowchart and Pseudo code) 15 
11 modules from flowcharts (except 0), 3 table look up, rear wheel steering 
calculation 
ASS 
Input and output variables (from wiring diagram) 16 
Internal variables (from Pseudo code) 35 
16 temporary variables for input and output readings, AID register, AID 
counter, 4 wheel speeds, 2 diagonal wheel sums, vehicle speed, reference 
wheel speed, previous wheel speed, wheel acceleration, wheel slip, ABS 
status, current and next ABS states (2), 2 status (solenoid, motor), brake valve 
register 
Constants (from Pseudo code) 11 
AID completion constant,S state identifications, 3 acceleration thresholds (-a, 
a, +A), brake fluid range (2) 
Modules (from Flowchart and Pseudo code) 25 
read wheel speed, scale wheel speed, 4 calculations (vehicle speed, wheel 
acceleration, slip, reference vehicle speed), ABS status check, 2 state 
determinations (current and next states), 15 state checks and controls (each 
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state has acceleration and wheel slip checks, and brake valve set), brake fluid 
check 
Distributed Architecture 
CentralECU 
Input and output variables (from wiring diagram) 34 
Internal variables (from Pseudo code) 63 
25 temporary variables for input and output readings, 16 4WS internal 
variables (except 7 JlO variables already included), NO register, NO delay 
counter, 4 status variables (active suspension oil level, pressure, ABS 
solenoid, motor), 4 wheel speeds, 2 diagonal wheel sums, vehicle speed 
Constants (from Pseudo code) 18 
NO completion constant, 6 limits (active suspension pressure, oil level, ABS 
brake fluid), 11 4WS constants 
Modules (from Flowchart and Pseudo code) 20 
read longitudinal accelerometer, 3 checks (active suspension oil level, 
pressure, ABS oil level), 15 4WS modules, vehicle speed calculation 
Distributed Wheel ECU 
Input and output variables (from wiring diagram) 14 
Internal variables (from Pseudo code) 34 
14 temporary variables for input and output readings, NO register, NO delay 
counter, previous vertical acceleration, 3 products of acceleration and gain, 
Sum of 3 acceleration x gain and wheel height (3), valve control register, 
wheel speed, vehicle speed, reference wheel speed, previous wheel speed, 
wheel acceleration, wheel slip, ABS status, current and next ABS states (2), 
brake valve register 
Constants (from Pseudo code) 17 
NO completion constant, 2 wheel height limits, 6 control gains, 5 ABS state 
identifications, 3 acceleration thresholds 
Modules (from Flowchart and Pseudo code) 33 
read vertical, lateral accelerometers and wheel height (3), wheel height check, 
wheel height adjust, 3 gain x acceleration calculations, wheel height 
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calculation, read wheel speed, scale wheel speed, 3 calculations (wheel 
acceleration, slip, reference vehicle speed), ABS status check, 2 state 
determinations (current and next states), 15 ABS state checks and controls 
The table below shows the ROM requirement calculation process. 
ROM Architectures 1,2,4 Architecture 3 Architecture 5 
estimation 
Active 4WS ABS Total Centralised Central Distributed 
Suspension ECU ECU ECU 
lias 28 7 16 49 34 14 
Internal variables 40 23 35 92 63 34 
Constants 13 11 11 33 18 17 
Functions 13 15 25 53 20 33 
(modules) 
Total operands 94 56 87 227 135 98 
Total operands 141 84 131 341 203 147 
with 50% extra 
Total operators 53 53 53 53 53 53 
k 194 137 184 394 256 200 
N 1134 753 1062 2578 1564 1175 
Program lines 378 251 354 859 521 392 
(L) 
ROM estimate 7560 5021 7082 17189 10425 7834 
(bytes) 
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APPENDIX B VEHICLE SIGNAL MODELS FOR 
CAN SIMULATION 
Table B 1 is the list of signals used for CAN simulation of Conventional 
Centralised Architecture with Functional Integration Architecture (Architecture 4) in 
Chapter 5. 
Signal Name Period Class Source 
No. (ms) ECU 
1 spark output timing signal 5 C PCM 
2 front left wheel brake demand 5 C ABS 
3 front right wheel brake demand 5 C ABS 
4 rear left wheel brake demand 5 C ABS 
5 rear right wheel brake demand 5 C ABS 
6 ABS solenoid control 5 C ABS 
7 ABS motor control 5 C ABS 
8 front left wheel speed sensor 5 C SEN 
9 front right wheel speed sensor 5 C SEN 
10 rear left wheel speed sensor 5 C SEN 
11 rear right wheel speed sensor 5 C SEN 
12 crash sensor 1 5 C PSS 
13 crash sensor 2 5 C PSS 
14 crash sensor 3 5 C PSS 
15 brake position sensor 5 C PSS 
16 clutch position sensor 5 C ICM 
17 crankshaft position sensor 5 C ICM 
18 profile ignition pickup 5 C ICM 
19 speed control signal 5 C CCS 
20 transmission speed sensor 10 C PCM 
21 vehicle speed 10 C ABS 
22 front left wheel height demand 10 C AS 
23 front right wheel height demand 10 C AS 
24 rear left wheel height demand 10 C AS 
25 rear right wheel height demand 10 C AS 
26 fail-safe mode demand 10 C AS 
27 flow control valve control 10 C AS 
28 fan motor control 10 C AS 
29 variable timing pump control 10 C AS 
30 rear wheel steering demand 10 C 4WS 
31 front left wheel height sensor 10 C SEN 
32 front right wheel height sensor 10 C SEN 
33 rear left wheel height sensor 10 C SEN 
34 rear right wheel height sensor 10 C SEN 
35 vertical acceleration sensor 1 10 C SEN 
36 vertical acceleration sensor 2 10 C SEN 
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37 vertical acceleration sensor 3 10 C SEN 
38 lateral acceleration sensor 1 10 C SEN 
39 lateral acceleration sensor 2 10 C SEN 
40 longitudinal acceleration sensor 10 C SEN 
41 steering angle sensor 10 C SEN 
42 yaw rate sensor 10 C SEN 
43 rear wheel spin sensor 1 10 C PSS 
44 rear wheel spin sensor 2 10 C PSS 
45 cylinder Id sensor 20 B PCM 
46 manual level position 20 B PCM 
47 delta pressure feedback electronic 20 B PCM 
48 heated exhaust gas oxygen sensor 20 B PCM 
49 mass air flow sensor 20 B PCM 
50 throttle position sensor 20 B PCM 
51 engine RPM 20 B PCM 
52 ignition diagnostic monitor 20 B ICM 
53 transmission oil temperature 100 B PCM 
54 NC compressor clutch 100 B PCM 
55 engine coolant temperature 100 B PCM 
56 transmission lubricant pressure 100 B PCM 
57 ABS solenoid status 100 B SEN 
58 ABS sensor status 100 B SEN 
59 4WS motor status 100 B SEN 
60 brake status 100 B SEN 
61 reverse switch 100 B SEN 
62 heigpt switch 100 B SEN 
63 door switch 100 B SEN 
64 active suspension pressure status 100 B SEN 
65 battery current 100 B ICM 
66 battery voltage 100 B ICM 
67 shift sensor 100 B ICM 
68 intake air temperature 200 B PCM 
69 octane adjust plug Is A PCM 
70 transmission control switch Is A PCM 
71 engine idle speed Is A PCM 
72 engine status Is A PCM 
73 fuel flow Is A PCM 
74 transmission control indicator Is A PCM 
75 EGR vacuum regulator Is A PCM 
76 check engine indicator Is A PCM 
77 ABS warning lamp Is A ABS 
78 active suspension warning; lamp Is A AS 
79 steering oil level Is A SEN 
80 suspension hydraulic oil level Is A SEN 
81 thermistor Is A SEN 
82 brake fluid Is A SEN 
83 power locks Is A PSS 
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84 power seats Is A PSS 
85 power windows Is A PSS 
86 shift inhibit signal Is A PSS 
87 shift in progress Is A PSS 
88 seatbelt sensor Is A PSS 
89 door sensor 1 Is A PSS 
90 door sensor 2 Is A PSS 
91 door sensor 3 Is A PSS 
92 door sensor 4 Is A PSS 
93 door sensor 5 Is A PSS 
94 anti-theft sensor Is A PSS 
95 airbag indicator lamp Is A PSS 
96 seatbelt lamp Is A PSS 
97 door lamps status Is A PSS 
98 airbag status Is A PSS 
99 fuel level sensor Is A ICM 
100 alternator warning indicator Is A ICM 
101 auto headlamp sensor Is A ICD 
102 ignition switch position Is A ICD 
103 hom sensor Is A ICD 
104 hazard sensor Is A ICD 
105 LIR signal Is A ICD 
106 control to tone maker Is A ICD 
107 oil pressure Is A ICD 
108 SET/ ACCEURESUME Is A CCS 
109 cruise control indicator Is A CCS 
110 outside temperature Is A CCM 
111 desired temperature Is A CCM 
112 cabin temperature Is A CCM 
113 rear window defrost Is A CCM 
114 blower speed control Is A CCM 
115 damper control Is A CCM 
116 hear/cool control Is A CCM 
117 washer fluid sensor lOs A ICD 
Table Bl Complete List of Signals for Conventional Centralised with Functional 
Integration CAN Simulation 
Source ECU codes: 
PCM - Powertrain Control Module 
ABS - Antilock Braking System 
AS - Active Suspension 
4WS - 4 Wheel Steering 
SEN - Sensors 
PSS - Passenger Safety Systems 
ICM - Ignition Control Module 
ICD - Instrument Cluster Display 
CCS - Cruise Control System 
CCM - Climate Control Module 
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Table B2 is the list of signals, which are different from the above Table B 1, 
used for CAN simulation of Distributed Wheel Architecture (Architecture 5) in 
Chapter 5. 
Signal Name Period Class Source 
No. (ms) ECU 
2 front left wheel brake demand 5 C FLC 
3 front right wheel brake demand 5 C FRC 
4 rear left wheel brake demand 5 C RLC 
5 rear right wheel brake demand 5 C RRC 
6 ABS solenoid control 5 C DCC 
7 ABS motor control 5 C DCC 
8 front left wheel speed 5 C FLC 
9 front right wheel speed 5 C FRC 
10 rear left wheel speed 5 C RLC 
11 rear right wheel speed 5 C RRC 
21 vehicle speed 10 C DDC 
22 front left wheel height demand 10 C FLC 
23 front right wheel height demand 10 C FRC 
24 rear left wheel height demand 10 C RLC 
25 rear right wheel height demand 10 C RRC 
26 fail-safe mode demand 10 C DCC 
27 flow control valve control 10 C DCC 
28 fan motor control 10 C DCC 
29 variable timing pump control 10 C DCC 
30 rear wheel steering demand 10 C DCC 
31 front left wheel height 10 C FLC 
32 front right wheel height 10 C FRC 
33 rear left wheel height 10 C RLC 
34 rear right wheel height 10 C RRC 
77 ABS warning lamp Is A DCC 
78 active suspension warning lamp Is A DCC 
Table B2 Changes in Signals from Table B 1 for Distributed Wheel Architecture 
CAN Simulation 
ECU codes: 
FLC - Front Left Wheel Controller 
FRC - Front Right Wheel Controller 
RLC - Rear Left Wheel Controller 
RRC - Rear Right Wheel Controller 
DCC - Distributed Central Controller 
The figure in the next page is the CAN simulation model on Simul8 software. 
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APPENDIX C IN-VEHICLE SIGNAL LIST FOR 
VEHICLE WIRING MODELS 
Signal Name Source I Destination 
{Component no.}* 
Engine Management System (EMS) (Inputs) 
throttle position dri ver controls (1) 
ignition key status driver controls (2) 
gearbox status transmission 
Engine Management System (Outputs) 
malfunction display driver display 
Transmission Control (Inputs) 
throttle demand driver controls (1) 
throttle angle EMS 
drive style selection driver switches 
kick down driver controls (to) 
gear lever position driver controls (11) 
engine speed EMS 
engine torque EMS 
vehicle speed vehicle speed sensor (7) 
Transmission Control (Outputs) 
engine torque demand EMS 
malfunction display driver display 
Cruise Control (Inputs) 
vehicle speed vehicle speed sensor (7) 
onloff selection driver switches 
resume acceleration driver switches 
brake lamp driver controls (14) 
throttle status driver controls (1) 
engine speed EMS 
Cruise Control (Outputs) 
throttle demand throttle actuator (02) 
cruise status driver display 
ABS/ ASR (Inputs) 
wheel speed (x4) wheel speed sensors (9) 
engine speed EMS 
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main throttle angle EMS 
sub-throttle angle EMS 
traction motor current traction hydraulic ~stem 
main throttle idle EMS 
sub throttle idle EMS 
accumulator pressure traction hydraulic system 
traction on/off driver switches 
brake fluid level brake fluid level switch (12) 
parking brake status driver controls (13) 
engine system status EMS 
gear shift position driver controls (11) 
stop light driver controls (14) 
step motor power supply traction hydraulic s~stem 
ABS solenoid status ABS hydraulic system 
ABS motor status ABS hydraulic system 
ABS/ASR (Outputs) 
ABS wheel brake demand (x4) ABS wheel actuator (06) 
traction brake actuator demand (x3) traction hydraulic system 
sub-throttle demand sub-throttle actuator (03) 
ABS/traction throttle demand EMS 
ABS motor relay control ABS hydraulic system 
ABS solenoid relay control ABS hydraulic system 
traction relay and motor controls (x3) traction l!Ydraulic system 
ABS indicator lamp driver di~I>I'!Y 
traction indicator lamp driver display 
traction on/off lamp driver display 
traction status EMS 
Active Suspension Control (Inputs) 
vertical acceleration (x3) vertical G sensors (3) 
lateral acceleration (x2) lateral G sensors (4) 
vehicle height (x4) height sensors (5) 
longitudinal acceleration longitudinal G sensor (6) 
vehicle speed vehicle speed sensor (7) 
engine speed EMS 
brake signal driver controls (14) 
door status door switch (8) 
vehicle height demand driver switches 
parking brake status driver controls (13) 
pressure status su~ension h~draulic s~stem 
thermistor suspension hydraulic s~stem 
oil level status suspension hydraulic system 
Active Suspension Control (Outputs) 
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individual wheel height demands (x4) suspension wheel pressure control 
valves (01) 
fail-safe mode display driver di~lay 
fail-safe mode demand suspension hydraulic system 
variable pump control suspension hydraulic system 
flow control valve control suspension hydraulic ~ystem 
fan motor control suspension hydraulic system 
Power Steering (Inputs) 
steering wheel angular velocity steering wheel angular velocity 
sensor (15) 
steering wheel torque steering wheel torque sensor (16) 
vehicle speed vehicle speed sensor (7) 
Power Steering (Outputs) 
power demand ~ower steerin~ unit (5) 
malfunction display driver display 
4 Wheel Steering System (Inputs) 
vehicle speed vehicle speed sensor (71 
steering wheel angle steering wheel angle sensors (17) 
hydraulic oil level switch 4WS hydraulic oil level sensor 
(19) 
reverse switch driver controls (11) 
yaw rate yaw rate sensor (18) 
motor rotating angle 4WS actuator 
4 Wheel Steering (Outputs) 
rear wheel steer demand 4WS hydraulic system (04) 
Table Cl Signals within vehicle electronic wiring models 
* Source/Component numbers are designated to identify them in the wiring diagrams 
in Chapter 6. 
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APPENDIX D SYSTEM COMPONENT COST 
CALCULATION 
Here are the averaged component price list used in the calculation in Chapter 6 
[5]: 
• IC price is the mean of average Op-Amp IC price of £0.80 and average logic IC 
price of £0.19, and is equal to £0.49. 
• Resistor price is an average price of metal thin film resistor, and is equal to £0.10 
• Capacitor price is an average price of multi-layer ceramic through hole capacitors, 
and is equal to £0.19 
• Transistor price is an average price of BJT and FET transistors, and is equal to 
£1.06 
The prices are taken of the types of ICs, resistors and capacitors that are most 
often found on the powertrain and dynamic control ECUs, which the author processes. 
Due to a variety of transistors found, the prices of all types of transistors from the 
catalogue are taken. 
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APPENDIX E ALTERNATIVE ARCHITECTURE 
RELIAIBILITV MODELLING 
The reliability predicting equations based on the prediction technique using 
automotive data [6], described in Chapter 7, are written below: 
For integrated circuits: 
For resistors: 
For capacitors: 
For transistors: 
Where: 
Ap = ~.1tF.1tS.1tP.1tT 
Ap = Ab.1tL.1tS.1tP.1tT 
Ap = Ab.1tL.1tp.1tT 
Ap = Ab.1tL.1tS.1tT 
Ap - predicted component failure rate 
Ab - base failure rate 
1tF - integrated circuit family 
1tL - location factor 
1ts - screening factor 
1tp - module packaging factor 
1tT - temperature factor 
The reliability calculation based on the reliability prediction technique 
developed by [6] is shown in Table El. 
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No. of Ab 1tF 1tL 1tS- 1tp" 1tT"" A.p 
components 
Architecture 1 
Microcontrollers 3 0.0038 1 N/A 1 1 1.36 0.016 
rcs' IS 0.0038 1 N/A 1 I 1.2 0.068 
Resistors" ~l~ 194 0.000041 'N/A 1. 1 ~ 1 1 0.008 
Capacitors'" 96 0.00057 N/A I N/A 1 1 0.055 
Transistors .. ·· • 51 0.00415 N/A 1 1 N/A 1.17 0.248 
TotalAp 0.394 
.-
I 
Architecture 2,4 
Microcontrollers S. 3 0.0038 1 N/A 1 , 1 1.36 0.016 
lCs 12 0.0038 1 N/A 1 1 1.2 0.055 
Resistors 
" 
.1' 168 0.000041 N/A 1 1 1 1 0.007 
Capacitors 79 0.00057 N/A 1 N/A I 1 0.045 
Transistors 51 0.00415 N/A 1 1 N/A 1.17 0.248 
Total Ao 0.370 
~ 
Architecture 3 
Microcontrollers \ 1 0.0038 1 N/A 1 1 1.36 0.005 
lCs 27 0.0038 1 N/A 1 1 1.2 0.123 
Resistors J, ~ 240 0.000041 N/A 1 1 1 1 0.010 
Capacitors 179 0.00057 N/A 1 N/A 1 1 0.102 
Transistors 19 0.00415 N/A 1 1 N/A 1.17 0.092 
Total AD 0.332 
, 
Architecture 5 (Centralised ECU) 
Microcontrollers 1 0.0038 1 N/A 1 1 1.36 0.005 
lCs 11 0.0038 1 N/A 1 1 1.2 0.050 
Resistors 112 0.000041 N/A 1 1 ~ 1 
-', 1 0.005 
Capacitors 64 0.00057 N/A 1 N/A 1 1 0.036 
Transistors , -', 18 0.00415 N/A 1 1 N/A 1.17 0.087 '~ 
Total AD 0.184 
• 1 -=-
Architecture 5 (Distributed ECUs) 
Microcontrollers 4 0.0038 1 N/A 1 1 2.5 0.038 
lCs 4 0.0038 I N/A 1 I 1.94 0.029 
Resistors ' ~, 'l 120 0.000041 N/A 1 1 ·1 1.01 0.005 
Capacitors 44 0.00057 N/A 1 N/A 1 1.05 0.026 
Transistors " " 60 0.00415 N/A 1 1 N/A 1.24 0.309 
Total AD 0.408 
If "" . 
, Smce the ECUs here are all highly safety related. the mos t reliable screenlllg (electncal and envlromnental) and packagmg 
(encapsulated) on the list are assumed. 
, ., No data on passenger compartment locati on (which most ECUs are, except Distributed EC Us, which are chassis mounted), so 
data on trunk location is used instead. This is because trunk locati on offers the leas t hostile place in the li st, which is believed to 
be closed to passenger compartment. 
. MOS type .. metal film type ... nonelectrolyti c type .... average of FET and BJT values since they arc approximately equal in 
numbers 
Table E1 Alternative architecture reliability calculation based on automotive data 
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